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Administration Will Seek Legislation From
Congress Authorizing This Action If There
Is Not a Radical Improvement in the Industrial Situation Within a Few Days.
J

Washington, Aug. 25 (by the Associated Press).
The administration will seek legislation from congress
anauthorizing the taking over of certain railroads and in
not
a
radical
is
improvement
if
there
mines
thracite
the industrial situation within a few days, it was indicated tonight after Senator Cummins, chairman of tlfc
senate interstate commerce committee and Attorney
General Daiigherty had conferred with President Harding for more than an hour.
to
-

ornmcnt slmulrl go in itsa efforts
protect coal consumers irom
a commisA measure creating
sion to buy and sell coal was presented today to an informal house
interstate commerce sub committee, but members were reported
to be adverse to enactment of such
legislation at this time.
The coal situation came in for
further discussion today in the
senate, during consideration of the
Borah sub for the Winslow factfinding coal commission bill. Passage of this substitute tomorrow
is the program of loaders and witli
that end in view tho senate recessed to meet an hour earlier than
usual tomorrow with an agreement that further consideration of
the soldiers bonus bill would be deferred.
Senator Edge, republican, New
Jersey, proposed as an amendment to. the Borah bill a provision
giving tho president authority to
acquire by condemnation or otherwise, any or all of the coal mines
in tho country, but at the urgent
request of Senator Borah, he
withdrew it. Later tho proposal
was presented in the form of a
bill, which was referred
separate
IS
rEDEUATi OPF.RATIOX
to the Interstate commerce comdiscvssf.d
meeting mittee. This committee also has
before It the Walsh resolution,
Washington, Aug. 25 (hy the As- proposing similar authority for
sociated Press). Federal
tho president.
of Anthracite coal mines find
some of the railroads was considered at a White House conference
BRADY IS
tonight between President Harding
Cummins of the
and Chairman
senate Interstate commerce comGeneral
mittee, and Attorney
Daugherty.
OF
EASY
Senator Cummins said after (he
that the anthracito
conference
miners would b"
operators-angiven one more opportunity to setHOMORS AT GOLF
tle their difference.
In a
"If there isn't a settlement Intro-.luce
few davs," he said "I will
a bill luthorlzlng the governmines."
ment to operate tho
Oakland Hills Player Takes
Likewise, lie said, tho railroads
the Western Open Title
would be given a "reasonable" time
their
demonstrate
in which to
Over His Home Course;
service
ability to furnish adequate
and that those unable to do so
Two Tied for Second.
would be taken over.
Senator Cummins expressed con(Hy The AsMiriuted !&.)
fidence that legislation for hod
Birmingham, Mich., Aug. 2" l.v
rushed
be
could
through the
Miko
purposes
Associated
Press.)
congress without delay. It was In- Brady, Oakland Hills professional,
dicated that consideration of these after trying for more than a decade
of the
steps would not operate to inter- - to work the combination
fore with proponed legislation now lock which holds open golf titles,
to
curb
profand
yeslgnod
pending
today broko his way through by
iteering in coal.
the western open over his
The White House conference fol- winning
home course with a score of 201
situawhole
the
of
a
lowed
survey
holes only three
for seventy-tw- o
tion at the regular cabinet meet- strokes over par.
ing and the termination, witbojt
his field at
outclassed
Mike
result, of the conference 'it New
. York between raiirond executives every turn of the three duys' play,
the
uay anu
and union officials. It was stated taking the lead with lust
ease.
through
that the conference would be re- sailing
The second place score was ten
sumed tomorrow.
Laurie
Before tonight's conference the more than Mike's, his way Ayton.
into a
Chicago, shooting
groundwork had been laid through
iidminlstratinn overtures for q iu:-th- tie at X01 with Jock Jiuienisun.
collapsed on his
meeting between the parties when the latter after
having an
to tho anthracite dispute, to be afternoon round to
beat Brady.
held next week at some point in excellent chance
At the 303 mark, fourth place,
It was Indicated
Pennsylvania.
George Sargent, of Columbia,
that certain proposals would be was
made which, it was hoped, would while next came Emmctt French.
with J04, and
bring about an adjustment of the of Youngstown, of Mamoroncck,
r.
difficulty which disrupted the sea. Johnny
to win by
slons at Philadelphia earlier this v.. who lost his chance
going to pieces on hiH second morn
week.
While no detailed legislation was ing nine today, finishing wnn ..oi.
Among tho amateurs "Chick"
given as to how the government
would operate anthracite mines tt Evans, of Chicago, easily was the
the event of their seizure, It was leader with 314. "Chick" or would
third
indicated that the first step would have been an easy second
be to fix a wage scale and then nlaco man had he not lost control
reafter
this
to
his
in
miners
tho
of every club
big
request or direct
turn to work. Coal mined. It was noon, totaling 87 lor tne unai
stated, would bo marketed through eighteen holes.
tho regular commercial channels,
Brady's work outclassed mat or
the government
taking steps to any other player from stnrt to fin
ish. It was his party tnrougnour.
prevent possible profiteering.
The bituminous situation did not for he got the 140 other entrants to
enter into the discussion, tho
come to his own front yard where
agreeing that this Industry lie proceeded to beat them to
norto
back
was
most of
getting
frazzle. lie outdrove
gradually
mal. The ability of tho roads to them, outputted all of them.
move coal from tho mines, In thp
Because of his many former failview of officials constitutes an im- ures, it had tieen freely predicted
in
tills
element
connection,
portant
by the gallery experts that Brady
however, may prove a determining would blow tip today and th'it
factor as to tho necessity for fed- Hutchison would take the title.
eral operation of carriers.
was remarked that
In Everywhere itnot be able to stand
While further developments
Mike would
both the coal and. rail situations the pace that Jock would set. When
aro awaited, measures designed to Jock finished the morning round
minimize profiteering in both bi- with 75 against Hike's 76 and was
tuminous and anthracite will be only three strokes behind in the
pressed in congress. Differences total, the predictions were repeated
of opinion have developed between with emphasis.
But this afternoon
legislative it was Mike who set the pace and
the executive and
govthe
far
how
to
branches as
Jock who blew up. Brady took the
heart out of the Chieagoan by
foot runup
sinking a seventy-fiv- e
for a birdie three on the first hole
and the more they played the bet
ter Mike shot and the worse Jock
handled his clubs.
FORECAST.
New
25.
Denver, Colo., Aug.
Mexico:
Fair south, partly cloudy SOLDIERS AT BAYARD
north portion Saturday and probRECOGNIZED BY THE
ably Sunday,- - not much change In
tomperature.
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
fair
Arizona: Generally
Saturday
'and Sunday; not much change in
Fort Bayard, N. M., Aug. 25.
temperature.
Recognition of Fort Bayard In the
political life of Grant county was
LOCAL REPORT.
given official cognizinee by tho
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, democrats of this precinct at the
district convention u Central last
recorded by the university:
93 Monday evening, when Tack Moore,
Highest temperature
6 9 a Fort Bavard
map was elected
1x3 west
chairman of the convention, and the
Range
conven81 delegation to the county
Mean
between
4t tion was split fiftj-flftHumidity at 6 a. m
local
16
The
Central.
and
m
Bayard
Humidity at 6 p.
delegation was Instructed to go for
Preciptatlon
14 John Turner
ill ballots for
on
Wind velocity
South sheriff, but ull oth r rices were
Direction of wind
Character of day ... .Tartly cloudy Ignored.
Ttailrnads will be 'Riven an ontheir
to demonstrate
pnrtunity
ability to furnish adequate service,
it was declared, but those which
cannot give proper service will be
taken ove' by the government under present plans, Uf production
of anthracite is not resumed
"within a few days" it was added,
a bill will bo Introduced In congress to authorize the government
to take over the mines and produce coal. Legislation to enable
such seizure, Senator Cummins
predicted, would quickly be rushed
through congress.
Vbite House Conference.
Tho conference at the White
House whs hold after President
Harding had discussed thi entire
industrial situation with his cabinet at its regular meeting today
and after tho New York rail conference had been terminated without result. Immediately after the
cabinet meeting and before tonight's conference, however, It was
stated by an administration spokesman that "no steps were under
consideration" and that the president had nothing definite to announce.
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primary.
' Congressman
Thomas L. Blanton
and Oscar Calloway are opponents
At
district.
in the Seventeenth
the July primary Blanton received
Mr.
votes
than
about It, 000 more
Calloway, but not a majority of the
total.
RESUMED
COAL MINES

iri.

iBj Tlie tMMrlHt.
Aug. 25. KeCheyenne, ....iWyo.,
Vw.rrt
tViia pvenlnil
j.
said virtually all Wyoming mines
again running almost full capacity.
loliowing me seuitm';
strike in this state last Monday.
According to these reports miners in the Rock Springs district
went to work in earnest last Wednesday.
tl.nf thp ennl Wll
i. i
be moving rapidly at the end of this
week and ail uangcr ui i"
famine is believed past.
.
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C. PUD IN. T RAIN
Occurs at the
Santa Fe Depot at Trinidad, Colo.: Luckily No
Casualties Result.

Accident

Illy The Amocliited
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Dallas, Tex.. Aug. 25. The Ku
Klux Klan, federal reserve bank-- j
ing system, tiie Volstead act, trans- portation problems and rates, and
to a lesser degree attitude toward
organized labor and farmers clear-- J
ly have become Issues in the dem
ocratic campaign for the nomina- -'
tion for 1'nited Slates senator from
Texas, Tho second primary to finally
name the parly's nominee will be
held next Saturday, August 26.
James K. Ferguson, former govhis
known
lias made
ernor,
to legalizing
friendliness
light
wines and beer. He also has declared opposition to the Ku Klux
Klan. Among his pleas for support is that he is a friend of organHo
ized labor and the farmers.
attacks his opponent Earlo B.
Mayfield. a state railroad commissioner, charging that Mr. Mayfield
is a klausman. and bus the support of members of that order. Mr.
Mayfield maintains the kian is not
an issue.
Mr. Ferguson Is antagonistic to
the federal reserve banking system, and frequently, in his addresses, blames It for financial difficulties.
Mr. Mayfield has been stressing
and
tho transportation problems
rates as needing more attention
tho federal refrom congress-thaserve system. Ho declares the
rates aro too high, and that tho
rate making powers should be restored to the states.
Opening the campaign after the
Mr.
Ferguson
July 22 primary
confined his remarks concerning
almost
Klan
entirely
the Ku Klux
toward Mr. Mayfield. Later in his
campaign, however, he asserted
candidates seeking nomination for
certain state, offices had the support of the klan, and suggested
that voters opposed to the klan
should cast their ballots against
tho men he named. Among those
attacked by Mr. Ferguson was Ed
for the
R. Bentley, a candidate
of
nomination for Superintendent
n
Instruction.
Public
votes should go to S. M. N. Morris
of Travis county, and against Mr.
Bentley, Mr. Ferguson asserted.
Tho August 20 primary, known
as tho "run off," will finally decide the nominees in those races
in which no candidate received a
majority of the total vote July 22.
In the Second, Ninth, Fourteenth
and Seventeenth congressional districts no candidates received a
majority July 22, but in the Second and Ninth, tho second man
announced he did not care to go
into a run off race with the Incumbents, Congressmen John C.
Cox and J. J. Mansfield, respectively, so there will bo no further
contests until the November elections in those districts.
In the Fourteenth district John
If. Cunningham and Harry Hertz-ber- g
are the two candidates before
the voters August 2fi. The incomplete returns from that district
showed less than GOO votes between them, with Cunningham in
the lend. Herizhurg spoke against
the Ku Klux Klan before the July
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BAYARD

Charged With Opcr-- j Physician Who Served With;
WYOMING SOLON
Red Cross During the!
ating Confidence Games;
War Honored By Red;
riurwa, uuua
Action
Has Strengthened
Crescent.
and Elsewhere.
Control of
Monopolistic
Hip Journal.)'
(Special t'urrf .piindelir
(II; The iixtlntrd l'rr.)
Oil
the
2."..
Fort
J.
X.
Frank
Industry,
Baard.
Penver, Colo., Aug. 2j.
M., Aug.

Interest Centers in the Race
Between Ferguson and
Mayfield, Candidates for
the U. S. Senate.

con-forc-
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Tueblo, Colo., Aug. 25. A runcars
away string of ten freight Cololoaded ith coal crashed into
rado & Wyoming passenger tra'n
No. 2 at Trinidad, Colo., late this
afternoon, the locomotive on the
the
passenger train wrecked and
lives of scores of persons endanrecasualties
no
Luckily
gered.
resulted, according to Information
ceived here.
The passenger train was standing
at tho Santa Fo railroad depot dismincharging passengersno from the other
warning
ing camps. With
brake-mathan the r'loutlng of a lone
riding the runaway cars, the
cars crashed Into the train. Thousands f pounds of coal were scattered abo- -t the platform but non
were
of those standi ; nearhy
Tho passengers had gotstruck.
ten off when the collision occurred
and the ergine crew jumped when
the danger was noticed.
was forced
The ei ire wreck
down the Hack and across a much
traveleo scie't crossing and the
In tho
runaway was finally stopped brake-maSanta Fe yards by the lone
and other railroad men who
were able to swing aboard tho
speeding cars as yiey passed.
n

n

Ken-dri-

of Hale Center, Texas, The handsome silver medal of the
e
victim of tho Joe Furey Society of the Rod Crescent, head-n of Turkey, bus!
(gang of confidence men and who cd by the hi
;has since devoted much of his time boon sent to Pr Bayard Sullivan.
Fort
to hunting down men engaged in ;i inenil'cr of the
lla.ard(
staff. !r. Sullivan served!
swindling others, furnished infor nieiiicnl
in
the
with
American
lted
Cross
mation to District Attorney Philip
Jerusalem and in
Van Cise that led to the arrest last Constantinople,
other parts of Palestine, Turkey
night and early today of thirty-thre- e ami Armenia for 2S months.
The official title of the organl-- I
persons alleged to have, opeis So-the
rated confidence games in Colorado, zation
oido hi Croissant Itougn Ottoman
Florida, Cuba and elsewhere.
Tlie arrests were made by deputy do S. M. I. l,r Sultan. The citation
district attorneys and state rangers is in Turkish, but translated is as
and the prisoners were kept in the follows: "I have the honor and
basement of a church all night to pleasure tn Inform you that the
imperial iradn is issued conferring!
prevent them from communicating i on
you the silver medal of the
with tiriiilx.i-.......... .... u in IHn
lltv ...it..
uvti
juu,
,,j two of "(loiiuin Bed Crescent with the
Ulonyer and A. W. Duff,
war
emblem for your precious help
those arrested, were released today
on bonds of $2D, 000 each, but tho tn our society." It is signed hy I.
llainimel.
others were held in Jail in Adams
Medal I rom Wrangcl.
and Jefferson counties, adjoining
While serving in Kurope Pr.
Denver.
Sullivan
came in contact with tlie
Career As a "Mini Ilunlcr."
Ceneral
Peter
Norl'leet, disoussing bia career as forces of Huron
Wrangel, the Russian loyalist coma "man hunter" tonight, said:
"I had never known a crooked mander In chief. lie was decoratman or dishonest woman in my life ed with the Order of st. Stanislaus
until tho day Furey took me for a of the second degree by Heneral
sucker. We ma, my little girl, my Wrangel in person. He was also
boy, Pete, and t lived on a rancn decorated with the medal of the
Order of the Russian White Cross
ut Halo Center, Texas,
Pete was and
President Harding affixing signature to mileage book Lw.
the Order of tlie Red Cross.
ambitious and wanted
to go to
Or. Sullivan tolls some interest-- 1
t?o ma
and I, who had
President Harding won tho sVat- - such a book reduces the cost of school.
stories of the Near Kast, of
Ing
saved Uite a little pile, agreed lie
itude of traveling salesmen when travel for wholesale users because should go. Wo
Russian refugees, of Armenout tno the
The school ut Plainview.picked
he signed Senator Watson's milo-- j the interstate rate prevails.
After settling ian relief and of the trials of th
ago book law. The purchase of book can be used on all lines.
'Sonny' there, I went on to Fort Red Cross in that
country. In ConstantinoWorth." It was there he met Furey
and first was swindled. After tell- ple, he says, it is an ordinary thing
to walk into a restaurant and bo
ing of Ibis affair, in which, according to N'orfleet's story, he finally served by a beautiful Russian girl,
BOARD
was "frisked of every cent he owned whom you later find out to be a
and left up to the neck In debt," genuine princess, duchess or countess. The Russian aristocrats are
Norfleot continued:
"You know, I promised ma I'd affable, although poverty stricken,
OF
TO
quit this man hunt and go back and for tlie privilege of eating and
home and live at peace. But some- talking wilh Americans will unbody's got to char the earth of fold the story of their stricken
these vermin. Thov nrev on the country. They all believe the bolOG
RT
men shevik! will be ultimately driven
innocent. 1 Know twenty-fou- r
emin Texas and elsewhere who have out of the country and the
hroken-heurtebeen robbed,
and pire restored.
Is Modienl Authority.
a oil.
ima lifit'n Hiort hnr:inua .if
has been on duty
Killing of Baldonado De- Chairman flf thf War Fl-- ! lattiy of these confidence men. at Or. Sullivan since
Fort Bayard
early in .luly,
Somebody's got to fight them to a
scribed By a Colored
nance Corporation rrom- - ;finish
not
talk much of his trials
and rra the man that's wimns but does
tn
and
the
east, and
advantages
ises the Industry All the
Prisoner; Board Is ExMind at Work
only showed his decorations at tho
Aid Within HIS POWer.
"Furey's dead, Uerber's in prison, urgent solicitation of friends who
pected to Report Quickly
Ward's in a suicide's grave, but faw hiin receive the quaintly
there's still a master mind at work, wrapped Turkish medal from the
'PVCIAk PiSPAICH lo MOIVH.ha JOUMNA1.)
(liy Th AMc!aled Vrew.i
Or. Sullivan
window.
- Santa Fe,
Kugeni ar-- sooner or later I'll get Dio ad posfoffico
Aug.- - 85. Tcstimory
penvxr, Colo. Ai g.
is a bachelor and Is In the midLharle9
a'l(
chairof
and
Washington,
Meyer
Jr.,
unexpected
highly
apparently
He served as a first
Harris, alias W.
Silencer, and dle thirties.
,' war finance f"'-P'sensational was introduced on tho man of the
,inotier almost enuaily clever, P.eno lieutenant in tho American army,
fourth and last day of the investi- turn, ueiore rne nieiioun .miuuiuh Hamlin.
and is known as one of the best
gation by tho board of penitentiary Livestock association in mid-ye"Vou gee, they were all in the of the younger school of tubercucommissioners into the fond strike
experts. He has done a grea'
today, outlined hi.! swindling oil leasewasand farm land losis
of July 19, when Martin Baldona- session here
deals. Hamlin
caught and deal of research work. He Is nado was killed and five other pris- proposals for the permanent fiTennessee.
of
under $20,00" bond which tive
oners wounded by five of the nancing of the livestock industry. placed
ho jumped, and so is
again.
his
till
testiwithin
.
'".
aid
He
.
the
tlio
promised
guards.
Having taken
"
'
mony, it is believed that the board power, and suggested t hat a spe-- 1
Montreal.
hin
cm con miuee o.
will report to Governor M. C.
BAYARD
was watching a human spider
The testiwithout delay.
J
':
hands on
Uot
climb
a
i e m
my
building.
L
ti
hununtry
adequately finaneing
mony, comprising some six
tho
im and
hjm
dred written pages, will he transstreets into a moving picture show,
i. ,.".,
mitted to the executive as soon
ex
where the manager,
as the transcript of the stenogra- temporary organization, and that cited grabbed me, gavegetting
me over
its purpose Wan merely to meet an to the
phers' notes can be made.
and
let
police
Spencer go.
No similar organizaKilling of Baldonado was de- emergency.
He's a good looker and I Just look
scribed by Claude Bennett, a col- tion of permanent status, he said, as though I was oine of the
ored prisoner, who said bo was an could hope to receive the
brigac.
eye witness. He said lie saw the 'tion and ffecls of the men who
"Hut I know the 'con' man breed.
shot fired by the guard on the west had volunteered their services, as When I came to Denver 1 recognot permit
platform of tower No. 1; that Inter other tooutness sowould
nized one of the old gang standing
much time to the on
devote
he was In the hospital when this them
Headquarters Rethe corner. He didn't recognize Wants
guard, Toribio Sanchez, came in. corporation. Plans
me and so I knew I had a bit of
From Capital; Man
moved
Proposed.
Many
out for me here. For
pulled down the cover from
"The activities of the war finance work cut and
1
face, laughed and retheir
the
at
t'vo
Hospital Seeks
played
nights
corporation," said Mr, Meyer, "and game.daysI can play any game except
marked:
Inlivestock
of
the
condition
the
I
white
a
was
Commandership.
it
"Huh,
thought
that of a good looking, attractive
dustry has shown the necessity of wise
man."
tn'n.
will take care of
to The Joiirftiil
C. If. Blake, another prisoner, some plan that
am firmly convinced Spencer (Sprriul Correspondence
breeding time to ma- or "IHarris
Fort Bayard, N. M.. Aug. 25.
testified he heard this remark cattle from
is not far away and it is
a number
been
There
have
to tin
turity.
Tho
in
Fort
delegation
Bayard
Recalled
was
made by
my intention to get him. He
of plans proposed.
too close to Furey and Gerber an ! state convention of the American
rebuttal, Sanchez denied having
In
bill
"The
the
senat'H
legion in Las Vegas. August 28, 25
tired the shot or made the re- ami- th Capier
in
MePVirtdcn bill
the ward not to nave enjoyeu soimb ui and
30, left Thursday determined
bad
but admitted lie
to
s
he
and
mark,
pay.
got
money
meiism-eat
niy
aimed
house are two
to bring back to Fort Bayard the
Not Afra (1 of riicm.
pulled flown tho cover and looked a solution of the problem. These
state
at the dead man's face.
"I'm not afraid of any of them, state commandership C.and
ca.tlo loan companl-- s
bills
Wallach
Joseph
Charles and John Parks, broth- that propose
on cattle night is on my side and even na- headquarters. of the
can
securities
issue
enwas
local post
commander
ers, testified that after they bad and would result in bringing out tn''or tney '"0K ,nc mo u"LO dorsed
for state commander hy tin
..... ...v.
gone to their cells, following the more money lor tne industry.
w
In on a local post at a meeting last Thurs
shooting, Canuto Alarid, captain of
"Congress hps also a plan for some oil stock, oror to getshove
the day night. As Fort Bayard with u
the guards, directed a guard In the continuingscheme,
they
eorpn-jlan- d
war
finance
the
cell house to shoot tho men in ration under another designation, pockctbook lure In front of me or membership of 800. has 44 delecontheir cells If he heard any bad talk but I do m I believe that this is lust act as an amiauio sirang'-- gates of tho 130 at the state
Thomas Hughes, practicable for a permanent relief anxious to be hospitable to the new vention, it can easily be seen thai
them.
from
tho wishes of Chester I.. Thompson
hoard member, announced that lie If we an finance the industry booh who's como to town.
to with more
did not believe Alarid had given through regular channels, it will he
"They are the vilest crew afflict- Post will be listened
deleany such order.
not only practicable hut far more ing society. They're thieves, rob- than ordinary interest by the
James D. Dankoff, federal prison-one- satisfactory.
bers, killers, if need he. And I'm gates.
In order to move ptate headquarfor nut to get two more men nn my list
"To get adequate
awaltingarraignment testified
capital
Bayard it will he necthat after he had gone into the cell financing the livestock industry vou and I'm going to get them, and ters to Fort
bouse, a guard tn the front tower must convince capital the indus- after that, why, I'm going home essary to amend thenowdepartment
yelled at him, cursing and trying try is sound: you must give confi- tn Halo Center, Texas, and let m.i constitution, which shall provides
be state
to thrust a shell into his rifle, dence to the industry and this as- make a fuss over mo and feed me that the state capital
An amendment to
while the shell stuck in the maga- sociation can give this confidence. some of those biscuits and waffles headquarters.
Azine, the pr;soner
he There must be proper supervision and corn pone and baked ham that this effect is being fosteredAs byAlbutestified,
of shipments, and, above all. there Ward and C.erber ate before they lbuquerque legionnaires.
dodged from tho window.
and
querque, Silver City. Doming
took us into the tune of $ 15,000."
Prisoners Stocking. McBiide and must, be absolute inspection."
officials of the district attorney's Uoswoll delegates are said to he
Licensed Inspectors.
Haugh, said to have been active in
th.behind Fort Bayard in this move,
an
is
the
followed
office said
arrests
the strike wero on the stanr in
"Inspection, I believe,
I would investigation of more than a year. there is a strong
prospect that
heads and most Important thing.
stripes', with shaved
have Thov estimated that more than $1,- - state headquarters will ho removed
wearing chains. They spent 12 fiiggest .1' nf. this
and that Joe Waldays "in the hole" and are now j;i a corns of . licensed inspectors. The 000. 000 had been ohtained from to Fort Bayard
in lienver lach will be the next state comconfinement.
solitary
Stocking reports of these men would civof tourists and visitors
during that year by members of mander. Wallach has not authoriand McBrlde testified they were greater assurance of the safety
zed the use of his name as a canthe alleged ring.
stretched
over
a
and the loan."
barrel
understood
is
but it
Tho war finance corporation has
didate,
At the conwhipped jn addition.
through bis friends that he Is In a
clusion of the investigation, A. M. loaned a total of J 5. Ono.onn on PRIVATE IS FOUND AT
receptive mood. It will mean a
Edwards, assistant attorney gen- livestock, $30,000,000 of which hns
WITH PART great deal to southern New Mex-at
C0BLENZ
eral, representing the state, de- been throug'i banks and an addiico to have state headquarters
through cattl"
clared he found conditions in the tional $55,000,000
OF HEAD SHOT AWAY Bayard. The Santa Fe post Is exinstitution so very serious that the loan companies, Mr. Meyer said.
he
of
Most
these
loan
companies,
pected to fight the proposed
board ought to take immediate acare ne companies.
amendment allowing state headThe Aitwirliitrd Prru.)
(llj
tion, reporting to the governor at added
"I believe that nn amendment to
Coblenz, Aug. 25 (by the Asso- quarters to be allowed in the homo
once.
the national banking act can be ob- ciated Press.)
because
Lester of the state commander,
Private
tained that would permit a national Irons, of Toms Tttver, N. J.. a mem- under the present constitution only
STRIKING SHOPMEN
bank to subscribe for stock In a ber of a provisional milituvy police a member of the Santa Fe post can
cnttlo loan companv." he contin- company, was found today in n pool be state adjutant, the only salaried
NEVER WILL ACCEPT
of blood with part of bis head shot Job in the department.
ued, "tinder the F.dce net a
OFFER OF SANTA FE In nn baric' ican subscribe for stnek away, outsldo the garage of Major
inst
'on financing Imports. General Henry T. Allen, in com"The c.vttl' loan company, there- mand of the American forces on GIRL IS INJURED IN
B." Th Acrlated PrtM )
Leems to nie the way to fi- the Rhine. Private Irons had been
fore,
FALL FROM A HORSE
25.
The
Topeka, Kans., Aug.
nance tho livestock Industry of this on guard duty at this post last
will accept
never
shopmen
striking
1 would sugcountry
are
Two
German
permanently.
night.
being
girls
55. Fay
the- offer made by the Santa Fo
Aug.
Levy, N. M
name a held for Investigation.
gest tl.nt tho president
railroad as stated In a formal an- committee
Walker,
daughter of
to
this subject
Mrs.
nouncement last night hy A. Ct. and I shall bo take up
Mr.
U
J.
Walker, living
and
glad to aid them, if
II A Mi WILL ACTKPT.
east of Levy, is confined to her bed
Wells, vice president of the Santa I can."
Santa Fe, Aug. 23. That'll. L. as the result of severe injuries reFe, that the strikers will he taken
Mr.
left late today for Ariwith two girl
back only as new men and as only zona toMeyer
his family, now tour- Hall, of Rio Arriba county, would ceived whllo riding
join
Her.
horse became
such men as are needed.
accept the democratic nomination companions.
that stat.
for governor If it were tendered frightened and shied violently, un"The federated shop crafls never ing
will give in to that," said Fred AV.
him, in the definite Information seating the girl, ind kicked with
CAHEY nv?s hi:iiim.
sadRausch, local publicity chairman
Wyo. Aug. 24. With brought back from Hall's home by both feet as she fell from the the
Cheyenne,
for tho strikers' executive commit- S7 precincts out of 657 In the state democratic leaders who speak with dle. One hoof struck her in
tee. "We will never retract from missing, John W. Hay was leading authority.
Hall has been mention- face and the other on the chest and
was otherwiss
She
the stand that all employed go C.ov. Robert D. Carey
late today in ed from the first as one of the shoulder.
back to their former positions. Un- the race for the republican
gubernatorial
possibilities on the bruised by the fall, and It Is thought
til seniority is recognized there will
injuries.
nomination bv 107 votes. democratic side, and that he is In she may have Internal
be no one going back as far as tlie The vote stood: Hnj-- , 1.37!; Carey, a receptive attitude will be of much She wt unconscious for some tine
in
men are concerned.
interest
after the accident.
political circles,

Tells
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lone-tim-
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Government Will Eventually
Suffer the Loss of Huge
Sums and Possibly a
Shortage of Navy Fuel.
(0? Tbe Amoriutcd 1'rrn
Washington Aug. 25. Oeciarin-- ;
that the recent leasing of the Teapot Home naval reserve in Wyoming strengthened
monopolist'
control of the oil Industry, Senator
Kcndrlck, democrat. Wyoming, fold
the senate In a speech late toda.7
that the contract which turned over
tlie. field to Sinclair
oil interests
was "vicious and criminally wasteful" and that it would "eventual'?
plague and c en damn the
ndmir-istration-

."

T:ie terms of the lease, the
tor said, were not only Improvido' t
but would cause a "shameful and
destruction" of th
unnecessary
final naval oil reserve. He added
it
would not promote compethat
tition as claimed, hut in a time of
"huge overproduction aid in turning to private interests the millions
of dollars which the government
would realize" wore the property'
to have been "protierly handled.
Full's' Malm of Drainage.
The senator said the claim that It
was necessarv to drill wells In the
Teapot reserve was not worthy of
serious consideration, inasmuch at
any assertion of such drainage fcan area of greater than ten acres
never had been substantiated pv
scientists. He added that, "of all
the myths and fables constructed
hythe secretary of the Interior." in
defense of the lease, none had less
real su'wtanee than that concernPublic attention
ing drainage.
again had been attracted to the
Teapot Dome incident by the recent
sending of a detachment of marines there to eject a drilling crew,
he said. This action, he added
was done with the approval of the
president, but added It was "inexcusable" and was done over th
protests of tlie state authorities.
The federal government, he eaiy
had" had no trouble since the reserve was first set aside in keeping
drillers out. and declared It wotiW
have had no trouble in the futur
despite arguments to the contrary
by federal officials here.
Analyzes Contract.
In an analysis of the contract
given 'he Mammoth oil cotnpani
organized by the Sinclair Interests
and which Senator Kendrlck sa:d
maintained a "brotherly relationship" with tlie "Standard Interests,"
the Wyoming senator declared that
it gave to tho lessee a lower royalf
rate thun is provided in other federal leases. This phase alone, lie
added, meant that tbe government
eventually would suffer the loss nf
huge sums in addition to possihl"
shortage of oil for the navy, th
object of the establishment of the
reserve.
further.
Criticising tbe lease
Senator Kendrick said it providd!
royalty 'scale that
i graduated
- ell but
meant nothing. He
lalmed that the contract
ratrn
wore so stated as to permit of
and
that therefore
nanipulation
;he government never would know
sena-

-

Mictly.

TO

BETROTHED
OF A
GERMAN ARISTOCRAT

THE WIDOW

(By Ihf Amnetnfeol Prna.l
London, Aug. 25. Former Em- enI Willi. in is betrothed to luc
vidow of a German aristocrat,
tn a report received by the
Times.
The woman is said to be
of
ilmost
royal rank and the moth-- r
of three children.
She and the
children recently visited the former
vinperor at Doom, Holland. Jt is
sild the marriage will take place
luring tho coming wtnter.
The report adds that this is not
the woman to whom the
emperor was reported some time
ago to be betrothed.
one-tim- e

BILLY MISKE KNOCKS
OUT FRED FULTON IN
ST. PAUL RING BOUT
M

Vtrn.i
(By The Ax-iiilfSt. Paul, Minn., Aug. 25. Billy
ske, St. Paul heavyweight knock

ed out Fred Pulton, of Minneapolis.

tho first round of their scheduled
bout here tonight.
Miske was the aggressor from the
start and after slightly more than
a minute of mixing, floored Fulton
for a count of seven, using a right
hook.
When Fulton got to his
feet, Miske charged him again and
knocked him out with a left hook.
Mlske weighed 1S8 pounds and Fulton 207.

In

ten-rou-

22 ARE INJURED
TROLLEY

IN

CAR WRECK

tB.r T'w Associated PreM.)

Syracuse, N. T., Aug. 25. A
trolley car ran wild down Walnut,
avenue hill during a terrific rain
and electrical storm here tonight.
Jumped the tracks after speeding
three city blocks and was wrecked
against concrete and metal lighting poles on a corner. Twenty-tw- o
of the passengers were removed
to hospitals.
Reports from hospitals were to
the effect that none of the pasInsengers had been seriously
jured, the majority suffering from
bruises and shock.
WASHINCTOV WINS.
Cleveland. Aug. 25. Washington today won the championship
of the Union Printers' InternationFt.
al Baseball league, defeating
I
Paul, 16 to &.
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SNIPING IRISH FREE STATERS AND REBELS

BUDGET SYSTEM

0
State

s GHOOLS

Taxpayers

Associa--

BALLOT

j

(Bv Stnto THMMiycrs' Association)
Seven thmisiuiil dollars in one
tiounty anrt $4,.ri(0 In another con ifrom the school
lly ortliM'cd paid
for in the prcs-ofunds n.it
a failyear's hmltrts indicates
ure tii npprcclatrt the sicniflcance
to
protect taxof laws intended
and ill
payers from uncalled-fu- r
Kortuuatoly,
advised expenditures.
wore pre-- j
payments on these orders efforts
of
vented by the prompt
audi-- :
state
educational
John .Teems,
tor. Not only did Ills action save
the taxpayers $1 1,000 in Kan MiKiiel
Socorro counties, but. it total
nf probably Ji.l.UOO in other conn-- 1
of
the slate.
ties
Jt is such concrete instances of
of public flnan-- j
es which justifies the enactment,
ot laws providing for budKets and
budget control, says the Taxpayers'
association in its recent bulletin.
The Taxpayers' association hasj
insisted strenuously upon ihe oh-- j
Kcrvame of nli statutory limitations
ns to the spending of the people's
money and has supported every law

mis mAmi'P'-- 'mttMMfJdR

.1

c

rn.

$

fir

j

..... .,1

a

.....i nm i, In milt- -

it has' likewise Above, Free Staters firing on rebels from shelter of a hedge, Below, rebel detachment covering retreat
expenditures,
through blossoming fields of County Mayo.
supported every official who has
such laws.
insisted In enforcing
successes
resorted to guerrila warfare.
Continued
of
the
selves ef every bit of cover.
Xot only has its moral support been
Small bodies of riflemen from
Irish Free State forces havs
Practically every man partici
given, but financial aid has been driven the rebeh intu the Mayo
both
on
sides sortie forth
snippating in the fighting is a sharp
available for biindus eases into
tlierathe
where
latter
mountains
have ing expeditions availing
shooter.
court. A half dozen such instances
can be cited, the last being the
in-- 1
Hoolc
case,
Western
company
,,
na.o ,ipu m i
It is to
volving the proposed expenditure
ijui. hoped
that future legislation
MAKE GRAPE JUICE!
of S6,!IE0 in San MIriipI county fori1"?
Answers to Questions.
will
our
strengthen
present budget
100 sets of "The World Honk.
laws
and
for
such
control
provide
V-is
It
Company Had rcrnilt.
tastes
wholesome.
It
The Western Hook company se- lawsiai iiiiHira a iu uiiiKe sueu
good, it is within the law.
effective.
(Any reader can get tho ancured a permit from the state de- TAXPAYERS'
Making grape Juice is an art.
ASSOCIATION OF
swer to any question by writing
partment of education to sell "The
If you make it carelessly it will
NEW MEXICO.
the Albuquerque Journal Intor- World Book'' in New Mexico. This
be muddy. If you let it sland
V. ASPLUND.
niation Bureau, Frederick J. Has- -'
given
permit seems to have been
too
be
it
will
lung
vinegar.
Director.
kin, director, Washington, D. C.
without any investigation or restricSqueezing a grape is an art.
This offer applies strictly to in-- .
tion as to prices, letters of enIt
is one of the oldest arts in
offormation.
'ihe bureau cannot
dorsement were also piveu by
MAN WITH GIGANTIC
tho world. It you want to get
givo udvlce on legal, medical nnd
ficials of the department by at
out
tho
of
the grapes,
juice
STILL IS ARRESTED
financiul matters. It does not at-- I
least some of tho members of the
you must know how. In this
These
tempt to settle domestic troubles,
Htate board of education.
the
of
country
making
grape
nor undertake exhaustive research
letters were used in siun a man- (Spibil Correnpondpnce to Tho Journal.)
Juice is coiiii.iii ated
by the on any subject. Write your quener as to leave the impression that
Tlountainair, N. M., Aug. 25.
Ihat
fermentation
fact
must
Hod-Mexico
New
U.ve
Leonard
!
the books, costing in
stion plainly and briefly.
George Blackwell,
be pi evented.
full name and address and en- $69.50 a set, were virtually adopted son and Lnnnie Saptilva were taken
The
best
available
account
close two cents in stamps for re- -i
by the slate board of education. As in out of the wet by Sheriff lilock.
of how to squeeze a grape is
All replies
uro
turn postage.
a matter of fact, the state super- at the premises of tho first named
in
that
contained
booklet
the
instruction
sent direct to the inquirer.)
west of Mountainalr.
intendent of public
of
the
of
AgriculDepartment
!"
about
found it necessary, in a published
found
He
a
gallon still,
ture 01 the subject a comJ. Was there ever sucli o man
circular, to maky it clear that there thirty gallons of whiskey and S00
plete description of tho proces..
as t aptaiii lUdd? 11. ). M.
had been no surh cidoption. Jn the gallons of mash.
with
illustrations.
to
many
samo letter, attention was called
At the hearing before V. S. Com-- 1
A. William Kidd, better known
'ihifi is a
government
the different prices at which books missioner I.udwick Monday Black- as Captain Kidd, was a real perpublication and ou" Washingwere offered in other states, with well entered, a plea of guilty to
son, who lived from about 1(150 to
Buieau will
discrimination
1701.
against New Mex- charges of manufacture and pos-- j ton Information
was born in Scotland.
r. ir.py
for any reader went toHesea
ico schools.
session of liquor and absolved the
at an early age, and
who
out
fills
and
mnils
the became a trader
Value of tlio rtiiduct.
other two from any participation'
out of New York.
coupon
tclow, enclosing two
The value of the budget system or knowledge of the business. One
lie was commissioned by William
cents in stamns
for return
111 of
oncl of the control thereof provided was there to pay Blackwell a bill
as
a privateer and
England
he was given permission to cap-- j
by law was justified in the action ho owed, and the other to collect' postage. Write you:- name and
uddress c'early.
turo pirates.
of the state educational auditor. a bill from Blackwell, but neither
A company which
To pay for items not contemplated had anything to do with the busi- included tho king beno-- j
may
lited financially by his successes.
in the budget, in the judgment of ness. according to the testimony of
FREDERIC J. HASKIX,
HJ9ti his adventures began
About
the auditor, constituted an illegal all three.
Director.
to take on a piratical character,
use of funds. This is the signifiBlackwell was held to the, fed-- :
The Albuquerque Journal. In' ho was
cant feature of this case. When a eral grand Jury under bond of
proclaimed a pirate, arformation
Bureau,
Washingand
once
in JOitlt, and after an unfair
has
been
rested
approved
budget
$1,600.
ton, D. C:
a
ho
was condemned and exeis
it
binding
trial,
certified,
properly
I encloso herewith two cents
instrument. It is presumed that
cuted. Sinco he hold government
in
for
return
on
stamps
DOSES
postage
LITTLE
so
apcommissions authorizing
when a budget lias been
him to
a free copy of the Grapo Juice suppress piracy,
and certified, sufficient
it is hard to deproved
OF COMMON SENSE llooltlet.
termine what part of his operarevenues have been provided for
tions wero legitimate and what
the purpose set forth in the budget
Name
By PR. W. I THOMSON.
There has been
pan otherwise.
only and for no other purpose, exm.
o
r.
much rumor concerning treasures
wim:
essential
an
tii
of
cept emergencies
Street .
.
buried
him
to his cap- by
character. To spend money as was
prior
(Anxious Mother)
tore, and tho coast of tho United
intended in this case was a glaring
Oh, Doctor, come quickly,
City
Slates
lias
of
times
been
many
violation of the Intent and spirit
Please, hurry this time,
.searched. The Quedagh Merchant,
i
State
Our Nellie has swnlluT'Cd
tho law.
an Armenian vessel which ho capAside from the legal aspects of
A new silver dime.
tured had a rich cargo and part
tho attempted improper diversion
of this was recovered
from li
of funds, the proposed expenditure
(Sleepy Doctor)
the
inning place on (lardincr's Island
was reprehensible in view of
Don't worry, poor Neliie
MEX.
off
Montauk
PROFESSOR
in
Point,
these
Island.
Long
available
funds
reason
fret
her
to
limited
No
i). How docs the EiirIIsIi lan
counties for teachers' salaries and
You'll find, in the morninrr,
PLANT
STUDIES
guage ciiinpare with others In
for conducting;
other essentials
Some change for the better.
of words? 15. 15.
CULTURE IN U. S number
Schools. In the two counties named,
A.
aro
English approximates
0
start
at
warrants
ths
teachers'
outstanding
To save the babies,
words;
in large amounts and to deplete dairy.
(lerman,
300,000'
French.
H.i.000: Russian,
the cash reserved for the fall
Spanish, 120,000; Italian
months until taxes are collected
The monkey, In bis native haunts,
1 10. 00a.
of
most
callous disregard
shows the
is said to be glandiloipicnt.
Q. What Is tho vnlue of tho
of the people's
the sacredness
clover Ni'il produced In tlio lull-ft- l
Disease is responsible for much
money paid under difficulties fol
Slates? ,1. G. X.
The prevention of uisthe education of their children.
poverty.
A. The farm value of
As stated, .Mr. .looms' action has ease engenders thrift.
and
clover seed produced in grass
of
trie
thus far prevented
1919
payment
was nearly fSl,000,000.
these warrants, except in ii few
If you aro holding a headache
Is there n good automobile
In Shu
Miguel county in one hand und a dose of coal
road across Canada? S. Jj y
in the
where the Western Hook company tar headache
powders
A. British Columbia and' Albrought mandamus proceedings to other keep the headache.
berta are building roads that will
compel payment, the district atgive Canada a through automoIf the fat would be lean they
torney, assisted by attorneys embile route from coast to coast.
ployed by tlie Taxpayers' associa- must be able to look a potato in
ease
to
Q. When did the Denver mint
go.
vigorously. the eye and tell it where
tion, fought the
first coin
The publicity given to the methods
pieces? M. E S
A. The Denver mint first coinof the company and to the reckless
Fats keep the Eskimo warm.
ed pennies in 1911.
disregard of careful handling of- Fruits and vegetables keep the
Q. Can you tell me where to
public funds by certain school of- Cuban cool. It's all in where you
Jicials. had a most salutary effect. live and how.
apply lor tin overseas pack? 1 nm
of
the
the
merits
told
that tho government elves
Unfortunately,
case were not permitted to be dethem lo
The cause for that group of disF. D. c.
A. Tho
cided. H seems that the meeting eases which involve the heart, the
quartermaster' corps
of the county board of education arteries, the liver and tho kidneys,
says that it is too late to obtain
an
outfit such as you desire.
held to consider the purchase of may be found in tho butcher's bill.
the books was illegal in that due
It. To which con n ley do we
notice had nut been given to all
export the most iiiorclinndisc? J.
Vitivcrsitr Heights Daily Gipsy
members of tlio board. The case Storo will carry free snap to you
A. During tho fiscal
was, therefore, withdrawn, and, it Tuesday. Sample enke at our store
year 19"1-2- 2
Is understood, Clio order and war- - Saturday.
merchandise was
from
the United States toexported
tho United
kingdom valued at $843,897.3
was second with ij.jn '.
445,332, and Germany third, with
Prof. A. L. Herrara.
$350,442,438.
Q. Has George Wnshiueloti any
Prof. A. L. Herrara. leading
living descendants?
J!.
biologist of Mexico, is in the United
A. George Washingtonk, had no
States studying biological condi-- ; children,
and therefore no lined
tions in the principal museums, descendants.
A,
botanical gardens and zoological
,AV,m.t 13 t,le Production of
filliertg la Italy? A. M. V.
fjarKsL
A. The production
of filberts
in southern Italy in 1922 is estiNOTICE TO CONTRACTORS mated to be
22.000.000
This amount is 13,000,000 pounds
pounds
Sealed
proposals will be re- less than the 1921 crop. r
iWe are now more nearly settled in our temporary
Give a list
ceived at the office of the City
,.,n,i..
Clerk, Albuquerque, New Mexico, American Inventions. .1. ;.
quarters at 216 West Copper avenue and have asA. Among those deserving
a
until 6 p. m., September 5th,
sembled a complete line of Staple and Fancy Gro1522, for painting woodwork and place in such a list are: the air
brake,
celluloid,
and tinting plastered walls of the
telephone, typeceries and have at all times all the Fresh Fruits
writer, talking machine, electric
City Hall.
incandescent
lamp,
lamp, chrome
and
sheets
Specifications
bidding
and Vegetables the market affords.
tanning, trolley car, oanh register
may be had at the office o the rotary
converter,
electric
welding'
City Clerk.
recording- adding machine, carboFor a limited time we have a special deal on Soap
B. H. CALKINS,
rundum, high speed steel, airCity Manager.
and it's the best one yet.
plane,
and maAttest:
chine gun.
IDA V. M ALONE,
Q. Who said "handsome is as
10 bars
City Clerk.
handsome docs"? m. j.
Petro
A. The saying "handsome is as
lene Soap
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS handsome does" may be found in
proverbinl literature of all countries.
The early fathers of the
Five Large Bars White Lily Soap Free
Sealed proposals will be
church and medieval moralists
at the office of the City were extremely
fond of it.
Clerk, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
until 6 p, m., September 5th, 1922.
FIRE AT TAMI'ICO
for furnishing radiator shields, for
Tii
Tampico. Mexico. Am.
the City Hall.
business district here was
by
Specifications and bidding sheets fire this morning. Three swept
may be had at the office of the are known to be dead and persons
twelve
City Clerk.
persons were seriously lniured.
B. H. CALKINS,
16 WKST COPPER
o. L. McMillan,
property damage estimated at more
PllOXES
than 6. 000,000 pesos was caused.
City Manager.
Attest:
Phone 256.
616 13. Central.
The origin of the fire is not known.
593391355
IDA V. M ALONE,
Journal .Want Ads Urlng Kesults,
City qiork.
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THE SERVICE STORES
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'

$1.00

L

Hawkins

LIKELY

If w iiidt knw it was just

ds good esHixvi'cl! House Coffee,
wed h$ surprised to see so

HIS AUTOMOBILE

The republican state convention
will nominate Judge Stephen
B.
Davis, Jr., of Las Vegas as the
party's candidate for United States
senator on the first ballot, Berna
lillo county supporters of Judgo
Davis announced following conferences here Thursday night and
Friday forenoon, at which Judgo
Davis was present.
The local Davis men assert that
the republican county line up to
date shows that Judge Davis will
receive tho votes of more than 300
delegates on tho first ballot. The
number necessary to nominate is

Ho

17.

mm

while

r

hydro-airplan-

e,

W. D. Deveny, superintendent of
tho Santa Fe snops at Topeka,
Ivans., since January 1, 1921, was
killed Tuesday evening in Topeka
while cranking his automobile, according to word received in Albuquerque. Ho was cranking the car
when the cngino started and the
ear moved forward, knocking him
down. One of the wheels passed
over his head, inflicting severe
bruises, frneturing the skull and
severing one oar from tho head. A
physician was summoned, but the
died about fifteen
injured man
minutes nfter tho accident from
cerebral hemorrhage.
27,1.
Mrs. Myra Easton, sister of Mr.
The local Davis club now has
and her baby were in the
Deveny,
more than 300 members. Harry
The
W. Kelly, of Las Vegas, wholesaler, back seat of the automobile.
starter was out of order and
Is president of the state organizato
find the
in attempting
tion, which is being extended into Deveny,
had pulled the front
trouble,
every county.
cushion down into the foot space in
Judgo Davis came to Albuquer the bottom of the
so that when
que Thursday night, expecting to tho engine, which car,
accidentally had
remain here several days. He was been left in
gear, started, Mrs. Eascalled to Santa Fo Friday morn- ton was unable
to give any assisting by n. telegram announcing the ance. After striking
Deveny, the
arrival there of Delf K. Carpenter, car ran for about a block
und
Colorado commissioner in the Color- half down tho street before Mrs.a
ado-New
Mexico water rights Easton could climb over the back
controversy over the distribution of the seat nnd get to the brakes.
of the waters of the La Plata river
Mr. Deveny was born In Topeka,
In Pan Juan county.
Judge Davis October
1874, and after being
is tho New Mexico commissioner. educated 15,
in the public, schools
What Is expected to be a final con there he entered the Santa
Fe shops
ference looking to the settlement as machinist
After
apprentice.
of tho disputed water rights is excompleting bis apprenticeship he
pected to occur in Santa Fe, Mon worked as a Journeyman for sevday, August 28.
was promoted to foreeral
While his supporters claimed n; man years,
and eventually to master mesuccess
first ballot
for their candi chanic at La Junta, Colo. Prior. to
date in the convention Judge Davis going to Topeka,
he was mechanical
declined to discuss tho convention
superintendent of tho southern disline up.
trict of the Santa Fe at Amarillo,
"Having become a candidate for Texas.
T
of course want
the nomination,
to bo successful,"
Judge Davis
said. "I do not think I care to STRIKER MAY HAVE
go into detail ns to any probable
VIOLATED FEDERAL
convention lino up.
My friends
tell me that there is support for
COURT INJUNCTION
and
I
feel
will
that
my candidacy
All I can
receive tho nomination.
U. S. deputy marshals are Invessay now is that I appreciate very
sincerely tho support that is being tigating what they believe is the
violation of the federal court
first
nomgiven to me nnd that if I am
inated I shall strive to my utmost injunction restraining interference
by striking
ability to merit the confidence re- with shop workmen
Tho
investigation
posed in me by my parly, and by union tnen.
when
it was restarted yesterday
the people should I be elected."
Judge Davis, in addition to his ported to tho federal officers that
work In adjustment of the Colorado-- a workman had been assaulted
New
Mexico water controversy, near Atrisco by a striker following
is tho New Mexico member of the an argument about strike condiColorado river commission, a final tions in which the striker is allegmeeting of which has Ticen set In ed to have attempted to intimidate
Officials refused to
Santa F" for November 15. Sec- the workman.
retary Hoover, chairman of the make public the names of the two
commission, will attend that meet- men.
ing nt which a final adjustment
is hoped for.
In this settlement Want Ads Bring Quick Results
New Mexico's interests aro con
fined to San Juan county. In that
county, however, an estimated mil- lion acres of land is involved, the
Irrigation of which depends upon
this state's obtaining its Just pro-portion of the flow of the watershed.

AUGUST

1

MiTcnriJi-ivimiK-

norr.

v

Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 25.
Pinky Mitchell of Milwaukee and
Tommy O'Brien, of I,os Angeles.:
were signed today for a ten round
bout to be staged hero
on September 11. Tho men are
lightweights.

l'l IU.1SHKH.
111.,

DIES.
Aug. 25.

I.nke Forest,
Smith, publisher of the Indian
apolls News, who has been critically ill nt his summer home here,
died tonight at S:S0 o'clock. Aftev
apparently gaining during the day,
he suffered a sudden relapse tonight and died a few minutes
Dela-va-

lanket

Located at 222 West Gold Ave.
We will carry a line of fixtures and trimming. We are ready
to give you estimates on Areola Heating Systems, also Vapor
Heating Plants; estimates cheerfully furnished.
We Do Plumbing and Heating Itepalring.
Come in and Give Us a Trial. We Satisfy.

W. J. Beauchamp Plumbing Company
Sanitary Plumbing and Heating Engineers.
222 West Gold Avenue.

Residence

15c Oatmeal Dishes, 6 for
"
15c Fruit Dishes, 6 for
1
No. Gold Band Cups and Saucers,

f

!

3

l! .59c
for $1.00

ALL

BLANKETS

!3

I-

mam

iMtawaUUaiUtjil

A Mighty Power

Today
29 Cents Today at Piggly Wiggly
Stores Will Buy Any of the
Pork and Beans

. . .

16-o-

29c

.

z.

b.

z.

Tumbler Peanut Butter

z.

.2Jc

.. .29c
29c

.29c

....29c
29c

.29c

..29c

..29c
29c
29c

...29c

29c
29c
29c
29c

Don't forget to buy one of the big $1.00 packages of soap. The manufacturer is offering to
give you 50 cents worth of soap in order to have
you try out this soap. We guarantee the quality.

$7.45
All Other Blankets
At Sale Prices

Fogg

fink-ham-

table

Glass-Lumb-

er

Gtain tiat puilttv
proof b ! able to curt
tuberculoid by iDhalatlia
Id any cltmata.
For further Information
addreaa THIS T. F. GLASS
INHALANT CO., MASON
BUILDING, LOS ANU BILE H CALIFORNIA.

board" Vour Health
Be

Ideal Grocery

PREVENTIVE
of BLADDER

"V?
tub

SPEC1AIJ8T IN OCVIAB
REFRACTION
Phone J051-107 6. Fourth.

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

s,m tiro
BY NOON TODAY

dJ
IF YOU CAN.

Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a subscriber, so they will reach ua by Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to closing time is the congested period and you may
not be able to reach the Want Ad Department
by telephone after 5 :30 p. m.

Sura To Un

IbaUudTirnchrliFHrKII

CATARRH

Wild

w

OV

I

BEWARE OP IMITATIONS

I

BAI.I1R1DOB LCMDKR CO.
J.
21 Boutb firat Ktrrc.
Ituna 0t.J

C. H. CARNES

TUBERCULOSIS

ir
SumHuw
aft

C.

Compound.

Dr.

Phase

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or telephone 305.

?""'

folia

Inc. Kit 'mnlliii
It Hi tl
" rm'Xf m
Co.

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

-

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.

16-o- z.

66x80

Wind Shield

:3

...

16-o-

in bed and
not sleep. I
was this way for
over two months,
trying everything
any one told me,

E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
brought results after "trying
everything any one told me" had
failed.
If you are sufferingfrom pain, nervousness and are always tired; if you
are low spirited and good for nothing, take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-

to,.

SOAP

1--

could

until my sister
's
brought me a bottle ot Lydia Hi.
Vegetable Compound. I took
it regularly until all the hard pains
had left me and I was able to be up
and to do my work again. The hard
lump left my side and I feel splendid
5n all ways. I know of many women
it has helped," Mrs. G. Richard-604640 Orcas St, Seattle, Wash.
This is another case where Lydia

,75c

, .

z.

Finally Restored Health

life,

'A

.

High Grade Toilet Soap, 6 cakes for
25c
Palmolive Soap
9c; 3 for' 25c
Palmolive Eath Tablets, large size only ..10c
Crystal White Laundry Soap, 6 for
.25c
SEE OUR WINDOW OF FRESH CANDY

1

I

Office Phono 261.

DISHES FOR TODAY

10-l-

lump there.

.

box Certo (for jelly making)
..
1 pound Comb Honey (new
native)
1
pint bottle Red Wing Grape Juice
1
bottle Queen Olives
1
bottle Stuffed Olives
2
pint Ppmpeian Olive Oil
1 can No. 2 Sliced Fineapple
1 can No. 1 Royal Ann Cherries
1 can No. 2 Blackberries
1 can No. 2 Polks Heart
Grape Fruit . . .
1 pound package Arbuckle Coffee
1
sack White Corn Meal
1
bottle Sculley's Pure Fruit Jelly
1
bottle Wilsco Pure Preserves

WOOL PLAID

"Ihad drae- Seattle. Washineton.
ging pains first and could not stand
iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii ion my ieet.inen i
had chills and
fever and such
pains in my right
side and a hard

1774-W-

iMajiMija

12-o-

Two Months could not turn in Bed

Thone

1

Last Day Today

THISWOMANHAD

i

3 cans No. 1 Van Camps
1 can No. 1 Cho Cho

e;

SUCH PAINS AS

m araMM

Following Items:

3l6

n

-

many d$iW$ selling

Bernalillo County SupportSuperintendent of Santa Fe
ers of Jurist Believe He
Shops at Topeka Dies
Will Win in a Walk in
Within Fifteen Minutes
Race for U. S. Senator.
After Being Injured.

1

tion Calls Attention toj
Work of Educational Auditor in Two Counties,

"f

DEVENY KILLED

01 FIRST

DAVIS

SAVES 111,500;

'August 26, 1922.

Albuquerque Morning Journal
Phones 13 or 66.

'August 26, 1922.

'

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
guarantee seniority to the men who
d
uf the
might return on
country's roads and at the same
time would destroy the effectiveness of the strike being carried on
s
to the other
Then, from the mediating brotherhoods came the statement that
they reluctantly notified all concerned that they considered further
peace efforts futile and had nothing
more to suggest.

PARLEY TO TALK

one-thir-

VETERANS LAUD

DEMOCRATS WILL"

E

BLOW
the
Brotherhoods

Heads

of

Y. M. C. A. MAY HAVE A
Five
MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN
in
DURINGJTHE AUTUMN

Big

Fail

Their Efforts to Settle
Walkout of Shop Crafts.
(By Tb

Annoclnted

Treat.)

New York, Auff. 115 (by the Associated Press.) The rail strike today developed Into a fight to a finish when peace negotiations were
blown sky high.
Heads of the "Big Five" railroad
brotherhoods, acting as mediators
between executives
and striking
shopmen in a final effort to effect
Individual
with
settlement
separate
roads after the Association of
Executives as a whole had rejected the running trades' first
peace overtures,
reported to the
representatives of seventy-seve- mornroads at the Yale club this
ing that the shop crafts had turned
down a proposition made to them
yesterday by the carriers.
.Negotiations lsrokcn Off.
Negotiations then were sharply
broken off and executives, strike
leaders and brotherhood chiefs
packed their bags and began leaving town, prepared for a test of
endurance.
Before he departed for fits headquarters In Chicago, Bert M. Jewell,
official spokesman for the strikers,
asserted that he believed the executives who had lingered for the
parley on Individual settlements
would be enabled "to bring home to
d
their
colleagues th'j
railroad situation in Its grim reality."
"We shall be content to let the
condition of equipment prove that
the' railroads cannot operate with
unskilled strike breakers," declared
Mr. Jewel, adding later that "we
can and we will fight for our terms
settlement."
end for a nation-wid- e
' Labor leaders
then dispatched
of
ail
to
the counparts
telegrams
try, calling upon strikers to renew
the struggle with redoubled vigor.
Iiiitiist Peace Proposal.
The lutest peace proposal, centering as was the case with all the
others on the question of seniority,
briefly was that roads interested
settlements would
in Individual
pledge themselves to find employment for all strikers not convicted
of acts of violence, would not curtail pension rights, "or other privileges," and would agree to submit
to a commission of ten brotherhood
leaders and executives all disputes
which could not be settled by direct conference.
The strikers who have maintained
that they had not authorized the
big five to suggest Individual setthis proposal
tlements, rejected
with the explanation that It did not
Kail-wa-

y

E. V. Berry, now general secretary of the Y. M. C. A., who arrived
in the city a few days ago, will begin his duties on September 1. Mr.

Berry will make announcements
from time to time of his plans for
the fall and winter. He said yesterday that a comprehensive cammembership
paign for increasing
would be held during the fall. The
men and boys need the Y and the
Y needs them,
is the way Mr.
Berry- puts it.
Mr. Berry said that a local man
likely will be employed as a boys'
secretary to succeed Tom Calkins,
who will attend school in New York.

n

hard-shelle-

'

j

KIWANIS PREPARES TO
ENTERTAIN PRESIDENT
In
committee
Kiwanis
nf
tho pntpi'tainmftllt of
George H. Ross, of Toronto, Can
ada, international president of

The

Kiwanis, held a meeting last night
Mr.
and outlined the program.
Ross, accompanied
by Mrs. Boss,
route
en
will be here September 1,
east from the Pacific coast. They
will arrive at 5 o'clock in the evening and will be guests of honor at
a Kiwanis dinner in the evening, at
which Kiwanians of Albuquerque,
accompanied by their ladies, and
representatives of all the seven
Kiwanis clubs in the state will be
present. The dinner will be served
in the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium. Mr.
and Mrs. Boss will leave the same
night on the El Paso train.

deputTmarshal makes
trip tojthe border

a
Padilla.
Annstico
deputy
returned
United States marshal,
last night from a trip to the Mexico border. At a point near Las
Cruces he served a warrant on
Amando Prieta, and near Magda-len- a
he served a warrant on Jesse
McCarthy, citing them to appear
before the United States court in
Santa Fe next month for alleged
violation of the prohibition laws.
DEFEATED
BY BELEN YESTERDAY

H0LBR00K

Bclen defeated Holhrook yesterday by a score of 4 to 1. The game
was fust throughout and featured
by a lack of errors and Holman's
sensational work for Bclen at the
mound.

THE WAR MOTHER

SEND DELEGATES

Flour.

100 lbs. fancy Colorado
(Trt
Spuds
Alamosa and Mountain States Creamery
Butter, per pound
Monarch Brand Peanut Butter,
QQ
can
each
Van Camp's Chicken; Vegetable; To- QC
mato Soup, each can
Twin Peaks Brand solid packed To- OK
4wDC
matoes, 2 No. 2 cans for
Armour's Sliced Beef
each 3
glass
Armour's Sliced Beef,
Q

fif
tP.UlJ
OuC

OtC

0(n
L.)C

. .
ODC
glass
Again WE caution you not to be misled WHEN
Buying your Soap. Get the habit of
Buying it by the Pound.

each

z.

21 bars P. & G. Soap, weighs
13 2 pounds, for
3 bars of Armour's Tar

.

(f--

ff

j

tPJLuU
f

1--

IUC

Soap for

Try a Sack Today
AND

i

Major J. II. Toulouse's plan of
locating the National War Mothers'
Memorial hospital at Albuquerque
has received the unanimous endorsement of the Spanish
War
Veterans and the Veterans of Foreign Wars, both of which are now
in convention at Pacific coast cities.

received
According to wires
here yesterday, the United Spanish
War Veterans were unanimous tn
their adoption of the entire idea.
"It was a most remarkable tribute to the mothers of America,"
declared W.
Mattocks, editor of
the United States War Veteran, In
a message sent from the convention hall at Los Angeles following
tho action of the organization.
Judge Marks, commander of the
Veterans of Foreign
Wars last
year, will he In Albuquerque Monday morning at 10 o'clock and
plans are being made to thoroughly acquaint him with Albuquerque
and this section of New Mexico.
Judge Marks Is a member of the
memorial hospital committee named yesterday at the convention.
It is expected that the American
legion will take action similar to
that of the Spanish War Veterans
and the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
The legion will hold its national
convention at New Orleans starting
October 15.
Major J. IT. Toulouse conceived
the establishing of a gigantic hospital as a memorial to America's
war mothers. As the hospital will
bo especially for those suffering
from tuberculosis, he .planned to
erect It here where they can have
the benefit of almost continuous
pei feet climate.
As planned, each state will have
a memorial building complete in
Itself, but united with the other
buildings; all of the buildings being so located that they will form
a gigantic crops. Major Toulouse
recently made arrangements to secure TO acres nf land near the
city upon which the memorial
hospital will be erected. A campaign for funds will soon be started centering from Chicago where
the enmpaign headquarters will be
established.
i.

DANCING

CLASS

ID BE STARTED

Hoffman

and

Armstrong
Exhibition of
Argentine Tango Tonight
at Heights Hall.
Will

Give

Enroll now for your dancing
class lessons. Wednesday evening,
August 30. wil' be the opening
f!ass will start sharp at
night.
8:30 o'clock at the Heights audito- rhim. Utmost satisfaction is guar
anteed all. MessrH. Hoffman and
Armstrong havo operated many
academies
throughout
dancing
America. Their school is general.
teaching modern ballrcom, Orien
tal, ballet and interpretive. Pupils
will reap the benefit of Mr. Hoffman's four years at the Royal
Academy of Ballet at Moscow,
Russia. He al 3 received instruc
tions in Spain under Prof. Victor
de la Cruz. In order that the
with the
lie mnv get acquainted
capabilities of Mr. Hoffman and
Mr. Armstrong, they have Arranged
to give an exhibition dance every
Saturday night at the University
Mrs. Be Be
Heights auditorium.
Armstrong will act as dancing
ner to both Instructors on all occasions. This Saturday night
nncrqueana will havo offered for
the first time the original Argen-ti- n
tango. Original Argentine cos- tumes will be used. This event is
sure to prove Interesting and con-- I
vincing.
If you have your subscriptions,
do not wait to turn them In as the
class Is being filled up ripldly and
only a certain number are being
admitted.
arrangeSatisfactory
ments for all can be made by a
personal Interview with cither Mr.
Armstrong or Hoffman at their
West Gold avenue, or
studio, 20
at the Journal office. Act now.
Don't wait or ou'l! be too late.

NEW

9G

Pints
Mazola

LauKj

Quarts

Mazola

Half Gallon

t-

Mazola
Gallon
Mazola

-
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Q7
OloOi
AQn
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Swift's Premium Sliced Bacon,
each 1 pound box
Be Sure and Attend Our Shoe Sale. All Leather
Shoes at Remarkably Low Prices.

REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better at

IN

MEXICO CLOSED

Over thirty post offices In the
state, Including that of Platero In
Bernalillo county have been closed,
to announcements re- according
Icolved by postofflce officials.
The following offices have been
discontinued:
Platero, In Bernalillo county;
Trachedo, In Catron County; Felix
Center Valley
In Chaves county;
land West El Paso, In Dona Ana
county; Ruia and Swarts, in Grant
county; Haile, in Guadalupe coun-itKing and Beauty, In Lea county:
jDesco In Lincoln county, Rlncon-adin K!o Arriba county; Benson,
Garrison, Kermlt and Valley View,
;in Roosevelt county; Casa Salazar,
in Sandoval county;
Cherry Vale,
Park Springs, Tecolete, Trujillo, in
San Miguel county; Pojuaque in
Socorro county; East View, Quarl,
Manzano, Pinoswells, and Varney,
in Torrance county; Patterson, In
Union county; Ballejos and Seama,
in Valencia county.
y;

a,

TWELVE KOI7XD MLVW.
Denver, Colo, Aug. 25. Harry
Schuman ar.d Frankle Murphy.
both of Denver, boxed a
draw here tonight. The bout was
fast all the way. The men are
'welterweights. In the
up, eight 'ounds, Joe Berger, Chl-- i
on the decision er
Kid
cago,
BemlH, Rochester, N. T. They are
i
featherweights.
seml-wlnd- -!

o--

SELF-SERVIN-

GROCETERIA

G
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co'

Medal Flour'

Chamber of Commerce to
Pilot Party to Witness
Dance on "the Island in
the Air" September 2.

durln

-'-'- -I

30 P0ST0FFICES

Insist Tomorrow

Ill DIES

n

,ho summer.
Mrs. T. p. Bui 'win and children
of ("irpcnsburg,
l'a., ere visiting
Mrs. Baldwin'.) parents, Mr. and
Mrs. ,T. B. Purlin.;.
l)r. I), n. Murray, Osteopathic and
treatments.
Phone 741.
The democratic county conven- Violet-rao'clock
1:30
There will be a, special meeting
tion will be held at
this afternoon in the court room of of the V timn's Republican assothe Bernalillo county court house. ciation of Bernalillo county at the
The number of .rotes in the conven- Chamber of Commerce parlors at 8
tion is 13S. Many of the country o'clock t'.iis evening to elect repCounty resentatives t'i f,.c state convention.
precincts have informel
that
Miss
Chairman W. C. Oestr ich
of
Mary It. Itichardson
they will send multiple delegations. State College is here for a conferOne precinct will send three times ence with the county agent.
C. .7. Roberts of Panta Fe is In
each with
its total delegation,
the city on business.
of a vot-- .
Dr. mid Mrs. p. a. Cornish. Sr.,
Oestrelch and other
Chairman
democrats said yesterday that the returned last night from a trip to
state
to
California
the
county's delegation
conventlo.. likely would go unin- Blent, i nllen Bearce or the
land fire station has rcturne.il from
c
The .invention will contain atia visit to bis home at Dawson N.
least sixty votes for Col. D. K. B. M. He will
the university
Sellers for the party's nominee for 'this fall.
N. w. Mcf'lrsk.v, state highgovernor. If no attempt Is made
ay
to Instruct the delegation, how-- ! engineer, is In the city looking over
ever, there may be no test of! local projects.
Fnctn
wood
full truck load
strength between the Sellers supporters and the labor party, which four dolla rs. Hahn Coal company.
is said to be solid for A. T. Hannett Phone !1.
of Oal'.up.
, "'apt. W C. Reid and .7. M. Her-lr.The convention will not look like vey of the
firm of Reid, Her- the oldtime Bernalillo county dem- vpv &
len, have returned from
ocratic conventions, without the Hrilln'orO wl er: :
went on legal
men business.
presence as del. gates of such
M. indienst
as D. K. B. Sellers, W. W. McClel-lan- ,
Louis
an attorney
Frank Butt. Dr. E. N. Wilson of Bos ntreles, was here yesterday
and many others who were refused on business.
C. K, Smver.
a place on the city prc.lnct delesuperintendent of
gations at tiie primaries Tuesday the Pecos division of the Santa Fe
railway, was here yesterday on
night.'
railway business.
Burning trash in the yard of H. P.
REPUBLICAN COUNTY
Austin, 1020 North TwcrTlli street,
FIX was responsible yesterday nfter-daTO
COMMITTEE
afternoon for a call for the fire
DATE FOR CONVENTION department. No
damage was done.
this
Judge W. W. McClellan
The republican
county central morning will hear the case In t hleh
ill meet this morning Bonis Snirros Is accused of havb"
committee
at 10 .'clock at the Chamber of badly da need a driverless Ford
Commerce building for the purpose ear which be Is said tn have rented
of deciding m the date for the re- here several days ago.
The
publican rjunty "onvention.
Will make
sacrifice
meeting wlll authorize the chairprice on
chair
man to notify the precinct
beautiful modern bungalow; five
men to call primaries for the selec rooms, bath and breakfast room
tion of delegates to the county con- - oak floors, fire place, nice location:
vention and will fix the number of! almost new. See me now. Box !',
from 0are Journal.
delegates to bo recognized
each p ecinct.
The meeting today will have
HOUSE "ROOMS
nothing to do with the political BITTNER
fortunes uf any persons seeking SIO',4 Soneli First.
Phone 221-nominations.
Leading
republican
In
stated
that
Mixed
Musli
yesterday
republicans
cotitiiinlim
Laying
their opinion the county's delegates dried buttermilk one or tlx? finest
to the state convention will be
'irg producers on the market. F.
Harmonious
pre,cinct W. Foe. 212 Wrt Icnd avenue,
primaries are looked for.
phone Hi,

AGCMA

wiio lives near Atrlsco.
tnis-af- e
was telephoned t.i
Baca by a
living n.
Bernalillo, who did not know an''
Alfego Baca, shoe,, BrowT near other details of the s::pp'? d mur- Bland, was found dead w ith four 'l'T.
bullet hoies in his lmriv
w
sorei.s ,,f wood.
morning by sheep herders in a for- (st section near his ranch, accord- - rown In nianv countries nopeM- to a telephone message r- - ived in the American market under tlo
last night by Mrs. M. Baca, his sis- - nun.
f mahogany.

RANCHER NEAR BLAND
REPORTED
MURDERED

The

Mrs.

tity-liv- e

1

FREE OF ACTIONS

and For- Leaders Predict Uninstruct-lno- y
orl nolortdtintl
tn fstatP
eign War Veteran Organiyyuuv"
izations Endorse Plan for
Convention; Many New
Faces in Lineup.
Hospital Here.

Spanish-America-

WEDNESDAY EVE

KAHN'S GROCERY BULLETIN
PHONE 353

TO FILM

North Third street.
Thomas ( Hins will leave next
eek ior .Wv York where lie will
''oiumliia u,.iv:sl! v. He is
a form r university student, pastor

MEMORIAL IDEA

i

i

Coal Supply Co. ""bone 4 and f.
Mrs.
r. Brov.-.-. and two chil
dren ,,f Kncino, ;
the house
guests of Mrs. 1!. F. U'lirm.m of
4

Washburn. ciiotBY eo't

..Gold Medal

PERMIT ISSUED

LOCAL ITEMS
I.

two-third-

RAILROAD

Tafa Three.

All doubts as to whether Hanna
ami Hanna, local representatives
of the Fox Film corporation, would
be permitted to film the Acoma In2, passed
dian dance September
yesterday when a wire was receiver! from the federal Pueblo Indian agency office at Washington
authorizing a filming.
Tho local Fox representative, will
accompany the Chamber of Commerce pilgrimage to Acoma September 2 and will make an entire
reel of the event.
Large numbers of persons have
already notified the Chamber of
Commerce of their Intention of accompanying the party to the famous "pueblo In the air" and the
camera men will start the film
with pictures of the partytartlng
for the dance from the Chamber of
Commerce building at 6 o'clock
next Saturday morning.
the
By starting at 6 o'clock,
party should arrive at Acoma by
3:30 o'clock
Saturday morning,
which will give plenty of time to
climb to the top of the desert Island and witness the dnnce and
other fiesta entertainment.
Persons intending to make the
trip, should notify the Chamber of
Commerce and obtain Information
relative tn Acoma. which is rich
in historic interest.

y

one-thir- d

-

The illdersleeve Bloc-triEast Central. Phone 797--

y

Is

Something
for Lunch

'

The tastiest
Ham sweet,

AN OLD
New

she's

home-bake- d

juicy and
Carry home a
generous slice today.
tender.

Sandwiches

$1ore
SPIRIT

proudlv

displaying at
Kcaxui.'ihle
Wry

I'riic.

Jill WW 88j
August Clearance Sale
OF

Soft, Nappy, Fall Woolens

$1.35

New Fall dress goods, wool filled

i:i checks and
plaids. Beautiful color combinations of tan and
navy, scarlet and navy, navy and brown, green
and brown, black and white, etc. Splendid quality,
for children's school frocks, women's
Oft
dresses, skirts, etc. Yard

5JL0J

Prunella Skirtings

1.50

Prunella skirting:?, in col- Splendid quality
or combinations of navy and white, tan and brown,
navy and tan, etc. All new patterns, for plain and
pleated skirts.
40-in-

$1
36-inc-

ch

Shepherd Check Suiting

69s

black and white shepherd check suiting,

h

wool filled, small and medium size checks.

Did you ever

try English
corn
cooked, sugar-cure- d
beef, cured like ham?
Bally Kash & Harry.
You've missed a real
MEN WILL
Five son p.
treat if you haven't.
I'nv cake.
NOT MAKE REQUESTS OF
Make some sandwiches
COUNTY CONVENTIONS
like that today and see
TOM MITCHELL HELD
if we are not right. They
men who are
The
ON CHARGE OF MOVING
are delicious.
working for tho nomination of Maof
LIQUOR FROM BORDER Our nieat3 are kept tastejor J. H. Toulouso for membersaid
congress from New Mexico,
ful ard appetizing with a
last night that they would not atTom H. Mitchell, formerly
Hussman Patented Freeztempt to have the major endorsed
of a hotel in this city and
by today's democratic county con- more
er
Display Counter. You'll
lately owner of a fine apart-- j
vention or tho republican county
convention to be held a few days ment hous in El Paso and a saloon like them.
have a complete
in Juarez, was arrested Thursday' We
later.
"We will concentrate our efforts night in front of his home in El line of the finest fresh
solthe
on the state conventions,"
I'aso, on a charge of violation of fruit3 and choice vegediers said. "If we do not get our the federal prohibition laws. Acnominee, we will at least get a cording to a report from El Paso, tables. Fancy home killed
pledge for a square deal for the a warrant naa neen issued for Mrs.
spring chickens and hens.
soldiers."

rJiuk--

ALBUQUERQUE, N MdX.
STORE WITH A NEW

Woolens
mi

Co..

Ill

M

9ocU

54-i- n.

32J9

French Serge

Regular $3.23 quality; guaranteed. all wool; sponged and shrunk; for suits, dresses, capes, etc.
Shades of navy, brown, tan, grey and black.

$5.00 Tricotine

S3.93

Sponged and shrunk. A splendid all wool fabric
for suits, dresses and other apparel.
navy
and black.
51-inc- h,

pro-prit-

Mitchell, : nd subsequently
men, It was said, will drawn. Mrs. Mitchell was

FREiOiiT

.

Francisco Mollne, guard at the
Santa Fe railway at Helen, was
slightly wounded yesterday when
his revolver fell from his hand and
exploded a cartridge. The bullet
nanood fhrnnph his left arm. Ho
was brought to the Santa Fe hos-- 1
pltal here for treatment.

INDEPENDENTS HELD

guilty. He furnished $3,000 bond.
The complaint alleged a conspirand
acy on the part of Stitchell
others to possess and transport
liquor.

CASH GROCERY

Purity

AW
DELICATESSEN
410 WEST CENTRAL
Phonei

915--

Quality

NEW STOVES

A

$1,93

Full fashioned "Armor Plate" Silk Hose in
and brown. All sizes.
bjlack

with-

today in to have been In Albuquerque.thought
attend the convention
ennuch numbers to make
The arrest of Mitchell took place
their presence noticeable.
in connection with the capture of
an auto truck and 40 cases of
whisky said to have been en route
RAILWAY MAN DROPS
from Juarez to Albuquerque.
BROUGHT
IS
Mitchell appeared yesterday bePISTOL;
fore
United States commisTO LOCAL HOSPITAL sionerthe
In El Paso and pleaded not
lm-e-

$3.50 Silk Hose

YESTERDAY;
MEETING
ANOTHER FOR TODAY

HEW FREIGHT RATES

The Cleanest, the Purest and the Best Candy
Store in the State

Members of the county committee of the independent republicans
It was
held a meeting yesterday.
stated last night the committee
indeThe
would rneot again today.
pendents were secretive about the
object of their meeting.

HEW PRICES
Large New Stock Just Received

Will Open for Business Today

COMBINATIONS
ENAMELED RANGES
RANGES WITH NEW HIGH OVEN

WELL COUNTRY CAMP
TO HAVE ELECTRICITY
An electric light plant has been
purchased for the accommodation
of the Well Country camp in
canyon and will be installed
within the next two weeks, according to Albert Petersen, manager of
the camp, Tne camp plant will be
set up in a storehouse to be erected
to Bhelter it. The bath house at
the camp is nearly completed, according to Mr. Petersen.

DEATHS

AND

the highlands, after a short Illness.

He Is survived by one daughter and
two Bons. The body was taken to
Crollott's funeral parlors pending

arrangements:

MILLER MIbs Callie Miller died
here yesterday. Her home was in
Wheelcrsburg, Ohio. The" body was
taken t0 Strong Brothers1 mortuary
pending Instructions from relatives,

MALHER Mrs. Mary Malher.
PRICES SOARING IV BERLIN",
Berlin, Aug. 25 (by the Associ- age 83 years, died at 5:30 o'clock
ated Press.) Prices are soaring In Friday afternoon at her home, .ius
road. Mrs. Malher
consequence of the collapse of the West Mountain
has lived In Albuquerque si::tyIs
and
survived
by her husfleets widespread disquietude and years
the urgency of remedial measures. band, Frand Malher. The body is
at C. T. French's parlors. Funeral
arrangements will be announced
i

Want Ads Bring Quick Results later.

Pure

Home-Mad- e
Candies Fresh Every Day
The Finest Ice Cream and Chocolates
The Best Place in Albuquerque.

Prices

0. K. MARKET

J. KORBER & CO.
Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store

501 North First
;

Street.

PHONE 319

QUALITY MEATS AND GOOD SERVICE

Just Across from City Hall

TOLAN Funeral
services for
LMrs. Eliza Tolan, who died Tuesday
morning ai ner residence, an raoi
Cromwell avenue, will be held at
4 o'clock this afternoon.
Burial
will be In Fairvlew cemetery. W.
S. Meadows is in charge.

LOPES Roman Lopes, aged 68.
died last night at his residence In

that helps you, but the
"Pure Food" and plenty of It.

Is not only the fine climate

See These New Stoves With the New

FUNERALS

MARES The funeral of A.
Mares will be held this morning at
8 o'clock from the family residence
on North Fourth street, to the San
Felipe de Neri church. Burial wIH
be in Santa Barbara cemetery.
Crollott will have charge.

It

We have for your Sunday dinner fancy Kansas
Fed Veal, Baby Beef, Fancy Mutton and Pork
Home dressed hens, pound
27c
Home dressed fryers, pound
50c
45c
Belgian Hares pound
Baby beef pot roast, pound
....20c
20c
Baby beef rump roast, pound
Veal roasts, pound
30c
.30c
Leg Mutton pound
Mutton shuiilder roast, pound
25c
Pure Pork Sausage pound
25c

City-Mil- k

BUY FOR LESS!
12

pounds

SO

25c

potatoes

pounds Potatoes

$1.00

Grape Juice, Today 6nly
Pint Bottles
Quart bottles

22 Cakes P. &
1

G.

27c
49c

FREE DELIVERY

$1.00

Soap

pound Ben Hur Coffee
Pet Milk
Pet Milk

40c

12 small cans
12 large cans

57c

Because It's Rich and Mellow

$1.14

Silver Leaf Lard
pound Bucket
10 pound Bucket

5

We
.87c
$1.65

.

Sell

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFF

ALBUQUERQUE STORES CO., IRC.
We

TWO STORES
Broadway Central Grocery
Broadway and Central

Kdith
119 South

South

Grocery

lulllh

Sell

SKINNER'S

The Highest Grd Macareti-EgNoodUi, Spaghetti ax
other Macaroni Produe

I-

-

g
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CARDINALS SLIP

THE 8TH

THROUGH THREE YEARS AGO, JOE BUSH IS SEASON'S BIG STAR

T
PITCH SOUTHPAW

AND

ALUS IT

LOSE IE! GIANTS

After
St. Louis, Mo.. Au.
loud seven in- holding a three-ru- n
nings, all markers being made on
home rune. Si. Louis today los;
ihc first giinn! of tlu series with
'New York, 4 to 3. An error by
in the eolith prevented a
assisted
possible double pay and in
winthe. champions materiiilly
ning the content. The loenls' home
runs were made by lloriisby, .l,m:
It was
lornsliy'sand Ainsinith.
thirteenth circuit dnv i r.f the sea(on. Se
ev York.

.

Stengel, rf.
K. Smith.
Nchf. p.
.

1

.

MtW. t , V.

BATTERS- -

U--

'I W

Ii

.

:

r:

YESTER

Three years ago "Bullet Joe"
a member of the Ecd
Sox, was about due for the Ion?
trail, lis arm had gone bad. In
desperation he took up boxing in
the hope it would strengthen his
arm and take the kink ont of it.
His plan worked. For two years
he ntiTscd the arm carefully.
Thi.? year he came back into his
own. Xle has won twenty games

Push, then

.

i

Totals

l

l.onis.

a.

Alt. It. II. I'

Mann,
Stock,

THE

"
i'

.

'

cf.

i:

.

0

t

31'

ilornsby. Lb
yinttomley.
SehuUz, vr.
Uainer. If.
Ainsmith, c
ss.
J i van.
Haines, p
lea.
Perl

DAYS
(as this is written) for the Yankami leads the American
league on the mound. But for

t

ee-,

a double header to Brooklyn
heir today. The scores were 8 to
7 and
to fi. In the ninth InninR
pin;,'

.

1

Total?
By in nine
New York..
St. t.ouis.
Summary;

n") """
"" llii)
hit

:

DIVIDE

YANKEES

N

of tile first eontist, Tiernev fanned
for t!i third out with the tieing

run on s.eond base. Russell struck
out with one on in the ninth
B
mnir.s; ot the second came.
none;
Hornsli.e.
hit
Three-bas- e
Score First (tmc:
Tt. If. E.
Mann ana Ain- - Brooklyn
S
100 04 002
0
14
runs tiornsov
and'
Gainer
7 10
...11110
222
2
Poulile
lay
I'itt'.bi!rf.-100
H
smith.
Hotertisbv and
I
n
11 v;i n.
Katieri. s ilrimis. Smith and
.
Maine-Off
halls-Base on
.Miller:
Carlson
romlev.
and
Adams,
M.i-ont -I- '.y .Nel f. 4: I lames. .Schmidt.
V
into off Haines, 10 :. l.os-R. If. K. Shocker
i
' Tirooklvn ....100 game:
Pitches Brilliantly
0
8 14
421 000
inninps: Pertiea, 2
2:00.
Tim
I'ertiea
6 1 1
200
013
i'ittsbuieli
...000
in the Opener; Bush Hard
ing pitehei
Mattes icy ('adore and Te Berry:
2:5
Pressed in Second; Jones
Yellovhorse and Good).
(Tilcnzo, 2fi: rliiliidclihia.
Vs
la.ienso Auir. 25. Two vvor two
Relieves Him.
ami
records Were smashed
"
..ther marks were equalled
JOHN M'GRSVV
chi"vbic!
The
('rend.)
match
cii,,r,.iii!r
""jj Xeu- ItvYork,
Aug. 23. The Xew
won from Philadelphia today,
scored by
York and St. Louis Americans di"(i to 2". The total runs
is the
r
vided an exciiim;
both clubs forty-nin- e
acot
all
time,
,! here today, the Ilrowus winscore in a same
here
available
to 1, and
ning the f:irt Kame,
cording to records
and
Xew York taking the second, 6 to fi.
on Jtilv 12. 1S90, Hrooklyn
Huffalo' (P. r,.1 scored forty-fou- r
Shocker pitched brilliantly in the
runs. The previous worlds emark
opener and held Xew York to seven
made since 1S7. was forty-thre'hits, three of them coming in Ihe
between
in
the
game
made
ninth, when Meusel drove in Xew
runs,
York's only run with two out.
Cbieaso and Louisville on June 20,
x vriox.Mj m:.(;i i:.
1S97. when ChieaRo coilnted thlrtvHoyt
pitched well for Xew York,
V.
L.
Pet.
7.
The
greatest.
but St. Louis bunched hits to win
ix and
y ork
72
.l
40
til
T. Louisville
.010
'.ew
nun
.u
was
scora-sincnia.ic
laeo
the game. Xew York evened the
."2
07
a 3
came of Mav St. Louis
behind Bush and
7
8 day by winning
o ic.i Ril ..
a:!
Vfi
n total of
o mm
tlirt
.Wn
.
Jones in the second game. Mush
K4
1':
Pittshu
..',38
t.'- .for
record
The
.mmr!
was hard pressed in both the eighth
..7, 'ni
in r.i;
who
the most hits bv hoth teams
on
,",S
.4 92. and ninth Innings and Jones,
1900 in one (tarn also was shatter brook lyn ..
.sr. 4 pitched only yesterday, was rushed
10
72
hits beim;, l'hiladvlplu;i
eri a total of fifty-on- e
to
rescue
his
and
just bandy got
s
75
.:;::,
made. Philadelphia omhit Chicago liostou
through, two runners being on base
when McManus flied to Witt. Score:
today. 2fi to 2a.
0
Outfielder Cal!a"han of the
First game:
club pqunlleil the world's recSt. Louis.
face
to
of
times
ord for the number
A I!. M. H. PO. A. L".
came
He
one
in
innlns.
r.
o
0
0
0
:i pitcher
iTobin. rf
fourth
the
times
during
three
:i
2
5
up
Foster, :;b
Innins battin? rally of the Cubs
0
2
1
7
2
2
Sisler. lb
and smashed out. two hits and
1
4
0
0
0
0
Williams, If
ii
record
This
once.
out
struck
cf . . . 2 1 2 1 0 a
j Jacobson,
shared by T. Titirns. Fred Pfeffer
McManus, 2b. . . - o 2 4 4
F. Goldsmith and Hilly Sundav.
4
0
5
2
0
Severeid, c
who faced the twirW three timer,
.'.
?,
0
4
(i
Gerber. !.s
a
of
inseventh
innina;
the
each
o
o
1
0
4
0
Shocker,
Detroit
end
between
Chicago
R.ime
1SSH.
on September
Mi:iuc
i.FAGi i:.
30
3 10 27 13
Totals
My scorintr fourteen runs !n on"
i
u
Pet.
Sew oiU."
lnninpt the Cubs tied the modern St. Louis
r.o
72
.'.94
A M.
II I'O.
record made by the New Yorl.
inalor le;ic-nMl
72
..".90 Witt, cf
nsralns'.
Americans
Xew York
r.ii
fi'
.
..".15
Detroit
liiipan, :ib .
Washington "n July (!, 1920. Thev r,i,.,.i',v,,i
on
r.l 2 Ruth, rf
also came within four run'-- of t vine , 1i,,a.',()
02
.IS".
Pipp, lb . .
a
eim.-eine worms marK
o i
.471 Schung,
.
Washington
made in the
gamj Philadelphia,
OS
.49
.119 Meuscl. If. .
.
Score:
of September
4
Most on
.378 Ward, 2b...
,4r
Philadelphia.
Scott, ss.
AM. II. 1. PO. A.F
2
Hoyt. p
:il.
Wrichtstone.
DID
DOUGLAS
iSiuiih
SEND
2
Parkinson,
o
Williams, rf
LETTER TO MANN? Murray, p
1Rourvenu.
1
0
7 2711
32
Totals
Walker, rf
x
Matted for Hoyt in eighth.
Mokan. If
My innings:
Fletcher, ss
It. Louis
.010 002 0003
J. Smith, sf
000 000 0011
Xew Y'ork
Leslie lb
e
hit Tobln.
Summary
Lee, 1b
e
hit Severeid. Stolen
Tb
Hcnlino ,c
Sacrifice
base Sisler.
Schang.
Kithrow, c
Scott and
Double plav Pipp,
Ring, p
Ward. Mase on balls Off Hoyt, 2.
Weinert, p
Struck out Bv Hoyt, 1; Shocker,
xllapp .
,.
Hits Off Hoyt, 8 in 8 innings;
4
13
2114
Totals
Murrav. 2 In 1. Losing pitcher
in
ninth.!
x Matted for Weinert
Hoyt. Time 1:50.
Chicano.
Second game Score:
R, H. F..
All. M II. PO. A. F.
001 010 1025 10
St. Louis
0
4
6 10
0
Xew York. .. 301 200 OOx
jTTeatheote, if
2
Mavis.
Batteries:
Mollocner, ss
VnnGilder,
o
0
Ke! Ichor, ss
Pruett, Bay lie and Severeid; Bush,
0
2
Jones and Schang.
Terry, 2 b
a
0
Friberg, 2b
"j
Crimes, lb
Boston, !: Cleveland, 0.
o
Boston. Mass., Aug. 2.1. Quinn
rallaghan, rf
Miller, If
held Cleveland to two bits today,
Krug, 2b
one of them a scratch, and Eoston
c
O'Farrell
won, 9 to 0.
.
c
JIartnett,
p.. IT. F.
Score:
Kaufmann, P
Cleveland ..000 000 000 0 2 0
zHarber .
100 141 20x 9 13 0
Boston
Stueland , p .
Batteries:
Moone, Kdwards and
zz.Maisel . .
O'Neill; Quinn and P.uel.
Eubanks, p . .
Morris, p
Detroit. 3: Washington. 2.
Osborne, p .
25. Detroit
Aug.
Washington,
defeated Washington today, 3 to 2,
.41 28
Totals
the;
2 Batted for Kaufmann
.

--

.

Two-bas-

e

";

J

.

.

1

DDDHR3-1--

U

Srore--Seeo-

ANm-iliiM- l

-

felLQiib

double-heade-

2-

-

1

e

.

--

''.

lb

.

C

a.--

nince.f-incinnat-

.

Chi-cat-

Tfse

c

Wooclall,

,

p

Totals
Rice,

cf

....

15

0

0

0
0

5
4

0
0
0

0

2

4

I

I

0

2

0
0

3
2
I
2

2

0

4
5

4

1

2
2

3

0

0

3

3

4
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

4

1

2
4
3
3
4

0
n

lb

s

0 12
1
0

1

0
1

0
2
1

2

0

2

0
0
0
0

0
0

2
0
0

0

O'O

0

4

...

4

. .

1

.

0

3
3

0
0
0
0

0
1

0
7
2
0

1
1

0
0
0
0

2

0

Totals

2
31.
4 27 16
. !
Han for Ghnrrity in ninth.

2

My Innings:
001 200 0003
Detroit
.020 000 0002
Washington
hits HeilSummary: To-hns- e
Three-bas- e
hits
mann, Gharrity.
Cobb.
Oldham.
Sacri
Gharrity,
plays-Sh- anks
Double
fice Ctitshaw.
to Mrovver: Harris to
to Mrovver. Baso on balls
4.
4:
Off Oldham,
Francis,
out
Struck
By Oldham. 4; Fran-ei- s
2.
Hits Off Mogridge. 6 in
6
In fi. Losing
3: off Francis.
pitcher Francis. Time 2:00.
Peck-inpnn-

TODAYS

.

.

.

.

Tletroit-Chicas-

.

o

.
.

1SS-3-

'.

.

.

.

.

.

Two-bas-

rec-bns-

. .
.

.

.

.

1

1

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

l

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

fourth.

zz Batted
neve nth.

By innings:

phila

for Stueland
0

3 1

1

30 0S6

5.

Louisville-Toledo-

At Full Spect
Because We Offer

rain.

;

II

Is Still Going On

rain.

AMEHICAX ASSOCIATION,
wet
Indianapolis - Columbus;
grounds.
fi.
St.
Milwaukee. 2;
Paul,
Kansas City, 11; Minneapolis, 10.

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Boston at Cincinnati.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
New Y'ork at St. Ijiuis.
Philadelphia at Chicago.

PI

0.

0

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Atlanta, 1; Mobile, 5.
Birmingham, 6: New Orleans, 10.
rain.
Three scheduled.
WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
Score:
U. IT. 13.
110 100 0003 10
0
Abilene
San Angeio . .000 000 000 0 4 0
Batteries:
Ward and Burch;
Muns and Robertson.
R. II. E.
Score:
020 100 0104 8 2
Lubbock
020 500 Olx

Clovls

8

11

LIVINGSTON & CO

ill

OME FURNISHERS

3

"WHERE

1

Batteries:

213-21-

Cantrell
Ferguson,
and Swenson; Wetzel and L'rwin.
R. H. E.
Score:

'Mtm

Albuquerque, New Mex.

.

van w;tiii.'ieiijai;iM

BUM

ll5MS",W

2
Ranger ....000 103 100 05 10
Stamford ..300 000 002 16 17 2
Batteries: Phillips and Clayton;
Mitchell and Schmidt.
R. H. E
Score:

QUALITY IS HIGHER THAN PRICE"

West Gold Avenue.

5

s.iiw,j.i.iiiiM.STwwjMawwwewyw

hi

LEGAL NOTICE

etf

qL.UV-XOU-

LACK OF FINANCES IS
HINDERING RECOVERY
OF INJURED GOLFER
I'tetn.)

Birmingham, Mich., Aug. 25 (by
the Associated Press). It was said
here today that lack of finances Is
hindering the recovery of John
Black, Pacific poast golfer, who
tied for second in the national open
and who recently was injured in
an automobile accident. A fund
was started among his golfing
friends which will be known as the
John Black fund and will be usel
to furnish him with the hest medical attention in the world. Mike
Brady Is treasurer.

Fri-bcr-

OOTj.OUV,THK
--

-

f

querque, New Mexico.
Name

Classification

Street

THl

ON

Htf

.

Number of Days
. Amount
Enclosed
,

Postoffice

io

Copyright.

HEMUT,r1WE

M

matter what you want to buy, sell, rent or trade, write your want
ad on this blank, tear out and mail to The Morning Journal, Albu-

Notice Is hereby given that thei
undersigned was. on the wenty- fourth day of August, 1922, duly!
appointed Executrix of the estate!
of Jessie H. Scholz Johnson, dc- ceased by the Probate Court of
Bernalillo county, and having qual-- j
ificd as such Executrix, all persons'
having claims against the estate of
said decedent are hereby notified
When winter comes will coal be and required to present
same
far behind? Wall Street Journal. to the undersigned in thethemanner
within the time prescribed by
and
Cut alfnirn. fine for chickens and
rabbits no waste in feeding. E.
RUTH BOLT.
W. I'ee, phono HI, 2Vi West bead
Executrix.
rvenuo.
Dated August 24. 1922.

rteST

nQSsaam

No

salvage ship recently
, A new
completed In England, said to be
be the largest and finest vessel of
its kind afloat, is equipped with
portable pumps which can doaj
with 4,000 tons of water fn an
hour. That is to say. a I 2.000-to- n
ship could be emptied of water in
less than three hours.

R.

.ttROTHEOPAM'J

Two-bas-

.mum

GET QUICK AND SURE RESULTS

Notice Is hereby - given that
Bernalillo county 5 per cent Refunding Bonds numbered one (1)
to twenty-si- x
(26), both inclusive,
for $1,000.00 each, dated July 1.
1901, and numbered from one (1)
to seventeen (17), both inclusive,
dated
1,
for
1901,
September
$1,000.0
each, will be redeemed
by the undersigned at his office in
the courthouse at Old Albuquerque,
Bernalillo county, New Mexico on
presentation, and that from and
after October 13. 1922. the bonds
herein referred to will cease to
bear interest.
E. B. SWOPE,
CoTreasurer and
Bernalillo
llector,
County,
New Mexico.
Dated August 13. 1922.
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Jessie H. Scholz Johnson,

1921 by the

Hecutre

V,

Classified Advertisements
7u

rT

word.
mail.

1
V ce!lt per wora for eacn an1
every lnaert'n. CASH
WITH ORDER.
Each Initial and group of figures to count as one
own addresses or supply stamps for forwarding

,
less than 25c,
Advertisera must furnish

Largest

CirculationPrints three times the number of Want Ads of
Any Other Paper in This Territory Gets Best Results

International New Servlctv
Patent Office.

By George McManiu

2

1 10 0 14 01
28
OOx
Chicago
e
hits Knu?
Summary:
(2), Terry, Mokan, Hollocher, With-roJlealhcote (2), Grimes.
r
Three-basWalker.
Parkinson
hits Walker, Wrlghtston !
Home runs Miller (2), O'Farre'.l.
Stolen bases Hollocher, Weinert
HolSacrifice Leslie, O'Farrell.
Double plays 1.
locher, AValker.
Smith to Parkinson to Tce (2);
Wrlghtstone to Parkinson to Lee.
Base on balls Off Kaufmann, 3;
Ring, r; Weinert, 5; Stueland, 2,
Kubanks. 3; Morris, 1; Osborne, 2.
Struck out My Ming 2; Weinert.
2; Stueland. 1; Morris, 1; Osborn".
'.3.
Hits off Kaufmann. 0 in 4;
Leslie Mann.
istuelnnd, 7 in 3: Kubanks, 3 I"
Leslie
In
4
That
Mann of the St,
in
none out
Morris,
i.inth; Ming, 12 in 3
Weinert, Louis Cardinals was the man to
in 4
pitcher-ufman- n.
whom Phil Douglas sier.t his in- -,
Winning
Losing pitcher Ring, famous "I can quit and go fishing"
le 3:01.
letter is Douglas' statement. Mann
does not deny he received the let- IMthliurBh,
vooklyn,
ter
denies having communicat2"..
Three ed bot
Aug.
.jitsburgh,
with Douglas regarding
runs by Mob Russell failed
anj
- -

t'fii.

lr.a
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ISOND REDEMPTION
NOTICE.
To All to Whom It May Concern:

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at New York.
Detroit at Washington.
Cleveland at Boston.

(By The Associated

LEAG1E.

COAST

Sacramento, 1; Ixjs Angeles,
Vernon. 6; Portland, 3.
Oakland, 8; Seattle, 4.
San Francisco, 14; Salt Lake,

BRINGING UP FATHER.

In the

;

Philadelphia-Chicago-

..,..-;l-

2.

The man who carried the "Message to Garcia" has been decorated for making the. late Elbert Hubbard famous. New Y'ork Morning
Telegraph.

.

.

Washington,

and ties

known, and that le S. S. 8.1 Now mr
face Is pinkish, my skin clear as a
rose, my cheeks are filled out and tny
rheumatism, too, Is gone!" This win
be your experience, too. if you try S.
B, S.
It is guaranteed to be purely
vegetable in all its remarkably effecS. B. S.
tive medicinal ingredients.
means a new history for yon from now
Toned. that glotloai feeling that onl S. S. 8. is sold at all drug stores
omes with
clear, pure, toddy 00 m-- In two sizes. The larger all la the
nor economical.
plexloa.

G

-

i.

3;

No reward ! offered, becavft. thev
are lost forever! No question will be
except one Question, "How
tasked,
them?" There Is but one
I did you lose
"I cut out new fad treat- answer,
and guesswork; I used one ol
Imentimost powerful

6
4
Sweetwater 000 003 102
Amarillo .. .440 030 Olx 12 15 4
Frierson
Batteries: Rlchburg.
and Bailey; Badger and Byers.

4ES

.1

1

.

Detroit,

I

Xashville-Chattanoog-

1

1

AMERICAN LEAGVE.

Xew York,
St. Louis,
Boston, 9; Cleveland, 0.

and 3 Boili!

1

Goslin, ir
Shanks, rf
Ghnrrity, c
PeckinpauRh,
bn motto.
Mogridge, p
Francis, p
zGoeliel
7.

;

WESTERN LEA CLE.
Denver-St- .
Joseph, no game; team
late.
3 12 27 13
35
0
1;
Omaha,
Wichita, 9.
Wash.iislon.
Des Moines, 4; Oklahoma City, 5.
A U.K. If. PO. A. E.
Sioux City, 7; Tulsa, 6.
4
1
0
0
0

Harris. 2b
Mrovver.

1

..401110

if..

Oldham.

0

4

Ctitshaw, 2b
Cobb, cf
Yeach, If
Heilmann,
Jones. 31.
Kigney. f.m

nd

I

Mis--e-

in the opening game of the series.
Oldham was a puzzle after the second inning. Score:
IXIllilt.
A U.K. H. PO. A. E.

250 Pimples, 736 BlacMieacU

Our August
FURNITURE SALE

Xew Y'ork, 4; St. Louis, 3.

Brooklyn,
Pittsburgh,
Chicago, 2(1; Philadelphia,
Cincinnati-Boston;
rain.

ST I

50-5-

XATIOXAb LEAGUE.

his tror!: the Yankees would have
lost tht lead, sonn time ago. He
has won L's last eight games.

Mlue.

Tommy Cole and Young Jim
Flynn have been matched for the
semi-finbout on the Labor day
boxing card at the armory. These
are the two lads who created a regular thrill at the last eard bv
crashing over the ropes and into
the audience.
af0
Tho bout was about a
fair and had been full of action
when the accident took place ana
the meet was called "no fight"
both boys were slightly injured in
their fall and unable to continue.
Cole is outweighed by Flynn by
about ten pounds, but lie has thj
advantage in speed, training and
experience. The last meet between
the two boys was as snappy a semifinal as has been seen here for
some time. The lads will travel six
rounds Labor day night.
"Big Chief" Vasquez, the E!
Paso Indian who claims the feathot the
championship
erweight

AM.MCXITIOX SEIZED.
San Francisco, Aug. 25. Custom
officials seized 10,000 rounds o
ammunition and fifty German-mad- e
rifles from the China mail liner
Nile, just before it cleared this
port for tho orient yesterday. The
arms and ammunition were found
hidden In tho crew's quarters. Xo
arrests were made.

Might not Uncle Sam refer to
Europe as his debtor half? Wall
Journal Want Ads Bring Results. Street Journal.

ESSEZZZZZT

MITS

a

i

southwest,
will probably arrlvs
Sunday to complete his training for
the main event with Johnny Romaine
Romaine is working out
at the armory every afternoon at 3
o'clock and Vasquez will be seen i.i
action the following hour, starting
either Sunday or Monday. No ad
mission fee Is charged fans, hundreds of whom are dropping in to
look the Philadelphia lad over eah
afternoon.

Second-

.

lb..

Kelly.

IN

AGAIN

BOUT LABOR DA!

GRAYS

Dan Padilla will run his Grays
into a new mouna artist when he
invades Santa Fe Sunday. Bill
llray, twirler for Houston, Texas,
u 1919, and for Alamosa and Monte
Vista duritiK 1920 and 1921, will
take the mound for Santa Fe. Gray
is a southpaw end Is said to have
a world of speed and an eye for
the corner of the plate.
Mackel. second sacker for Las
VegaB. will he in the Santa Fo lineup and there is a possibility that
one or two other new men will be
included.
Dan will pack his usual outfit
and claimed last night that in spite
of the bolstering of the Santa Fe
aggregation, he feels confident of
bringing home the bacon.

(By The AnMoctulfrt Trpss.)
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COLE

New

Trailing St. Louis Through
Seven Innings.

AH. K. II. 1'

TO MEET

Second Sacker Has Local Lad Booked for
-Honor
Been Added to Capital
Position on
Cam Headed By Vasquez
City Team for Game
There Sunday.
and Romaine.

New York Takes the Long
End of a 4-- 3 Score After

Bancroft.
(iroh. ;'ib. .
Friseh. "ii
Aleusel, If.
Young, rf
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CREPE VELVET IS
NEW DRESS FABRIC
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BI JANE PHELPS.
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GERTIE
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CHAPTER 59
The doctor immediately
approved of Tim's going.
"It will do the boy a world of
he said.
good, Mrs. Cummings,"
"And if I am any Judge of character hia stay with that young Nor-ri- a
will be a help to him in every
way."
"So I guess I'll have to let you
go, Tlmmie," his mother told him,
winking back her tears, ever ready
to flow. "I'll miss you somcthin'
dreadful though."
"Don't cry, Ma! Tou'U git used
to bcin' without me," Tim replied,
even the callousness of youth penetrated Just a bit by her reluctance
to have him leave her. "Gee! But
I can't wait!" he ended with a
boyish whoop.
Gertie had seen Tom he had
brought her home, but the kiss
had not been repeated, and their
tulk had been principally of Tim.
It may be that the presence of
Iilly had prevented the caress, although Len O'Connor, who was
with her, had shown no such delicacy and had kissed Lilly openly
with much gusto.
Only a week now remained of
Tom's visit. Twice he had taken
Gertie to a matinee, and she had
gone with him into the country
again. Ho had called at the Olympic several times to take her home,
and occasionally had watched her
dance.
He had been told of Lilly's engagement, and one
afternoon he and Gertie
had gone shopping for a wedding
gift for her. The Intimacy of looking at the things together the ask-1'- "
ui' her advice ag to what was
In li
pretty and suitable, had
t'"ied to her to bring them
t'uther than anything else had
i one.
It .took them some time to
(iacide between a lamp and a picture. Gertie had
he give
her something for begged
her home.
will
"Lilly
always got other
v,.. ,i
thintrs. thine tn ..,-- "
explained to Tom. who had sug- Busiea a rur ror ner neck.
"Site s
the kind that has clothes."
Finally they decided upon the
lamp. A very handsome one, although quiet and subdued as to
shape and color of the shade.
When Gertie heard the salesman
mention the price she gasped. But
she said nothing; Tom probably

cler

t

immiim

MENU HINT.
Breakfast.
Cantaloupe.
Meat Hash on Toast.
Hard Rolls (warmed).
Coffee.
Lunohoon.
Bacon and Apples.
Rolls.
Tapioca Cream Pudding;.
Milk or Tea.
Dinner.
Stewed Fish or Fish Cutlets.
Potato Chips.
Cabbage Salad.
Deep Plum Pie.
Coffee.

TODAY'S RECIPES.
Bacon and Apples Fry thin bacon sliced until crisp and when
half done pour off the fat into another frying pan and in it fry
halved apples dipped lightly in
flour, to which a bit of sugar has
been added. Let them cook slowly until soft and a rich brown;
turn once carefully.
Deep Plum Pie Wash and stem
plums and put in deep baking
dish. Sweeten well. Make rich
pastry as for ordinary pie, cover
baking dish and bake as usual. In
serving the crust may be cut in
sections and laid on the pie plates
and covered with the fruit and
juice.
Fish is gaining more and more
of a reputation merely bbiause of
its wholesome qualities.
Too much fish, of course, might
not be a good choice. But fish as
a frequent substitute for meat is a
very good Idea and one that almost
anybody can grow to like. For
well cooked fish is a delicacy.
Then there is the argument for
the purse, too. Fish is less ex
pensive than much meat. That
doesn't mean that all fish is cheaper than all meat. Fried scallops
and bacon with tartar sauce without a doubt are an expensive dish.
But if you will watch 'the market
you will find that you can always
choose a seasonable fish in your
own locality. This will be sold at
a reasonable price, and the very
fact that it is sold at a reasonable price usually indicates that it is
"home grown" and therefore fresh.
fish and
So buy the seasonable
cook it carefully and see if you
can make it a very wholesome
part of your diet. You can serve
a little fish at dinner as a separate
course and then a smaller portion
of meat, or you can let a substantial fish dish takeplace of meat.
You can serve fish in some form

ACNE ON FACE
CUT1GURA

was used to paying such prices for
things he bought.
Tom noticed her tactfulness,
and It raised her in his estimation.
In his thoughts he always had felt
her remarkable in many ways,
considering her environment, but
even so ho was constantly being
surprised at some new characteristic, some delicacy of feeling.
If ho noted curious looks cast at
them, he looking every inch a man
of the world, she, so plainly dressed, so unstylish, so naive in her
remarks, ho cared nothing. Tom
Norris was a very independent
young man. Then his life in the
west had made him, if anything,
more so. In as far as ho could he
did as he pleased.
Gertio saw
nothing, had no eyes for anyone
but him. Superior smiles, knowing looks passed over her as if
they had not been. And when,
their shopping finished, he took
her to luncheon in one of the fash
ionable avenue restaurants, she
still saw no one. thoueht of no on
but him.
The next Spy was Sunday. They
were puttinar'in a new floor at the
Olympic, and for the first time
since she had danced there she
would have today and evening off.
The place would bo closed.
"We'll take a Ion? ride if It is
pleasant," Tom told her over the
luncheon, "then we will go somewhere in the evening."
"I'd love to!" she said shyly.
Since he had not rep-athis
Kiss a certain shy feeling had possessed her. The
she had
looked for becauso of his caress,
had teen surpris-when it
did not come. Ho had perhaps
concluded he didn't like her well
enough to want to repeat the kiss,
she thought,
and the thought
tinged her manner.
"Then that's that!" he said
heartily.
They lingered over their luncheon, then he took her home. She
felt disappointed that he could not
see her.that night, that he could
not come to the Olympic after her.
He had explained that ho could
not, that an engagement for the
evening would prevent. Then she
scolded herself for expecting more
of his company in one dav. He
had taken her shopping with hltn
to luncheon.
Sho was terribly
greedy. So she thanked him prettily for her nice day when he left
her, and successfully hid her disappointment.
Tomorrow A Day to Remember.

I am ai
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
girl of nineteen and am going with
I have
a fellow aged twenty-twbeen going with him nine months
and he still wants to come, but he
treats me so coolly when any one
is around and doesn t pay any attention to me. We went to church
one time, and took another girl
with us, and instead of his sitting
in the middle he sat beside her and
then I said, "you can sit betweon
us if you want to." Was it proper
for me to ay that?
I think a lot of him and he says
he likes me or he wouldn't keep
coming. We are not engaged and
he never says anything about getDo you think he
ting married.
doesn't care enough about me and
reason
he does that
the
that is
way?
Would it be proper for me to let
him keep coming?
WORRIED.
The boy probably feels that is is
not good taste to fuss over you
when others are around. It he is
courteous and pleasant to you as
he is to the others, you have no
When you
reason to complain.
went to church, it was correct for
him to wait until you and the
other girl had gone in and then to
enter the pew. 20 harm was done
by telling him he could sit in thea
middle, but it would have been
little better to let him sit in the
place he chose.
It is true that the boy would not
keep on coming if he did not care
for you, but the fact that he
you is no sign he intends to
marry you. He is very young and
probably realizes that at present
he is not in a position to become
why
engaged. There is no reason
you should not keep him aa your
to
him.
of
love
Do
not
talk
friend.
and do not ask him if he cares for
you. As long as he continues to
o.
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for luncheon, and if you crave a
hearty breakfast by all means
serve fish rather than lamb chops
or beefsteak. Here are many Interesting recipes for serving different kinds of fish that are not

extravagant:

Fish Cutlets Make a white
sauce from two cups of milk, half
a cup of flour and a third of
a cup of butter. Add two cups of
flaked cooked fish, salt and pepper and a tablespoon each of lemon
Juice and onion Juice and mix well.
Cool thoroughly and then form
into small cutlets.
Cover with
bread crumbs and brown in hot
fat.
Stewed Fish One pound of had
dock, hake, cod or any fresh fish.
Half an onion chopped, one small
potato, one small carrot, chopped
parsley, half tablespoonful of but
ter, half tablespoonful of flour, a
bit of bay leaf, seasoning.
Slice
the potato and enrrot thinly and
put into a saucepan with nearly a
pint of water. Add the onion, bay
leaf and seasoning and bring to the
boll. Put in the fish, cover the
pan closely and simmer steadily
for twenty-fiv- e
minutes. Melt the
butter in a small saucepan, work
into
the flour
it smoothly and add
by degrees enough liquor from the
fish pan to make a thin cream.
Pour Into the fish pan, sprinkle in
as much parsley as la liked and
simmer fast for three or four

WEALTHY RELIEF

WORKER PLACES
CORNER STONE

en-Jo-

i

HEALS

"Had been troubled all my Ufa
with acne on my fact. My forehead
was a tnata oi punpm.
They were hard, large and
ted, and tha tehtaf waa
most terrible. My face waa
disfigured. I lent for a frea
ample of Cndcura Soap
and Ointment and after

using them got instant
relief. I bought more, and after
Soap
using two cakes of Cutlcura Ointnd three boiea of Cutkvra
ment I waa healed." (Slgnad) Mrs.
G. S. Miller, Box 14, Marshall,
Wash., Jan. 9, 1922.
toilet
Use Cutlcura for very-da- y
Bathe whh Soap, soothe
purposes.
with Ointment, dust with Talcum.
iurelilMtFnatrltaa. Addr"OittwU- wher, Pop26e. OtntmeMMMKiWe. Trnleom.
;gcirXuticuMi Soap than without mutt.

t
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BY ELOISE.
Crepes of every kind have made
their appearance in tho fashion
world. Cotton crepes have been
used extensively for lingerie and
frocks as well. Wool crepes have
been used to fashion frocks, suits
and skirts and silk crepes have
been making all of our smartest
gowns and wraps for some time.
It has remained tor the coming
fall, however, to bring forth a new
kind of crepe, crepe velvet. This
material has all the beauties of
velvet combined with all the practical features of crepe. It is used
to make afternoon and dinner
gowns, suits, and evening wraps,
This afternoon gown is made of
a rich shade of brown crepe vel
vet. It is a graceful slim line gown
with a long skirt and a long waist
ed blouse. The sleeves are the
most unusual feature of tho gown
which is unadorned, relying on the
beauty of the material to distin
guish it.

P.

KIDS PLAY BALL IN
CENTER OF CITY; BAD
GROUND NO HINDRANCE
Wielding a flat board for a
bat and using a ball made or twine
wrapped around a central core of
rubber, a gang of small boys had
been having some great times
playing ball at the corner of Second street and Copper avenue. It
didn't matter to the boys that the
center of tho field was below the
level of the rest of tho lot, and
the pitcher had throw uphill. It
didn't matter that tho boys had to
dodge broken bottles, rocks and
pieces of water pipe sticking out of
the ground. They had a wonder-

ful time.
And then along came some men
and
and piled a lot of lumber
building material right In the midThe'
baseball
of
dle
the
ground.
boys hung around dolefully for a
few days and then disappeared.
Judging from the Bklll displayed,
some of the youngsters some day
will bo big league material. Neighboring business men who had

watching their antics during

a,

Ie

s,
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OFFICERS ARE STILL
UNABLE TO LEARN WHO

OWNS

BIG

SPEEDSTER

No particular charges have yet
been placed against the two boys
who were arrested Thursday and
held In connection with un investigation into the ownership of a
Mercer speedster in which they
arrived here. The boys first stated
that they were brothers, giving
their names of Franklin and F. B.
Rowland. One of the lads admitted to police yesterday that his
name Is Darwin Hathorn.
It Is possible that a charge of
passing a worthless check for $49
at the Bliss Tire company will be
made against the boys. Tho federal department of Justice has received no information from California as to the ownership of the
car, which is rlso being held by
the police pending correct data on
the case.

dull minutes in their stores, declared they missed the boys when
they were compelled to vacate the TWO WOMEN AND A MAN
lot.
"There's a good chance for some FINED
DISORDER
FOR
big brother' outfit," said a busi- ON
AVE
EAST
CROMWELL
do
worth
"to
ness man,
something
while. It a real ball field were
provided for boys like that, they
Tony Barela, Mrs. Jack Green
wood and Mrs. Gertrude Webb were
would appreciate it."
fined $50 each in police court yesterday, and told that If they did not
VISITORS MAY HEAR
pay they would have to serve fifty
SPEAKERS AT G. 0. P. days in Jail. The three were arrested
yesterday morning
MEET FROM BALCONY after a early
disturbance had been reported at tne home of Mrs. GreenVisitors who wish to listen in on wood, 313 East Cromwell avenue.
the speeches at the dinner dance The arrests were made by Patrolto be given by o Bernalillo Coun- man Salazar. Police who testified
associaat the hearings declared that the
ty Republican Womi.n's
on Monday two women had come under the
tion at the armory
balto
the
admitted
will
be
observation frequently in the past.
night
cony and to the dancing which will
to
the
follow the dinner, according
An admiscommittee in charge.
sion charge of 60 cents will be
made to thoc i who wish to hear
the speeches without attending the
The program will begin
dinner".
Wfiich will
shortly after the dinner
be served at 6:30 o'clock.
ad
include
The rjroeram will
Nestor
dresses by Congressman
Montoya Gov. M. C. Mechem, li.
B. Rort," Mrs. Adellna
B. F. Pankey. Keed Holloman,
A. B. Renehan, George W. Pritch- ard, Miss Clara Olsen, L.Francis o
Phillips
Tracy, W. C. Reid. O.
S. B. Davis, Jr.. and V. R. Walton
Mrs. Adeline Vierheller will give a
vocal solo. Dancing will begin between 9:C0 and 10 o'clock.
n.

SIX CANS OF TROUT
PLACED IN STREAMS
NEAR JEMEZ SPRINGS

like a differentperson since

Resinol
that
cleared away

More than 6,00) flngerllng black
spotted trout were placed in the
Cebolla and San Antonio streams
above Jeiuez Springs yesterday.
IhadsufiFeredfromeaemasolong
Miss Anne Morgan laying corner The trout are r 'in tho federal fish I didn't believe anything would overstone of nurse's home.
hatchery . Colorado. It is expect come it, but the first time I used Rest
Miss Anne Morgan, head of the ed that another shipment of trout nol it stopped the itching, and now xa$
American goodwill delegation to will be placid in the same streams
akin is entirely clear.",
fa'.l from the state hatchery at
France, laid the corner stone of the this
Fecos.
TMi fa tfie experience of
new nurse's home at Soissons. Miss
who have.uted Resinol and
Local sportsmen and residents at
know that it gentle, healing maMorgan has been raising funds for Jcmez Springs received the ship-meterials
seldom fail to overcome
the reparation of devested France
and placed tho fish, which
akin troubles. AtaUdrucgistt,
since the figning of the Versailles are about one inch long, in several
locations in tho tpj streams.
treatv.

skin trouble
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FOR CASH ONLY!

For Nine Days More For Cash Only The Entire Stock is
easy to see All shoes are marked in plain figures The service is of the very best The prices will never be lower than
they are at Kahn's during this sale, so why wait longer?
Come every day during this sale bring the whole family
Better values and lower prices! Come to Kahn's and reap
the harvest of this great sale!
BOYS' HEAVY SCOUT SHOES
All sizes; good qimlity

thrown

We hav

MEN'S HIGH

Big Lot of

Wc aro selling Men's nil leather

SCOUT SHOES

LIST MONTH IN
Sec

them

400

Increase of 40.59 Per Cent

to

2

8

98c
Elk

Girls

SUIn

SPORT OXFORDS
Values up to $2.50; all sizes

Pairs of Boys' and Girls'

$1.69
One lot of new fall styles of combination colors

Sale Price

trial Cities.

In all colors; sizes

Boy's and

PLAY OXFORDS AND
SANDALS

Shown, Based on Receipts
of Fifty Selected Indus-

CHILDREN'S SHOES

ALL SIZES
in our window display

$1.8

POSTAL REVENUE

pe.-cen-

of

S3.48

;

(Ily The UKiflatfd TrfM.)
Washington, Aug. 25 (by the Associated Press). A health of bust
ness index based on the postal receipts of fifty selected industrlnl
cities of tho country is to be issued
monthly ' y the postoffiee department in addition to the list of the
fiftv leading cities in amount of
postal receipts which has been is
sued for more than twenty yearr.
The firBt announcement or tnc
business health index by Assistant
Postmaster i.oneral Glover shows
July postal receipts for the selected
industrial cities increased 10.45 per
cent over July a year nso, while in
tho fifty leading cities of the
country the increase was 11.62
The postal receipts of the
fifty It dustrlal cities totaled T2.-- 1
64,441, compared with $1,959,547
in July la t year.
Albuquerque, N. M., had the
largest pcrce face of increase with
40.59 per cei t. while South Bend.
31.28 per cent;
Tnd.,
Trenton. N. J., 27.31 per cent;
Kans.. ..43 per cent; Pueblo, Colo., 20.49 per cent, and
Tampa, Fla., 21.21 per cent.
The fifty Industrial cities selected
for the business health lnd: with
their July postal receipts and the
percentase of increase over the
July, 1921,rcielpts, are;
Julv, 1928 crease
2.53
9,273
Springfield, O
15.93
97.813
Oklahoma City
7.19
8(5.91 1
Albany, N. T
10.97
(55,853
Scranton, Pa
17.151
70,305
Harrlsburgr, Pa
8.83
San Antonio, Tex.. 71,192
9.45
75,372
Spokane, Wish..,.
19.81
74,944
Oakland, Calif
15.19
RlrminBham Ala.. 70,659
2IS.45
74,304
Topeka, Kans
IS. 99
3,592
Peoria, 111
.95
jc
65,531
Norfolk, Va
20.21
59,604
Tampa, Fla
10.69
Fort 'Vayne, Ind.. 49,746
5 6.82
69,173
Lincoln, Neb
6.68
61,955
Duluth, Minn

In a big lot

GRADE SHOES

Cordovan, English last, $7.00 Shoes

Sale Price

$1.69

o

Mon-toy-

MEN, WOMEN AND C!!:LDREH

INE DAYS MORE

m
I
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
seventeen years old and deeply tn
love with a young man nineteen.
1 hnve Veitt rnmnnnv with him Since
tho first of October and I haven't
gone with any one else since i
He
have been going with him.
wprt in nnrithpr town to work
whore he could miike more money
and then take mo with mm up
there.
Do von think he really loves me?
BLONDE,
From what you say, I think the
man
loves
you. Unfortun-ntel- v
young
however. I am not blessed
with psychic powers and therefore
I do not know the young man's
stato of heart and mind.

DUK E GITY LEO

Entries In the king and queen
contest of the Elks' circus to be
determined by selling tickets for
persons. The
votes total forty-twtickets will be distrlbtucd In a few
days.
Those who have been nominated
by the newspaper coupons are:
Donna Williams, Mildred Suggs,
Ida Katson, Mrs. John Sawlelle.
Kthel Iilack, Ida Cortez, Host
Oliver, Leona Werner, Mrs. W. I".
Martin. Mrs.
Madge Poole, Mis.
Anna Kvans, Mrs. Jumes O'Donnell,
Miss May Francaroll, Melinda
Miss KeUclta Sanchez, Mrs. C.
E.
Wanche
Hughes.
Doster,
Elizabeth
Reyforth,
Marguerita
Candelarla, Alma French, Clarke
Mrs.
Ernest Litteral.
Watson,
Hall,
Josephine Chavez, Mrs.
Oertha Stafford, Vivian T. Hendron,
Vivian Kruncr, Ellen Phyllis Knoff,
Mrs. A. Totl, Helen Pyatt, Gertrude
Wilson, Sam Glnssman, A. S. Card-emG.
G. R. Bloodgood,
Brooks, John Wilson lloyce, RusIOonnrd G. Smith.
sell Atchison,
Sam Rosenweig,
John C. Shoemaker, Ernest Scheets, Sam Nelson.
Delbert Briiner, Adney B. Strubel,
James David, Harold Miller. Frederick Webb, Arthur Chltwood.

ALL

Leather Guaranteed Shces

BE KING AND QUEEN

Otero-Warre-

Hard, Urge and Red Pimples, ItchingWas Terrible.

Dear Mrs. Thompson:
I am a
girl nineteen years old and have
been going with a voting man three
years my senior. We love each
other dearly and have planned to
be married in September, but my
father objects to our marriage, because, he fays, I am too young to
get married. What would you adBILLY.
vise me to do?
I think you should make your
own decision. If you have loved
tho boy for a long time and have
not tho slightest doubt but that
your love and his will endure a
life time, I think you should marry.
In case, however, he Is not making
a good salary and has not money in
reserve, it would be folly to marry.
Only unhapplness would follow If
you were unable to meet the high
cost of rents and living. Indeed,
you are young, but some girls marry
t your age and are Just as happy
as those who marry when they are
older. Much has to be considered
in the question of marriage and
other matters aro even more important than age.

ELKS CIRCUS DRAWS
42 IN CONTESTS TO

f

Am a, A

come, take it for granted that ho
cares.

OXFORDS

& STRAP

PUMPS

Low Heels

9

S4.95

MEN'S TENNIS SHOES
FELT SLIPPERS

White anil black

All

colors;

all sizes

73s
FOOTWEAR FOR

mm

DAYS AT KAHN'S!

Owing to the immense large stock, we find it impossible to quote you on
every pair. Low cuts for women and children, in pumps, straps and oxfords, colors and combinations. All these are priced for NINE DAYS ON-LExtra special baby soft soles in anything mother wishes.
WE SELL DEPENDABLE MERCHANDISE, BUT FOR CASH ONLY
GREATEST SHOE SALE! MOST ASTONISHING
VALUES IN
IT WILL PAY YOU TO TRAVEL MANY MILES FOR THESE
WONDERFUL VALUES.

Y.

FOOT-WEA-

R!

inc.-ease-
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REMEMBER!
More for Your Dollar at

In-Ci- ty

...

Utile Pork Ark...

56,652
60,466
61,098
60,360
St. Joseph, Mo
43,891
40,405
Springfield.
N.
44,300
J
Trenton,
Wilmington, Del... 35,383
41,693
Madison, Wis
South Bend, Ind... 46,714
N.
40,900
Charlotte,
34,286
Savannah,
Cedar Rapids, In.. 34,322
Charleston, W. Va. 37,967
Knoxville, Tenn... 37,408
Schenectady, N. T. 39,668
29,342
Lynn Mass
25.907
Shreveport,
25,431
Columbia, R
28,852
Fargo, N.- - D
Sioux Falls, S. D. . 24,301
Waterbury, Conn.. 23,869
23,933
Pueblo, Colo
f. H.. 19,151
Manchester,
21,622
Lexington Ky
18,656
Phoenix, Arl
18,138
Butte, Mont
16,941
Jackson, Misa
Boise, Idaho..
15,463
14,644
Burlington, Vt
Cumberland, Md... 1 0,854
Reno, Nev
12,338
Albuquerque N. M. 11,084
Cheyenne, Wyo.... 7,354

Pioux City, la
Bridgeport, Conn.
Portland, Me

III....

raC...

La....

C...

Note: X

19.36
11.92
10.66
9.62
6.52
X 5.88
27.51
X 6.39
23.83
31.28
13.87
4.01
4.5.1

12.1 J
5.1S
9.3."
X

.67
5.26

x 3.3r
.62
13. ff
13. 4 r
20.4 !
x 5.1 (
19.47
D.I9
17.6?
1.43
1 1.03
10.99
x 6.4
1.26
40.59
x 9.71

Decrease.
1

1:
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Theaters Today
"B"

for the
Drives,"
cast of
cemedy,
Keaton

North First St.

wholesome character, visit the

Pastime Theater Repeating for
the last time today, the Tennyson's
tiful picture; also repeating Ernest
Truex as tho star in the comedy,
"Little, But Oh My."

Groce-Tot- e

today.
To insure the purchase of your
y
food supplies in the best
of condition and at the lowest price
at which they may be had in Albuquerque, you have only to make those

over-Sunda-

purchases here'..

I

Theater "The Deuce of
Spades," with Charles Ray as the1
leading star, is being repeated today for the last time; also repeat-- 1
ing the comedy, "Kiss and Make
Up."

Opposite the'Y. M. C. A.

To insure the success of your Sunday dinner, its easy preparation and

It

Theater Itepeatlni; today
last time, "When the Devil
with Leah Balrd and a
stars; also repeating the:
"The 'Boat," with Buster1
as star.

poem, "Lady Godlva," a most beau-

109
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Saturday

Specials
Concord and Muscatel
Grapes, about 20 lbs.
$1.95
per box
4
Choice Tomatoes,
25c
pounds for
Cantaloupes, 5c each.
Watermelons, 2c per lb
Bulk Queen Olives, 35c
per pint.
Bulk Queen Olives, 20c
a half pint.
Bulk Ripe Olives, 55c
per pint.
Bulk Ripe Olives, 30c
a half pint. '
Bulk sweet, sour or
dill pickles, 2 for 5c
Mixed sweet pickles,
20c a pint.
Imported French Sardines.
Spring Chickens and

liens.

Prime Rib Pkoast, rolled.
Genuine Spring Lamb.
Baby Beef Pot Roast.
Milk Fed Veal.
Pickled Lamb Tongues
in bulk.
Home Made Pork Sau- sauge.

April 26 last there was
published In the newspaper
Ukraine in Vienna the terms
Of
R
military agreement between
Russia anil Germany. K cry thinT
was official, even to the st.i:n;i- - un
the document. It was copied .several
days later In the newspapers of
Warsaw ami then it got to LonJoa
and was published In the Times.
The secret treaty provided that
h
the German General Stall' would
K.issia with large quantities of
arms and ammunition, airplanes and
other materials fur war, and also
would reorganize the Russian fleet
and increase the production of the
Russian "war Industries.
In return for these services the
General Staff of Trotzky's army
agreed to deliver twenty warships
to Germany, to equip three factories
for the production of airplanes and
readipas projectiles and to hold
ness at the western frontier eighteen
divisions of Infantry and c'sht divisions of cavalry. The Russians also
wero to hulli strategic railways.
The news reached Genoa just at
the time when the economic conference was threatened with disruption
In cause of the Rathena
in
trade treaty.
I.loyd George threw
tip his hands. lie saw "another welter of blood." The French newspapers clamored for the recall of

Unhinging the World With Rubber Stamps
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The Russians called It a lie nni
The Gerthey were not believed.
man denials were taken as things to
be expected
Find 600 Rubber Stampi.
Then the chief of the Berlin criminal police stepped in and saved the
day. He looked about for the most
expert forger In Germany and his
eyes rested on Erich Anspach. This
man's home was raided and the
police found Just 600 rubber stamps.
With these Anspach had done as
much in the last two years to disturb
the peace of Europe as any other
one factor.
Anspach is now in prison In Berlin awaiting trial. The whole force
of the German Government, ani especially of the German political police, will be exerted In his prosecution.
"Give me all the rubber stamps I
want and I ran nnhince the world.''
Is his boast. "War and peace in Europe, the hates and prejudices of
races, the future not only of Europe
but of the rest of the world all can
be dictated by mo if have the rubber
stamps."
With rubber stamps, clever duplicates of the originals, he drew up the
documents, signed them and mad-them appear official. Then he sent
them where they would do the most
harm. He collected large sums of
money from those who Acre willing
to pay for the damaging documents
and then betrayed the purchasers by
giving them information that he had
Invented In his own weird brain.
One of Anspach's boldest fakes
was a report to the Interallied Commission describing a secret session of
the German Cabinet Ministers, which
)

he said had been held on last March
This report, now In the hands
of the police, covers about thirty
23.

typewritten
pages and contains
speeches by President Ebert, Foreign Minister Rathenau and Chancellor Wirth. No such meeting as
the one described ever took place.
Another of his forgeries, also In
the hands of the police, is a letter
from the Second Battalion of Pioneers at Stettin, dated last March
IS and addressed to "The Chief of the
Department of Arms In the German
It
Ministry of National Defense."
bears the stamp of the Second Battalion and reads:
"In the last two weeks the following materials have been shipped to
Kowno by way of Koenigsberg: 413
cases of agricultural machinery, containing 36,335 rifles, 11,200 carbines,
347 light Haubitzers, 210 flame throwers, 30 light mine throwers, 45,000
canteens, 64,500 field spades and
3.S90 bread bags.
"There remain to be shipped, accordingly, 19,800 rifles, model 9S; 240
light machine guns, 110 light field
Haubitzers and 3,000 field spades."
The letter Is signed In code the
correct code, too by "Herrmann,
First Lieutenant and Adjutant."
The rubber stamp, symbol of the
old German perfection of detail and
Infallibility of system, carried the
forgeries of Anspach into the countries of the East, Into Poland, Lithuania, Silesia anJ others, wherever

Signature which deceived a French War Minister.

Out Chronology,
to Deluge.
K1

I

SMALL tablet of baked clay
broken into three fragments,
which had been lying unnocolIn
the Nippur Library
ticed
Museum
University
the
of
lection
at Philadelphia for more than twentyof
means
years, has Just been the hundred
restoring more than five
Translated
years of ancient history.
of the
by Dr. Leon Legraln, Curator It has
Museum's Babylonian Section,
of
turned out to be the missing part
a huge chronological tablet widely
of
cooled and circulated at the time
names of
tho
which
gave
Abraham,
to the Dedynasties and kings back
luge.
Numerous copies of parts of these
tablets have been dug up in various
parts of Mesopotamia by American,
British, French and German explorers, but by some singular misfortune
all the fragments heretofore found
were minus tho columns listing the
Sumerlan dynasties between 3,500
and 3,000 B. C. From that year on
rearchaeologists have been able to
construct tho framework of Babylonian history with remarkable accuracy, but until the new find they
had no means of determining the
order of dynasties earlier than 3,000
B. C, some of the names of which
were known.

A

A Cap of 500 Yeart.
Not only does the now tablet give
this chronology, but It also gives
the names of four dynasties heretofore unknown, the names of several kings which are not found elsewhere In ancient records, and considerable other information of almost incalculable value to the archaeologist. Incidentally, It appears
to dispose of the mystery of Azng-Bnthe woman credited in an earlier
tablet with founding the dynasty of
Kish In 2875 and who was said to
have reigned for 100 years. The
present tablet asserts that It was
Basha-Knzthe son of Azng-Bawho really founded this dynasty, and
makes no mention of her ruling.
"Chronology Is the framework of

about the secret mobilization of this
army of police In the southern part
of Germany, the drilling of German
student corps by former army officers and much similar information.
His reports led to heated discussions
In the French Chamber of Deputies
and once resulted In Gen. Nollet
sending a vigorous note to Germany
protesting against the reported secret
military preparations.
Practically all of Anspach's reports
were signed In the same form as confidential communications
between
various departments of the German
Government
In each case the reports were accompanied by the request to "return the documents at
once In order to prevent detection."
When Anspach was arrested Dr.
Gessler, German Minister of State
Defense, said:
"I have been besieged with Inquiries regarding thin fantastic German-Russia- n
agreement. It has created
consternation in many places and
among many elements. To those who
have read this document, or a copy
of it, it Is clearly a forgery. Through
It the political poison scatterer,
Intended to undermine public
opinion everywhere against Germany. He has apparently, with the
delight of a fiend, stressed upon those
very points that would be most certain to anger our neighbors and undermine every attempt to peaceful
reconstruction.
"During the last two years I have
faced the puzzling fact that French
.statesmen in high places circulated
many assertions which I knew were
I could never
objectively untrue.
bring myself to believe that these
untruths wore deliberately fabricated
Ersatz-Schul-

Schutzpolizei
Gross-BerliPersonal-ATbteilun-

Clearing Up of
Tablet Neglected
for Years Fills

there was a client willing to pay for
mischief making "Information."
When the fall finally came the
police found Anspach in a little room
that he had fitted up as a laboratory
and office. The establishment was
complete for forging all sorts of official
papers and communications.
Among his confederates, the police
said, were a Dr, Trumpf, a Prussian
cavalry officer named Mueller, a
Frau Sachse, wife of a Captain, and
nn Austrian Captain named Lustig.
Some of these are under arrest.
Much of the Information about the
Identity of those who purchased Anspach's forged reports and communications comes from the confession
which Anspach mado to Privy Councillor Weiss, who was in charge of
the Investigation, which finally resulted In the forger's downfall.
One of the clients is said to have
been M. Lefevre, the former French
Minister of War. Anspach said that
Lefevre, always suspicious at any Intimation that Germany was arming
herself again, was particularly eager
to get his rcporjs on the. preparedness of the German military police.
Anspach says he copied 60.000 names
out of telephone directories, 40.000
more from other sources and delivered the whole list, duly stamped
with his duplicate rubber stamps, as
"the actual strength of the German
military police."
Anspach also furnished to Lefevre,
according to his confession, details

500

history," says Dr. Legraln In his description of the new fragment. "The
names of the kings and the length of
their reigns, the relation of father
and son, the dynasty to which they
belonged and the city which became
their capital, the total number of
kings and years and one particular
dynasty, and, best of all, fully developed lists of succeeding dynasties,
are a leading light In the obscure
path of the student of ancient history. Anything bearing on these
subjects is a most valuable document
for the scholar, the archaeologist or
any man interested with the problem
of origins.
"Among the few uncatalogued tablets In the Museum collection there
has come to light, during the last
summer, a fragment from Nippur
which Is of unusual Importance in this
connection, for It Is part of a chronological tablet that fills a gap in the
early history of Babylonia. It begins
at a point prior to 8.500 B. C. and
comes down to 3,000 B. C, covering
a period of more than 500 years and
connecting up with other chronological records that have come to
light from time to time.
Tho Legendary Kingi.

"By degrees, thanks to the documents published In the last ten years,
we are reconstruc ting Babylonian
history over the third mtllenlum back
to the legendary times of the kings
after the flood. The part played la
this reconstruction by the Babylonian expedition and excavations In
Nippur cannot be overrated. Indeed,
Nippur and Its temple toward B. C
2000, at the timeof King Hammurabi,
the very time when Abraham started
on his long wandering career, appear more and more as a center of
religious and Intellectual life.
At Nippur records of the past used
to be stored, preserved and compiled
In form of statues, slabs of stone and
votive objects covered with inscriptions and reliefs, recording the names
of the kings, their wars, their victories and their offerings to the gods.
That ancient Institution, with all
respect and allowance for time and
place, might compare with the modern abbeys of Westminster and St,
lenls. A collection of these inscriptions on a large tablet done by
scribe of the temple Is among the
most precious documents preserved
in tha Museum. All the Inscriptions
on that tablet concern three kings of

II

tor of Germany's foreign politics and
I just about succeeded for two years.
But the greatest reward was In observing the effect my absurd reports
had on the exchange of notes between governments. There was my
satisfaction, my thrill of prldo and
my greatest reward.
"And If they send me to jail for
five years, or ten years, or more, I
will at least know why they did it."
Anspach was 10 years old when his
parents, after many quarrels, bitter
accusations on both sides and much
fighting about the house, were divorced. The father was given custody of the boy, but a short time
later turned him out of his house.
The boy went to live In the streets.
When ho was 14 he becamo a sailor
and in many ports and on many evil
ships he picked up knowledge ol
wickedness.
But all that time Anspach believed
lie was better than his comrades. He
believed his brain was superior to
theirs; that somewhere In his makeup was a force that would carry him
some day from the docks and the
ships and place him where he would
have money and power. He wanted
knowledge first. When he was not
learning new forms of vice he was
reading books.
Finally he was admitted to the
University of Goettingen. He was a
He learned quickly.
good student.
But there were ugly stories about
him. It later developed that he had
paid most of his way through the
university by forging physicians'
certificates and pawn tickets.
About the time he finished at the
university he fell in love with a
pretty girl in Goettingen, the daughter of a barrister. That is, he is supposed to have fallen In love, but some

To-da- y

'

Dealingt With Various Official.
A few days ago Anspach was Interviewed as he sat In his cell. He Is
26 years old, of strong physique and
military bearing, wears glasses and
has all the marks of a man of education. His expression, however, Is
demoniacal at times and the man appears to be altogether cynical. He
said:
"I tdl the truth when I say that I
was In constant communication with
the French Commission of Control
at Berlin, with the Bureau de Recherche, with the French Consulate,
with the Department of Economy of
the English representatives, with the
American Red Cross and the Department of Commerce of the Polish
Consulate at P.reslau, with the General Staff of the Army of Occupation at Mayence, with the Divisional
Staff of the French in the Castle at
Wiesbaden and with the Military Attache of the British Embassy at
Brussels."
"But why did you do that?" he was
usked. "How did you come to conceive the scheme and carry ft
through?"
"Partly for money," said Anspach,
milling. "Partly for money, but not
nil for that. I wanted to be the direc
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Geh. Oberfinanzrai
and translate Sumerlan. This is a
language that was considered In the
"dead" class as long ago as 2500 B. C,
when the later Babylonian language
was in use. He Is the author of several books and is now compiling a
volume of illustrations of strange
birds and animals that were In use by
the artists of ancient Sumer and
Babylon. This will show that virtually every heraldic sign developed
in relatively modern times In all the

Years

the dynasty of Akkad, B. C, 2600,
Sargon, Rimush and Manislitusu.
"Besides tho newly found fragment the collection in the Museum
contains other tablets of the same
of
class. One of these is
what must have been the standard
work on chronology. It was a work
complete in twelve columns, six on
the obverse from left to right and
six on the reverse from right to left.
Column twelve Is accordingly the reverse of column one, and column
eleven Is opposed to column two.
This half tablet gives on the obverse
and reverse the beginning and the
end of the chronological scheme
down to 2,000 B. C, but gives no
clew to the length of time covered
by the missing portion or how to
connect the fabulous kings who succeeded the flood with those of the
dynasties of Ur and Isln. Its text
extends across columns one, two and
three on the obverse and Includes
columns ten, eleven and twelve on
the reverse. Before the gap It fixes
the dynasties of Klsh, Uruk, Ur and
Awan. After the gap are given the
dynasties of Akkad, Gutl and Isln.
Columns Are Broken Off.
"The new fragment fits In the gap.
It represents a portion of the text
of columns four to five of the obverse
and seven to nine of the reverse,
with a few signs of columns three
and ten, very useful to link It up with
the text of the tablet Just described.
Unfortunately it does not belong to
the same identical tablet. Their
thickness Is different. It Is still more
damaged. Top and bottom of all the
columns are broken off.
"Despite necessary reservations In
presence of a mangled text, the
great interest of the new fragment
one-ha-

lf
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lies in the fact that It restores the
main lines of Babylonian chronology
as set down by tradition among tho
scholars of Nippur about B. C. 2000.
The Greek tradition of Abydenus and
Borosus must be traced back to it.
Four new dynasties of Klsh, Hamazl,
Adab and Marl will take rank soon
after those of Ur and Awan and
before those of Upl, Klsh, Akkad,
Gutl and Isln. We learn, too, the
names of the first rulers of the Gutl;
Inbia, Ingishu, Warlagaba and
four out of a total of
twenty-on- e
kings who occupied the
land 124 years and 40 days.
"This new and welcome information must not blind us to tho fact
that absolutely reliable chronology Is
actually out of the question, not only
because a legendary number of years
is attributed to the kings of the first
dynasty of Klsh (some six, seven,
eight or nine hundred years each),
or because any attempt to supply by
indirect computation the missing
portions of the text would prove
fruitless, but because the texts so
far published do not agree in all details. Whether the various readings

Impressions taken from fragments of a clay seal on a bottle of
Babylonian wine. Jars were stopped first with a wooden plug and
then clay was pressed in around the edges and sealed with the seals
of the owners.

Hl

have to be traced back to the old
sc.ibe, or to tho modern copyist has
to be further established."
The translation:
Obverse, column three: reigned 30
years.
Elulu reigned 25 years.
Balulu reigned 36 years.
Four kings ruled 120 plus 61 years.
Ur was defeated by arms.
Column four: 4 or 6 kings ruled
3,600 rlus 192 years.
Klsh was defeated by arms, the
kingdom passed to Hamazl.
became
In Hamazl . . .
king and reigned . . . years, Ac.
"Summing up the new chronological data we may safely establish the
following scheme," added Dr. Legraln. "Beginning of dynasty of Isin
about B.C. 2200; Ur, 2300; Gutl,2425;
Akkad, 2650; Klsh, 287G; Upl, 3000;
before which we have to place at
least eight moro dynasties of Marl,
Adah, Hamazl, Kish, Awan, Ur, Uruk
and Kish, about B. C. 3000 to 4000."
The "People of Gutlum," referred
to In the tablet, have been known to
archaeologists only as invaders, probably tribesmen from the hills, who
swept into tho peaceful and fertile
valley of Mesopotamia in 2425 B. G.,
conquered all the cities, and remained In control for more than a
Some rather interesting
century.
speculation Is aroused by the statement in the tablet that they "had no
king." Was this the world's first republic? And If so, what was its
method of choosing Its leaders? Some
of the cities named in the chronological lists have never been discovered, but doubtless some day they
will be located and no one knows
what stories of ancient enlightenment their ruins may yield.
Dr. Legraln Is one of not more than
a dozen living men who can read

forgery.
That the girl loved him there is no
doubt. She saw in him that strange
force that had brought him out of
the streets and given him an education. She believed he was a man of
destiny, and for a long time she did
not know that he was a forger; that
he was betraying her own father,
Just as he later was to betray his
own country.
Three years ago Anspach, for the
first time, was caught with evidence
. against him, that was
Indisputable.
The German officials, after
receiving
numerous complaints and having
In passports
many irregularities
called to their attention, began an
Investigation. The chase narrowed
down to Anspach and he was arrested, tried on the charge of forging German passports and sentenced
to prison.
Anspach, however, had no intention of serving that sentence. A
mountebank who believed he could
deceive anybody, he suddenly decided
to prove himself Insane. So successfully did he simulate Insanity that
the officials were convinced, were
even sorry for the man, and he was
interned in an asylum at Hilden-heiThere for several weeks he
continued to act as an insane man, a
harmless, deluded and helpless lunatic. All the time he was plannini
his escape.
When Anspach went to the asylum his young wife became lonely.
She remembered that once she had
told her father she suspected her
husband, and her father had turned
against him. But later, when the
husband was walking the grounds In
Hildenheim in the company of crazy
men and women, she began to doubt.
She thought she may have been
mistaken In his guilt; certainly he
was not guilty of
forging German
passports. And so, loving him, and
believing in her own heart that he
was Innocent, she helped him to
escape.

In the last two years the pretty wlfo
has had cause to regret her faith
in Anspach. For soon after his escape he conceived the plan that was
far and away more ambitious than
the petty forging 6f pawn tickets-- he
would use rubber stamps to set
nations against each other. And
when he hit upon that scheme he
abandoned the wife who had helped
him to escape. She went back to
her father, heartbroken.
And Anspach, working most of the time in
a disguise that never was
penetrated
by the German police, concocted his
farreachlng plots.
And, with the wife gone, Anspach
spent his money It was coming in
faster and in larger sums all the
time in the afterwar debaucheries
of Berlin.
He entertained many
women, gave many elaborate wine
parties, and dressed as he had always dreamed of dressing. In the
last year his tailor's bill alone was
250,000 marks.
European countries had its origin
far back in the dawn of history.
One of the earliest of these signs
was on the Insignia of a scribe. The

record of It was found in the Nippur
collection of tablets on a lump of clay
that had been used to seal a bottle of
Babylonian wine. On the clay the
owner of the coat of arms rolled his
seal cylinder, thus leaving an
that has remained for moro
than 4,000 years.

Good Business English

and
his barber or servant.
A proper name,
The seated figure is that of a god or goddess. The one standing is
a worshiper, his hand raised in adoration. Back of him stands his
protecting angel wearing a crown. This is a reproduction of a seal
impression on a small clay tag or label of four thousand years ago.

CrrvrtsM. in;!, by The New York Herald.

gBa

by the French.
I feel tha
vivid shame of realizing that a German, through his Impudent forgeries, has been the cause of many misunderstandings. May his arrest and
conviction put an end to the reign
of suspicion and may the people accept the lesson that beautifully
signed and stamped papers should
not always be regarded as genuine
documents."

of his accusers say that he married
her so that he could use her father's
business connections and acquaintances to aid him in his schemes of

uses of our language Mr.
Is concerned with
are chiefly those of the writers of letters for business purposes,
with Its use in business reports as a
secondary feature. Commercial correspondence always has a stilted air
when reproduced in a work of this
kind, from the specimen quoted from
Daniel Defoe down to the highly
formalized kind In use
And
even the attempts to make sales ,
letters more human and "snappy"
do not quite eradicate the stiff
style of modern business correspondence.
But business letters have to be
written, certain forms have to be
adhered to, a uniformity of typewriting, margins, &c, are insisted
upon by most large firms. To know
what these forms are Is imperative
to any one who handles the correspondence for a business house; and
there could be no better way of find
Ing out just how to write different
kinds of commercial letters than
studying the pages of Mr. Weseen's
very complete textbook. He devotes
seven chapters to business letters of
all kinds and tells all the lates
wrinkles in the "mechanical layout
and make-up- "
of them, the "block"
form and what it is, and the very
last cry In addressing letters. It
may surprise some old fashioned folk
to learn that there Is such a person
as a "correspondence supervisor" in
some houses, and we hope the one
whose letter is quoted here won't bo
too much distressed over 'the date
not appearing in his own advisory
letter in which he makes a special
point of just where the da to should

THE

l-ish

'

they come from for our everyday use.
There is a suggestive and helpful
chapter on learning to spell in which
this author remarks on the old
spelling bee without noting Its return,
particularly throughout New York
State. He describes the construction of sentences, gives a
chapter
(and a most practical and helpful
one it is) to punctuation, analyzes
paragraph writing and tells how a
manuscript should bo prepared.
In addition to the text proper these
pages are crowded with lists of
words illustrating the author's various points, Including a list of 600
everyday words, some variants in
English spelling, coined and invented
words and lists of words
showing
compounds In three different stages
On the whole this volume is not
only
a complete guide to business correspondence as it is conducted
but it is a good working
grammar
and a desk reference book of the
first rank. For use in the schoolroom various courses of
study and
problems are supplied in an appendix
completely separated from the parts
of the book of use to the
student of
business correspondence or the general reader who may use this as a
reference work.
to-d-

Although Edith Wharton's new
novel "The Glimpse of the Moon"
will not be published until July 21,
the publishers, D. Appleton & Co,
report that a second large edition
has gone to press. "The Glimpses
ot the Moon," it 1b said, Is a brilliant study of the contrasting qualities of man and woman at crucial
moments In their relations.

go.

The second part of the volume is
of more general interest, since it is
concerned with such things as the
true significance of words, the importance of a good vocabulary, ug- gestlons as how to enlarge our own,
and lists of words that show where

We are surprised that Mr. Sherlock
Holmes has not suggested to Mr.
Conan Doyle that one way to enter
the door to Ghostland would be to
employ and we hope the suggestion
won't give any one a spooky feelinga skeleton key.

n
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Our $40 and,

High Grade Hart
Schaffner & Marx

$45 Men's suit

Double Green Trading Stamps

in Serges,

Throughout the Store
Today, Including the

checks,-

-

Wor-

steds, fancy
models, belt
Hack's,

Groce-Tot- e.

"etc.--

Herrin g b o n e s ,
Crombie's imported woolens French
worsteds, silk and
wool, etc., worth
$50.00 and $55.00
Anniversary Price

Anniversary Price

$34.50

$39.50

including

Double Green Trading Stamps

$65

&

Throughout the Store
Today, Including the
Groce-To- te

'

Anniversary
Price

$24.50

9x12 Axminster rugs, sold regularly at $40, one of

Our finest $60 and

Hart SchaffMarx suits,
ner
in best grade hard
finished worsteds,
many "stouts" and
exceptional sizes,
some with 2 pairs
of trousers.

suits

Her-ringbon- es,

Page Seven,

1

Feltax Floor Coverings

the outstanding values of the sales at the
ANNIVERSARY.PRICE

$29.50

Men's "PREP"
suits selling regularly at $25, $27.-5$30 and $35,
in Home spuns,
Herringbones, Blue
Serges and fancy
checks,

Boys'

$1.50
Knickers, one

0,

Beautiful sport coats, genuine $12.50 and $17.50
values, also Krepe Knit, Mignonette and Crepe
de Chine dresses worth up" to $35.
YOUR CHOICE AT THE ANNIVERSARY SALES

of our best values at the reg-

ular price.

ANNIVERSARY PRICE, YARD

Knicker

Boys'

suits in excellent
woolen fabrics &
in Corduroy. Big
values at the regular price of $10
per suit.

65c

Anniversary

Anniversary Price

Price

Anniversary Price

$19.50

$1.15

$6.59

Ladies' Coats orieinallv priced at S24.50 and S29.50: a
also a lot of Crepe de Chine Dresses that were
good values at $25.00 and $30.00
'
ANNIVERSARY PRICE

7.50

$10.00

Suits, Coats and Dresses, including Suits and Coats
'
worth up to $39.50 and Dresses that sold
regularly at $40.00
YOUR CHOICE AT THE.ANNI VERSARY SALES

$15.00

Super Speciais
for Today

at up to

$79.50

'

originally at up to $99.50
YOUR CHOICE AT THE ANNIVERSARY SALES

$40.00

j

"i

ed

95c

-

ANNIVERSARY PRICE '

v

85c

Throughout the Store

i

Today, Including the
Groce-Tot- e.

'

19c
j

Finest Suits, Coats
originally at $99.50,
and exclusive models
whole beautiful lot,

and Dresses, the suits and coats we sold
and the dresses, including many imported
priced up to $149.50, your choice of the
in the

ANNIVERSARY SALES

ch

discount
Any Corset in the house, Super Special
20
discount
Heavy tin 'dishpans, a real 50c; value. Super,
SpeCial f.i i; ,
i,ii'.;.;...T.i..:tta.t.r.ji'..T..T.". t ":
.

12-Qu-

20

$50.00

25c

School

Boys' ScKool
shoes in brown
chrome calf,

Boys' School
Shoes, English
or, broad Joes,

English1
toes',
13.

brown cKrpme
calf, sizes 13
to 2.

Anniversary
s Price

Anniversary
Price

Anniversary
Price

$1.95

$2.45

$2.95

or

bVoad

sizes 9 to

1- -2

c

Boys'

brown

Shoes,

chrome

calf,

Or
English
toes,

b'road

sizes" 2

1--

2

Oenuina Krens knit. Dress Satini. nrinted Crir A Diln.
Crepe Meteors and Crepe Satins, Silk Radium and Canton Crepes,
values up to $4.00 a yard, and big values at that price,

H

ANNIVERSARY PRICE

art

ANNIVERSARY PRICE

Double Green Trading Stamps

25c

.....

Japanese Lunch Goth, 48x48, regular price $1.50

85c

$25.00

89c

French' Serge, navy
Select quality all wool
and black, a surprising value at $2.75. Super Spe.$1.89
.:. . . ...,.:.?.?.:. . .
cial, a yard
$2.50 Silver Plated Bonbon Baskets, Super Special. $1.00
All Boys' Wash Suits, Super. Special

'

Ladies' quality strap fabric gloves in black and all
the popular colors, all sizes, regular price, $1.50

95c

ch

54-in-

Stockings in white, black and
popular colors, one of our best values
in Ladies' Hose, at $1.50
ANNIVERSARY PRICE

semi-fashion-

.....

..
Lunch Kits, Super Special ;. ... . . . . . .
Men's Heavy blue denim Overalls, Super
".
Special, a pair
10c Hooks and Eyes, Super Special, 4 cards for.:.:. .,
cotton suiting in assorted checks, splendid
school
for
dresses, porch dresses, etc., a regular
35c value, Super Special, a yard.
.;.
Silk Camisoles, embroidered, lace and embroidery
trimmed, as real $1.50 bargain. Super, Special
:

exclusive models in elegant dresses, priced

Silk

Only.

$l.0

32-In-

Choice Suits and Coats sold originally

Afternoon and evening Gowns that were exceptional
values at $49.50 to $69.59, the original prices; in
the same lot, a line of beautiful Suits sold
originally at up to $69.50

to 6

$2.55
Ladies' Gloves in cape design of kid and suede,
standard values at $4.00 and $4.50; the
whole line in the
ANNIVERSARY PRICE

$1.95
Rosenwald's special Cotton Mattress, all clean cotton
filled, fancy art tick covered
K

ANNIVERSARY PRICE
Girls' black or;
brown kid, lace
or button shoes
and
Pumps,' sizes
11 2 to 2.
.1--

Anniversary
Price
!

$2.45

--

Girls' black or.
brown kid, lace
or button shoes
and 1
Pumps, sizes
8
to 2

Girls' black pr.
brown kid, lace
or button boots
and
Slippers, sizes
5
to 8

Anniversary
Price

Anniversary
Price

$1.95

$1.45

1- -2

1-

1-

-s

trap

-2

$7.95
Double Green Trading Stamps

Throughout the Store
Today, Including the
Groce-Tot- e.

1
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Secretary

tariff 'bill will ruin Republicans'
for success at the polls this fall.

Entered as second
N.
of Albuquerque. N. M.. nd entry in Santa Fe. 17.
M
pending, under act of Congress of March
PTION HATES
One month bv rarrior or mail
Three months
Six Months
One Year

Don't be in a hurry these days to send
flowers when vou learn that: a friend Vine
answered the last summons. He merelv
may have stepped on it a little too hard.

.

a 10

West Gold Ave.
. (Ill
and K7
,

matter at the postoffire

l-iss

'August 26, 1922.

THAT DOESN'T SEEM TOO MUCH FOR A GOVERNMENT
TO ASK.

Debs' physician has advised him to
keep absolutely quiet. The doctor must
be in the pay of the hated capitalists.
New Jersey motorists who claim to
have been attacked by wolves do not of-fer a plan by which the man who drives
a car can avoid dealing with garage owners.

Off ice
Telephones

V

i

SEE THAT VtfcJ
KEEP

ROW

sales for the day were 900,000
shares.
Closing prices:
American Beet Sugar....... 47tA
American Can
607j
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 64H
American Tel. & Tel
121
American Zino
18
Anaconda Copper . . . .'
55
Atchison
103'4
Baltimore & Ohio
5H
Bethlehem Steel "B"
78
Butte & Superior
any
California Petroleum
62
Canadian Pacific
14!i
Central Leather
4114
Chesapeake & Ohio
., 76,
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
3B4
31
Chino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
33
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar
J3 7
Erie
l7Sfc
Great Northern pfd
93i
Inspiration Copper
,. 42
fid
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
37
Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville
137 14
Mexican Petroleum
1S24
Miami Copper
,
3014
Missouri Pacific
231i
New York Central
98
Northern Pacific
88H
46
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper.,.. 1614
78
Reading
74H
Republic Tron & Steel
32
Sinclair Oil & Refining
94
Southern Pacific
26
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation ..,.129 4
'. . 4 8 '4
Toxas Company
66
Tobacco Products
147
Union Pacific
104
Cteel
T'nited States
.,
68
Utah Copper

JUR INTOLERABLE
IWS1DE TKtfT CIRCLE

'

''7Q.

SU HSU

P.

1

.
.
.

Ion
.$2.50
.$4.75
.

.

.

$o.oo

MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS to
entitled
The Associated Press is exclusively credited
to
of all news
the use for
in this paper and also
it or not otherwise creditedherein.
the local news published
August 16, 192

SATURDAY,

The postoffice department has
a campaign to induce savers to
their money from their stockings
posit it with the government. A

opened
remove

and

de-

big

ar-

gument for the chtnge is that there are
fewer runs on the latter depository.

...........

THE POT AND THE KETTLE
One fact in connection with the
conference held in this city stands
out above all others and that is that the
at stake
people whose political fate was
were given no part in it. It were fatuous
to assume that the public will ever know
conference
exactly what transpired at the issued
for
inasmuch as the statements
Chairman Philpopular consumption by contradict
each
lips and Col. Cutting
each
In
detail.
in
other
every important
case the pot calls the kettle black.
to
Compromise is frequently necessary
as
there
and
factions
harmonize opposing
appeared to be the semblance of a lack
of harmony between the Regulars and
dethe Independents, a conference was failof
the
cause
the
was
What
sirable.
ure of the conference? That is a quesiton
to which no one has yet made a plausible
answer. To the superficial observer, it
would seem that the Independents' proof
gram of fair play for all elements
our population and candidates for public office whom we can trust to carry out
that program, afforded the best possible
meeting ground for the two factions. Although Mr. Phillips charges that the Independents made specific demands for
offices, he is not accused of having made
any demands whatever. It is inconceivable, therefore, that, had such a program
as that referred to been proposed, it would
not have been accepted.
ty

THE BEGINNING OF NORMALCY
j

The report

that the wages of three

hundred thousand steel workers and fifty thousand miners were raised augurs
well for a return to normal conditions. To
increase the purchasing power of so large
a number of men is of far more consequence than a sudden rise in stocks or a
spasmodic land boom. In the case of the
employes of the steel works, save for
an unsuccessful strike, there has been
an absence of the sabotage and unrest,
wholly unwarranted, such as have characterized the relations between railroad
employes and employers and the mine
workers and mine owners, two other important basic industries.

employment means continuous production and not until employer
and employe recognize this fundamental
principle can we hope fcr conditions
which will spell prosperity for the whole
Continuous

country.

A BOON TO MANKIND

DTC OOT BY HOOT
In San Francisco a woman offers to buy another
woman's husband.
In New York, two women fight
with their fists for the possession of a man. We
believe we'd rather be the boy who caused the
fight, but, of course, the pocketbook In the other
case might not be uninviting.

Dun's Review.
New York, Aug. 25. Dun's tomorrow will say:
"While a solid basis for commercial expansion ;learly exists, progress Is still impeded by the preRevailing labor unsettlement.
sumption of coal mining operations
at dlffei nt points has somewhat
tension but
relieved the industri
the continuance vt the railroad
strike despite negotiations for its
settlement, is a repressing factor.
Stimulus to trade activities Is to bo
expected as the end of summer approaches, yet various uncertainties
exert a restraining Influence and
a full measure of business development is lacking. Hesitat.on In entering upon Important new commitments not unnaturally results
from the doubts about future' supplies and prices 'of commodities,
and not a few transactions, as In
steel and iron, are prevented by the
Inability of sellers to make early
deliveries. With costs of production further enhanced in some Industries by upward wage revisions,
price increases are still being established and premiums over the
regular market are steadily obtainable where there is any advantage on shipments.
Weekly bank clearings,

"I want my John, he's mine for keeps," said
Handsome Nelly Blye. "Whoever tries to steal him
gets a wallop In the eye." "Now John Is mine," said
Laura Green, "though scheming vampires vex us."
And then she knocked poor Nellie out with a Jolt
to solar plexus. "That is too bad," John sadly said.
It spoils my happy day." And then he went and
ran away with cunning Sally Gray.
William Bertraud, aviator, was married to Miss
Helen Virginia Lent while steering his seaplane
above the Hudson river. And that's the last time
Bertraud will get a chance to do any driving without advice from the back seat.

'

4

remember how daring we used to think
the girls were who wore "walking skirts" that
barely reached their shoe tops?
Do you

$

Another argument in favor of bobbed hair. A
Los Angeles woman went out to buy a hair net, and,
after a series of adventures, wound up In Jail.

t.

Newark, New Jersey, wants cooing prohibited
until after 7 a. m. We had thought, in our humble
way, that cooing was not supposed to begin until
after 7 p. m.

$3,625,-187,00-

or ore

ll

How did people of other times manage
to get alotg without telephones? The
quesiton is suggested by the death of
Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor,
which is a reminder that the now indispensable instrument for long distance
talking was first given to the world only
a few decades ago.
It is futile to debate which of the modern inventions has been of greatest benefit to mankind. All will be agreed that
the telephone, if not of first importance,
is near the head of the list. It has saved
lives by permittting a quick summoning
of the physician in time of emergency,
Hon. Joshua Haynolds came down' from his home f
or by .permitting the giving of warning
A LITTLE LAUGHTER
in case of such accidents as the bursting in Las Vegas last night.
busiof a dam. It has been invaluable in
Miss
and Louise Saint have returned from
Suspicious.
ness. It has revolutionized
newspaper Santa Fe,Irene
Dry Agent I'll bet my pile that
where they were the guests of Mrs. R. I.
news
to
Jones has a stock of home
work by making it possible
report
McCance and attended the Pennsylvania Develop- Deacon
brew in his cellar.
so quickly that a printed account of any ment ball last
"Deacon Jones? Impossible!"
night
big happening can be put out on the
"Well, then, tell mo why the flies1
ocNathan Barth and his small son, Sidney, left are buzzin" out of his cellar win
street within a few minutes after its
backwards and in circles.
currence. And it has done much to re- last night for the Barth ranges in the Zunl moun- dows
Life.
and
tain
others
move the isolation of farmers
sheep country.
Hindsight.
living in lonely places. The telephone is
can put It down as practically certain that
Irate mother (to Infatuated
to the life of today what the railroad is El "You
Paso will close with an offer from Manager daughter):
Forget your young
to the old stage coach and what the autoIdiotic mar
child .
Dreyfus to bring the Pittsburgh team to play man, myYou've been.An
as u struck ty
mobile is to the horse and carriage. It at
the state fair," said Dr. A. K. Albers to a crowd riage!
you say? Bah! So was
has united peoples and obliterated space of Aubuquerque fans yesterday. He says enthusiasm lightning,
And
I. lone ago, for your father.
and time.
over the fair is great, and El Paso will send a large how many times since have I wished
I'd had a lightning rott mat aay:
The invention of the telephone was crowd here.
L'lllustration (Paris).
Alexander Graham Bell's great claim to
considered
The
been
would
have
he
But
who
are
Interested
fame.
Philadelphia capitalists
logical. Til., west of
v... tarMcnnnrl.
a great man even without this distinction, In the proposed Albuquerque, Cochiti and Northwesoil field where the
an
is
for he had other valuable inventions to tern railroad, to be built from Albuquerque Into Vincennes,
Illinois pipe line empties a large
Cochiti
the
Dento
connect
district
and
with
the
as
known
a
well
was
also
his credit and
potn of crude petroleum.
a man was seen
writer of scientific articles and for his ver and Rio Grande at Buttman's landing, are The other day
in that oil pool.
here
in
few
a
expected
days.
fishing
sitting
condiof
for
amelioration
the
the
work
"What vou doinc?" veiled the
tion of the deaf. To the inventor of the
Among the arrivals from the west yesterday amazed attendant.
"Fishing, was mevnnlaconic repiy.
telephone, the world owes an everlasting morning was F. E. Sturges, proprietor of the Euroevptv
tmu
" . .
x,u
of
Journal-Democr-

half-colum-

Firm. High, closing bid and last
loan. 4 per cent; low and. ruling
V DR.. W. F. TMOMOM
rate, S
per cent; offered at 44
per cent; call loans against accept3
V2
. ,
ances,
per cent.
sible improvement in the labor
Time loans Firm.
Mixed colIn the autumn's evening glow,
market there during the last three When
lateral 60 and 90 days, 4 to 4'4
the pollens begin to blow
or four months. The number of
When the tear ducts begin to per cent; four and six months, 4'i
registered unemployed has fallen
4 Ms per cent;
to
flow
prime commercial
off from 2,000,000 to 1,400,000."
paper, 4 to 4'i per cent.
Then the doctor gets your dough
"
fever!
Hay
"BALANCE OF SEXES NECKS-8.1(Foreign Exchange.
TO NATION'S GROWTH,"
the neck, congest the
Constrict
SAYS WOMAN NOVELIST.
change, steady. Great Britain deThat a balance of sexes is vital head.
mand. $4.47
cables, 4.47
to the progress of nations ; is
is
bad
urns on DanKS, j.sa
for
the
binds
tie
The
that
the view of Mrs. Edith Whar7 11
France
demand.
cnhlea
ton, famous novelist and support- health.
7.47. Italy demand, 4.2914 : ca- er of the modern women and their
are
Remember that your feet
ideas. She says:
7.09 'A. Germanv rtn- "No nation your sole support. Treat 'em right. 7.09: cables.
mand, .05: cables .05 . Holland
can have grown
Fewer clothes and less to cat is demand, 39.03; cables, 39.08. Norup ideas until it
Sweden deway demand, 17.50.
has a ruling a sure cure for prickly heat.
demand.
mand, 26.72. Denmark
cast of grownThe man who buys bootleg ware 21.57. Switzerland demand, 19.07.
up men and wo
demand, 15.56. Greece demen; and it isi will buy no boots for his wife to Spain
mand.
3.20.
Poland
demand.
wear.
Ozecho-SI01
ara flemanH
a ruling caste
36.25!
3.52H.
wonArgentine
demand,
of
hand
man, though
The
of grown-u- p
Brazil demand. IS. SR. Mnntrnnl
men and wo- drous made, too oft' Is turned to an
,
men only in a evil trade.
z a t i on
civ
disIs
man's
a poor
Tuberculosis
Liberty Bonds.
where the powNew York. Anr 55
T,rhe,-ter of one sex is ease, and the longer he has it the bonds
closed: 3Hs, $100.68; secb a 1 a n c ed by poorer ho gets.
ond 4s, $100.10; first
$100.76;
of the
$100.20
third 4'4s.
applied ' tightly, second
Tourniquets,
other. The more
$100.38;
so
do
fourth
blood
of
flow
cheek the
4'4. $100.78; Victory 4is (uncalled), $100.70; Vic- P nnflKWN clety is, the tight collars and tight garters.
iuiy 170 icaueaj, iiuu.3u.
wider is the range of each woman's Influence over men and women. Men and women equally, when
they have the range of interests
that real cultivation gives, need
Chicago Board of Trade.
the stimulus of different points of
Chicago, Aug. 25. Wheat prices
View, the refreshment of new ideas
fluctuated
"
within narrow limits to(H The Auoclnted Preu.)
as well as of new faces. The hyday, the market being sensitive to
pocrisy which Puritan England
no heavy operations. Final figures
handed on to America concerning
were unchanged to
c higher for
the danger of frank and free social
wheat, with September $1.01
to
relations between men and women
$1.0174 and December $1.0314 to
Wall Street.
has done more than anything else
c to
c
New York, Aug. 25. The stock $1.03. Corn was off
to retard real civilization in
Oats showed a
c to
c.
market, after an early display of and provisions gain of from
unranged
strength, turned decidedly heavy in changed to 15o lower.
the final hour today in response to
Weakness at Liverpool and the
extensive selling pressure exerted German financial situation caused
values
to break at the start. The
the
that
announcement
upo the
showed considerable reIN THE
PAY'S
NEWS strike conference between certain market
sistance to
pressure how
mmmmmtmrnammmmmmam railroad executives and brother- ever,- and selling
commission
houses
hood chiefs, acting as mediators, bought on the declines.
The re- JAMES F. PERSHING, JR.
off.
nfitiitniv broken
hun
suuant
Inadvance
our
recent
The
resignation of James Most of the day's gains were can creased offerings brought
and thereafter
Pershing, Jr., nephew of General celled, and many stocKS were
neither
side
made any decided efone to two points below fort to dominate
Pershing, as assistant prohibition
the trading. Exdirector of New York, attract- yesterday's closing quotations.
demand
was
port
slow,
nation-wide
ed
attention. Like
Liquidation was directed prin- with slight prospect reported
of Improvehis illustrious uncle Pershing, Jr., cipally against railroad shares, ment.
Hedging
pressure waa
is not even to steels and equipments on the theory
than usual.
1 o
V.o
fhnatt Industries WOUld suffer lighter
quaciousness.
Corn
was
unsettled
wheat
He simply an-- n most by the prolonged labor trouV and failed to maintain with
somo early
o u n c e d that ble. However, rails oiierea iuu advances,
t
iyi
ih
although
"the Job was born resistance in the face of an market was up aboutnni
from.
hv B. M Jewell, mo
distasteful" to onnnunnpmpnt
eany low. Katncr sensational
him.
shop crafts leader, that it would crop reports were received from
bcockb
Pershing, Jr., be a "fight to the rinisn.
I'aris or ivansas, Nebraska a
was asked
to like Northern .Pacific, Chicago & South
Dakota to the effect that
4nri Atchison, which
accept the post
SOme sectinntl thnra ivmiM
last February. had advanced materially in the last sufficient grain harvested for lneoi
Ho
succeeded few days, sold oir more man i
Temperatures were
Herbert 0 Cat- nnint. while ahareg like Union Pa requirements.
iwwer over me corn Deit, with scatPAclflo.
.mo smiths
Readintr tered
ron,
former
rains.
Oats
were dull but
treasurer of the and Erie, which were in a better nrmer.
yielded Nash-vitionly
Natl onal Re- technical position,
Provisions"
were
lower Under
Louisville &
publican club fractionally.
selling, which offset an
James
Omaha nnri Ann Arbor pre scattered
who later was
advance
in
and strength
Liverpool
indicted for al-- i ferred established new high records in the live hog market:
receded with
but
the
day
during
leged
Closing prices:
the general list at the close.
n
Wheat
frauds, The
Sept., $1.01; Dec,
league
United States Steel was pushed
recommended Pershing when apMay, $1.08.
$1.03;
up to 106, the highest price in
Corn
pealed to by Director Ralph A. two
Sept.,
a
60c; Dec, 66c;
off
half point May. 68 c.
years, but sold
Day. William H. Anderson, New at the
close.
Oats
York state superintendent of the
Sept..
S2&c;
Dec. 84c:
"Piihiin uMIIHa IfiRiieii. psneelallv
league. In recommending Pershing gas shares, were in active demand. May, 37 T6c.
Lard
said he was well qualified to han- New
Sept., $10.37; Oct., $10.42
records lor 1922 were
Ribs Sept., $9.76; Oct.. $9.65.
dle the details of the work with a made high
Consolidated Gas. Columby
'
vision.
clear
bia fiaa Worth Amprlcnn eomnanv
Omalta.
and LaClede Gas. Leathers were
Omaha, Aug. 25. Wheat Nd. 2
also strong, peak prices Delng
as
I
so
I
to
him.
lar,
passed
spoke
95c$1.02; No. 2 mixed, 86c
reached by Central Leather com- hard,
When I had stopped I realized he mon
$1.04.
and preferred and American
was a stranger and endeavored to Hide and
Corn
No. 2 white, B3c; No.
Leathdr preferred.
apologize, but made it worse by
was conattention
Speculative
I
Oats No, 3 white, 31
saying, "Oh, beg your pardon. I fined largely to specall stocks.
32c;
thought you were the father of
nnened at ft 42 No. 4 white,
Cnlt m'onpv
two of my children." S. E. B.,
4
at the
cent but hardened to
Kans., in Capper's Weekly. per
Kansas City.
close. Time money was qmet. with
0
Kansas City; Aug. 25. Cash:
at
funds available for
days
Castles In the Air.
1 in 111 tint cent
ITnllura nf tho
Wheat No. 2
9So$ 1.14;
"What is your idea of the height reparations commission to reach No. 2 red. $1.01 hard,
1.03.
of futility?"
Corn Unchanged.
No. 2 white,
an agreement witn tn uerman
"A woodpecker trying to build a government caused a violent de- - 65c; No. 2 yellow, 1 14 62c.
nest in a concrete telephone polo." fllnA In nnntlfipntnl AYi'hnnira ratpa
Hay Steady to $1 higher. No.
Life.
No. 1
German marks fell to the extreme t timothy, $14.00016.00;
low rate or 6 cents a hundred and prairie, $10. 60(911i50;. choice alFor many years tobacco-growin- g
French francs reacted 36 points to falfa, $18.00 19.OO; clover mixed,
was forbidden In England,
a new low record of the year. Total $14.0014.G0.
;

axsiMmirooiaaMaiUJ

.

Hnmh-bel- l.

gratitude.

oil?"
hear of jcatching fish inxsever
near
"Dumb-De- n
yourseu:
A. H. Hudspeth has withdrawn his name as a of sardines?"
fishon
went
right
And the man
candidate for the democratlo nomination to the leging. Farm Life.
islature from the fifteenth district.
said a
Flathead Indian, up near Mt. Hardpean hotel.

BY THE WAY.
d
In these
airplane
flights, the world still is champion of the
world.
'round-the-worl-

The pessimistic view that the trains are
to stop running is the optimistic view of
a man away on his vacation.

i
Jess Willard says that for his next
fight he will do more road, work. There
is lots and lots of it to be done in New
5

Mexico.
One cannot help being deeply impressed by, the altruistic motives of the Democratic editors who warn that passage

of Iowa.
ing, to G. L. Caswell,
"What's he mean?" asked CasE1EST
the
camp foreman said
well, and
in the Flathead
"That's "Good-bylanguage."
ecld," said Caswell,
"Carbolic
Property is the fruit of labor; property is desir pleasantly, and this time the camp
able; It is a positive good In the world. That some man asked for an explanation.
in any
"That means 'Good-byshould be rich shows that others may become rich
said George. National
and hence is Just encouragement to Industry and language,"
Editors' Argus.
enterprise. Let not him who is houseless pull down
Awkward Sltunllon.
the house of another, but let him work diligently
and build one for himself, thus by example assuring I am a kindergarten teacher and
100 pupils to teach. One
that his own shall be safe from violence when have I about
day was hurrying down the street
built.
Abraham Lincoln.
saw
man
and
a
who seemed fa mil- -

TOMTS

12.00.

Hogs Receipts 18,000. Lighter
weight active, 10c to 15c higher.
Top, $9.70;
bulk,
$fi.609.65:
others slow, steady to strong; 210
to
butchers mostly $9.25
9.50; good and choice 275 to
butchers, $8. 70 ig 9 10; packing sows mostly $6.607.10; bulk
pigs, $7.75 tj) 8.25 ; heavy, $7.75
9.15; medium $8.15 m 9.60;
light,
$9.409.70;
light rights, $8.90ft
9.45; packing sows, smooth, $6.75
7.45; packing sows, rough, $6.15
Sifi.85;. killing pigs. $7.50 W 8.75.
8,000.'
Fat
Sheep
Receipts
lambs active, generally steady to
strong; spots higher; fat sheep and
feeder lambs steady. Top natives
to packers, $1 2.50 0 12.75; native
culls mostly $9.00; eight loads
Idahos unsold; sheep scarce; few
native ewes to killers, $4.00 7.00;
inside figure taking extreme

300-pou- nd

Omaha.
Omaha, Aug. 25. (U. S. Department of Agriculture). Hogs Receipts 6.000. Market active, 15c to
25c higher. Bulk 200 to
butchers, $8.008.90; top $9.00;
bulk packing grades, $6.90 7.25.
Cattle Receipts
1,250.
Beef
steers, she stock, stockers and feeders dull, weak at recent decline;
choice corn fed beeves scarfte. Good
corn fed yearlings. $9.50; bulls and
veals about steady.
8,000.
All
Sheep
Receipts
classes steady. Best western lambs,
$12.90; native lambs, $12.75;
fed
clipped lambs. $12.00; yearlings.
ewes,
iu.zi;
ju.bu;
early sales
feeding lambs, $11.9012.25; sorted lights quoted up to $12.60,
St.

Joseph.
Aug. 25 (U. S. De
partment of Agriculture).
Cattle
St. Joseph

Receipts 500. Nominally steady;
not enough of any one kind here to
test values;, no good or choice
steers here. Veal calf top, $10.50.
nogs Receipts 3.000. Market
fairly active, mostly 10c to 15c
higher than yesterday's average to
both shippers and packers. Bulk
ISO to
weights, $9.00
9.10; 250 to
weights,
$S. 60
8.85: packing sows steadv
to strong, $6. 75 fi) 7.00..
1.000.
Fat
Sheep Receipts
lambs steady to 15c lower; sheep
about steady. Top, $12.60; bulk,
$12.25012.50; few head of ewes,
d

TIOTO1T

e'

'

e'

Denver.
CeiDtS

Denver.

Aug. 2S. Cnttlp
TUnrUot- ttonrlv
600.
$6.50(5)9.50; cows and

tja.

Ttft

steers
heif
ers, rs.ofgpY.uu:
calves, J6.00'
8.50; bulls, $2.253.75; F'nckers,
$5.00ft6.25; feeders. $6.007.25.
IVf o .Iraf
HnffS npPPinta
9ftn
steady to 10c higher. Top, $9.10;
011
ik,

?s.orij.oo.

600.
Market
Sheep Receipts
steady. Ewes. $6.00 7.00; spring
lambs, $11. OOlf 12.50.

PRODUCE

6;

13-1- 0.

rt

99.

1

1 1

that

4s.

4s,

GRAIN

THE MARKETS
FINANCIAL

j WHO'SWHO

debt

Chicago.
Chicago, Aug. 25 (U. S. Department of Agriculture). Cattle ReMarket generally
ceipts 5,500.
steady
strictly prime yearlings
beef cows .nd heiferi
stronger;
very slow. Top long yearlings,
$10.85; weight 1,051 pounds; bulk
beef steers of quality and condition
to sell at $8.75010.00; canners and
cutter cows mostly $2.753.50; bologna bulls largely $3.004.15;
veal calves early around $11.50;

$4.50.

Now York Money.
New York, Aug. 25. Call money

Billing the kind we've become used to recently
always begins the first of each month and continues intermitently until the first of the next "GERMANY IS BUYING LARGE
month.
ix Newshipments
REPORTS
foundland."
So many delegates are being
lilUTISIIER.
"picked" nowadays,
Iron ore is going out and Gerthat one would scarcely wish to be a delegate.
man money is coming in, in New$
4
We venture the opinion that had
that liquor foundland, as before the war. Lord
shipment not been intercepted, it would have found Morris, former premier of that
plenty of people to claim it. While now, nobody colony, declared recently in New
York.
seems to hove wanted It.
Lord Morris has been for forty
years connected with the public
Make hay while the sun shines has been
of Newfoundland, although he
life
changed
in some localities to "Make rum in the
at
moonshine." retired formally from politics
the time of his resignation as prein January, .191 a." He is at
Voliva says that bathing beaches
Holes. mier,
a member of the executive
Judging from what we have heard of Hell, it would present
board of the British Empire Exbe more pleasant to go there In a
bathing suit than hibition, to be held in London in
in a fur coat.
1024.
To a question as to the restoraSince the announcement that there will be a tion of trade with Germany, he regrand ball the night of the opening of the demo- plied:
"The Dominion Iron and Steel
cratic' convention, to give the candidates an oppor- company and the Nova Scotia
who own the iron
tunity to get acquainted with the delegates, J. S. Steel company,
on Belle Island, NewfoundVaught, Colonel Sellers, A. T. Hannett, Jim Hlnkle, mines have entered
into large conland,
Roy Hall and a lot more of them are trying to learn tracts with Germany, to supply it
how to dance.
with the product of these mines.
after shipload is now
Shipload
dally leaving Newfoundland for
Contracts have
German ports.
been made for upward I .300,000
tons for this season."
Conditions In Canada, as well as
are hopeful,
in Newfoundland,
Lord Morris declared.
The G. A. R. men propose
"Canada has turned the corner,"
novel advertising
scheme for New Mexico by taking to the national he said, "and is meeting with consuccess In solving the
siderable
encampment at Washington two burros, the hand- political and fiscal problems resome New Mexico nightingales.
sulting from the war."
As to England ho observed:
to solve
The
n
"England is endeavoring
carried a
not
alone her own problems but
story about the disappearance of George Oliver, who
of the world.
had wandered away Into the hills while demented. the problems the number of, un"Judged by
The mystery of what became of Oliver had not been employed, there has been a sen
' '
solved up to the date of August 26.
are-He-

LIVESTOCK

-

lc

m

,

A

WW

Anti-Saloo-

liquor

6364c.
8131c.

nn-nl-

n,

60-9-

Chicago.
Chicago, Aug. 25. Butter Mar
ket higher. Creamery extras, 84
extra
34',ac; firsts, 29 3 31c;
firsts, 31Sii32c;
seconds, 28
28
c; standards, 33'4c
Eggs Market higher. Receipts
7.8S5 cases. Firsts,
or
dinary firsts 20 14 21c; miscellaneous, 2214 0 23c; storage packed
tirsts, 24W125C
Poultry AllverJ lower.
Fowls,
15(521e; broilers, 24c; springs, 24c;
roosters, 13 Vic.
Potatoes
Market strong on
Early Ohios, steady on whites. Re
ceipts 49 cars; total U. 8. ship
New
ments, 711 cars. Northern
Jersey sacked tnd bulk Irish Cob- same
sackniers. js.uw2.i5 own;
ed Giants, $1.50 1.60 cwt.; Idaho
sacked round vhltes. $1.80 cwt.;
Minnesota sacked and bulk Early
Ohlos, $1.3001.40 cwt.

2324c;

S7

--

Kansns City.
Kansas City Aug. 25. Butter,'
egg3 and poultry unchanged.
New York Cotton.
New York, Aug. 25. Cotton futures closed weak. Oct., $21.95;
Dec, $22. 8; Jan., $21.94; March,
$22.05; May, $21.90.
ew York Metals.
New York, Aug. 25. Copper
Steady. Electrolytic, spot and fu- '
tures, 13 'i 14c.
mi .easy, spot ana futures,

1

'

i
I

3a.uo.

Iron Steady and unchanged.
Lead Steady.. Spot, $5.906.00."
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis spot
and nearby delivery. $6.20 6.25.
Antimony Spot, $5.255.37.
Foreign bar silver 6 9 He
Mexican dollars, 63 He.
Boston Wool
Boston, Aug. 25. The Commercial Bulletin tomorrow will say:
The wool market :ias continued
moderately active with prices generally firm, although fine staple
wools have been forced to yield
slightly on account of the competition of foreign fine wools.
The
Lawrence mills affected by the
strike are generally resuming operations, although no marked improvement, In the demand for wool
10
uiiui uner jvanor aay.
"The foreign markets are very
strong, Yorkshire
having mai!:ed
un nrlees on merfnn tons nealn Tn.
terest centers more Immediately on
the sale of East India wools to ba
held at Liverpool commencing next
Tuesday, when 38.000 bales will ba
offered, of which a fair proportion
will be suitable 'or this country and
free oftiuty."
The Commercial Bulletin tomorrow will publish wool quotations as
follows:
Domestlo Michigan and New
York fleeces:
Delaine unwashed,
5254c: fine unwashed, 4346c;
half blood unwashed, 47 4 8c;
blood unwashed, 45
46c; quarter blood unwashed, 41

rfticu

1

I

J

three-eight-

42c.

Wisconsin, Missouri and average :,
New England: Half blood, 4647c;
blood. 43 44c; quar- tcr blood, 40 41c.
Scoured basis:
Texas Fine 12 months, $1.20'
1.25; fine 8 months, $1.07 1.12.
Fine stable choice.
Territory
half blood combing,
$1.271.32;
blood
fl.iuipi.is;
combing, 8893e;
quarter blood
combing, 75 78c.
Pulled
Delaine, $:.15l.t0;V
'
AA $1.08l.-'2A supers, $1.00
'
1.05.
Mohair Best combing, 5R68c;
best carding, 60 55c.
three-eight-

,

three-eight-

;

. The TJ. S. shinnlns hour
nnlrht
to change its name to thj Ameri- v;u oar association. Jblie

Page Nine.

Elf ISEMEMf S

CLASSIFIED Ai
KOLUMN

KINGSBURY'S

BARGAIN

A

Large lot, sidewalks, shade,
brick nous?, modern,
located close In and a dandy
for $3,000. Some terms if
five-roo-

d.

BUY
stucco house, bath,
sleeping porch, large front porch,
service porch, Karage, lawn, shade,
vines. A dandy home, completely
K'.OOO.
furnished,
cash
$1,230
will handle. See.
ACKKRSOV & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S.

Fourth

KINGSBURY

T,

D,

A GOOD

Seven-roo-

Phone

St.

414.

FOE SALE

Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
Fhouo U07-210 West Gold.

13,750

modern,
Central.

oak

frame

BEST BUY IV UNIVERSITY

HEIGHTS'

A

stucco house, hardwood floors, built-ifeatures,
two screened porches, garage,
on a good corner lot. The price
is only $3,500 with good terms.
You can't afford to miss this
one CALL
JAS. M. JOHN-SOInsurance, Real Estate, Loans.
216 W. Gold.
Phone 210.

Realtors.
Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance.

Real

East
A GOOD

S6.000

brick, modern, well built,
hardwood floors, hot water heat, shade
ana fruit trees. Fourth ward.
11,200
adobe, stucco, bath, etc.,
east front, shade and fruit trees, North
Twelfth street.
Pome good buys In business property.
Lots and houses In all parts of the city.

A HOME AND INCOME
Large roomy house of thrco
apartments. Splendidly located,
owner occupies one apartment
and rents other two tor $85.00
per monih. Tins can be bought
for J5.500, partly furnished.
See us ut once.
l'hone 6o7.
"Our
to
attention
personal
every liulo detail."

for $2,850

Buy

Well located in the Fourth
Ward, consisting of combination living room, dining room,
large bedroom and large sleeping porch, kitchen and front
porch. Terms extra good.
A, L, Martin, Company,

n

new,

bungalow,
floors, fireplace,

Good

Five-roo-

rhone

223 W. Gold.

BUY

Franklin & Company
Realtors.
Loans,

Insurance,

158.

221 West Gold

Four blocks oft Central avenue:

ROBERTS-TURNE-

CO.
Phone 407.

R

W. Gold.

218

- ROOM MOD- -

FOUR
ern stucco: west side.
$3,250 FOUR - ROOM
ern brick; west side.

$2,500

FIVE

$3,600

- ROOM

MOD- MOD- -

west
plastered;
side.
MOD-ern
ROOM
$3,850 FOUR
brick; fourth ward.
$4,200 SEVEN ROOM MOD-erfourth ward.
$4,500 FIVE - ROOM MOD-orbrick, elevation.
$4,750
MODERN,
close In, west 6ide.
WE HAVE HOMES IN ALL
sizes, shapes and colors from
$750 to $15,000. Let us show
you. At your service.
ern

adobe

--

n,

n,

SIX-ROO-

Members:
New Mexico State
Realty Association.

FOR 5ALE

Houses

I'OK SALE House, 12x20, to be moved.
151" East Tijerns.
Tliree-roui- n
FOK SALE
frame huuse,
on fifty-folot; 600. Call at 1423
Virginia.
J'OIt SALE A five-roohouse and
small grocery; close In: good business.
Call at SIS South Seventh.
FUH
fcALE Four
bijr looms, white
stucco bungalow, $3.3u0; $1,300 cash,
balance ensy.
14:i3 Virginia.
FOR SALE New
modern home, $500
down and monthly payments like rent.
J. A. Hammond. ji:4 Fust Silver.
FOR HALE Five-roohouse, sleeping
porch and hath, large front porch, by
owner. Inquire 623 South Edith.
FOR SALS By ovvm-i- , suburban home,
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Postuf-flc- e
box 213, city.
In UniFOR SALE Five-roohouse,
versity Heights, two porches, garage,
114
modern, furnished or unfurnished.
Cornell.
FOR SALE

reasonable

nice

four-roo-

Journal.

Fifty dollars cash, and a
monthly payment buys a
residence. Address owner,

SALE Three-roohouse with
chlcKen house for two hundred chickens
garage, lights and water. 1306 West
Iron, phone 490-FOR SALE Three-roobouse, bath and
sleeping porch: lot 00x75; Fourth ward;
?.800; terms. W. J. Klce, at P. F.
phone 643.
FOR SALE Dandy three-roocottage,
well
on South Walter;
furnished;
and very easy
modern; low priced,
terms. Apply 701 East Santa Fe, phoue
6J3.
newly furFOR SALE New four-roonished, modern home, 309 Vassar aveeast
must
go
September 1;
nue; garage;
118 West Silver,
willing to sacrifice.

FOR

phrno 477.
FOR SALE

homes by owner; one
S24 West Oold: one
210
110 North Maple; one four-rooKorth Maple; terms. Call 831 West Sil
1349-ver, phone
BUY from owner and save middleman s
New

profit, modern four rooms and bath,
features and gartwp porches, built-i- n
age Inquire at 309 South Cornell, Unlversify Heights.
FOR SALE Homes. It will be to youra
interest to see us before purchasing
the largest
ho.ie Its we have
r
Roberta-TurneCo., 218
In tho city.
West Gold, phone 407.
FOR SALE l)y owner, two rooms and
and a lot
sleeping porch, furnished,
electric lights,
SOxl77, cltlckon house,
8250
down,
81,050;
well watered; price
m- SL'O per monirr.
practical
by
FOB SALE Well-bubest offer, buys
builder, 876 cash, or
and glassed-l- n sleeping porch.
in
Electric and city water. The beat 1822
Palmer,
town for beslthseekers.
South Hlgn pnone
i'OR BALE In south highlands, new
thiee-roocottage; two large screened
built-i- n
In porches, oak floors throughout,
features; a real buy; very small payment down, balance like rent. 701 Bast
Santa Fe, or pnone
FOR SALE By owner, new modern
five-roohouse, elegantly furnished;
fine location; priced to sell; come and
see It If you want to buy a new furnished
house: also extra lot. 11H South Edith.
FOR SALE At 81,210 each, four small
houses on 600 block South Ninth;
owner must sell; city water and electric
lights in all; each house worth $1,750;
that
on term..
City rapidly spreading Realdirection. City Realty Company.
867.
Gold,
2(17
phone
West
tors,

DRESSMAKING
Sewing.

WANTED

rhone

1010

159U--

Forrester,
references.
FASHIONABLE dressmaking;
oia f"- - Phone 13U1-Mil- HEMSTITCHING pleating. Williams'
.
llnery, zos souin jirwuw.f,
r.

cti

--

...malrinl.

VOfU

UUar

16H7-- J.
an t ee"d. 218 Sooth Walter. pKone
box;
PLEATING, accordion, aide 215and North
mail orders. H. Crane,

HEMSTITCHING done promptly In the
reasonable
beat possible manner, price,
787-Singer
117 Gold avenue, phone
Company.
Machine
Sewing

WANTEDHouses
house,
or four-rooWAN
care
very reasonable. Address Box 10,
journal.
residence,
wAKTRiiBuur or five-roothe money; no
terms; must be worth Address
Buyer,
or
agents.
speculators
care Journal.
mod- . vTi-r- ,
ur
Knv five
ern unfurnished house, reasonable price,
Address
easy terms; lowlands preferred.
L. N- - care Journal.
T EI1'

Til re a

MONEY TO LOAN
BuNtti1' "TO

LOAN

on watches,

dia-

monds, gun. and everything veluaole.

ill

soutn rim
Mr. B. Marcus,
real
iiONE'if TO LOAN, on first-claMo- $2,000.
$1,600,
estate:
$1,000,
Gold.
West
806
Wood
Mllllon and
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
ana gooa joweiri
108 N. 1.1.

""..Co..

flflentlal. Gottlieb Jewelry

RE NTOffice

FOR

Ropnru

Two office rooms over
$30 per month; light.
heat and water
Oflce rooms. Central aveTFOR KENT
nue, above Mauon't Book Store. HorAuto Department.
ror nno Company.
FOR RENT

MA

I

TRESS RENOVATING

$3.80 and up
MATTKKS8 RENOVATING.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing,
Phone
C11.W, or J0J5-- J
packing.
Ervlo Bedding Companc
i

A

THE

111

Avenue.

A. SQUARE

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.
PHONE 201.

nt

d.

FOR RENT

INVESTORS

sleep-

brick on
front
lot; room for another house; good
locality, close In. At a bargain
price $3. BOO. A money maker.
Good terms.
2
218
Gold.
Phone j9.

Phone

Gold.

410.

CO,
Rest Cold.
l'hone 407.
choice KrcsrnrcxcE and
RUKIXESS
I'liOPKIiTY
1XESS 01TOI:Tt:'ITIK3 BUS.
AND
IiANUIES

FOR RENT
--

RENT
RENT

iorin

Phone

YOU WANT
Prompt Adjustment and Service? Let Van Monty Company
have your insurance.
Over State National Bank,
Telephone 5J8.
DO

Room

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Fruit.

Mute,

ANTED Shook cutter for box factory,
Apply McCaffey Co., Chamber of ComFurnished- room. J22 South merce building.
South Second.
Seventh, phone 729-WANTED-Orch- ard
man, experienced In
FOR RENT Modern
furFOR RENT Several rooms, unfurnished.
apartment,
handling apple crop. O. B. Clarke,
nished; hot water heat.
1H4
1123 East
South Edith.
box 137. Albuquerque.
Central, phone 671.
FpR RENT Furnishes rooms; no chil- WANTED Band sawyers, good grades
FOR RENT Newly
three-roodecorated
dren. 110 South Walnut
and fast sawyers only. Address posl- furnished apartment.
614 South
FUFtNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no offlce hox 638, Albuquerque. N. M.
Broadway.
414
West
children.
Sliver.
first-clas- s
WANTED
A
FOR RENT Modern
experienced
furnished apartbookkeeper for local corporation. Slate
rooms, 218ft West Oold.
ment; private bath. Averill Apartments. OHAVSTONB
Phone 210-experience. Address Box !0. Journal.
Mrs. E. Guldl.
208(4 North Second.
form carpenters, teamsters,
room, beautifully furnished, CONCRETE
A-- l
FOR RENT
furnished apartment. LAROE, cool
laborers; good wages; transportation to
west Koma.
private nam.
clean and comfortable;' suitable for
Job.
Kmployment Agency. 110 S. Third.
two.
625 West Marble.
IjOR Jifc.NT Furnished room and kltcb-eWANTED Live wire salesman with cnr.
1724 West Central, phone 252.
FOR RENT Four-roomodern, furnishwho can sell real estate and fire Ined apartment, with sleeping porch. 618 FOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms, surance.
McMIIllon and Wood, 206 West
also slecplsg room. 324 West Coal.
South Edith, phone 1429-TGold.
FOR RENT Seven-rooun 'FOR RENT Well furnished room; very WANTED
apartment,
Young men for news
boukcases: water
furnished; bullt-l- n
reaH.'naoie; no sick. pnone 1113-J- .
on train; must be able to furnishagenls
cash
paid. Call 613 West Marquette.
FOR RENT Large housekeeping room security and give good
reference. Ap- on first floor, at 612 North Second.
FOR RENT
One single, one larger beaumy rren Harvey Isewa Agency.
furnished
tifully
aparatment; hot FOR RENT Two furnished rooms fur WANTED Man with car to take charge
water. 1211-1- 5
West Roma, phone 4111). W.
light housekeeping. 10 South Arno.
of the Albuquerque route; permanent,
FOR RENT Furnished, two small, mod- FOR RENT Nice, clean room,
private profitable business: bond and reference.
ern housekeeping rooms; no sick; no
home, $10 per month. 707 South Arno. Mlrand Union Tea Company, 112 West
children. 71'3 South Edit , phone 1669-w- .
rourtn street, j'ueblo, Colorado.
FOR RENT Very desirable rom,
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished modbath; close In. 114 South Arno. WANTED Office assistant, young lady
ern apartment; hot and cold water; no
of pleasing manner and personality,
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping who
rnnuren. en tsomn Arno, pnone 678
has some knowledge of typewriting
room, close In. 331 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Three pleasant rooms, bath
and bookkeeping: this will be permanent
and front porch, comnlntelv furnished? FOR RENT Nice. cean sleeping and position to right party and Is with local
no sick; no children.
housekeeping rooms 1214 North Third. firm; state age. experience, and former
113 South Ninth.
FOR RENT Two nice rooms furnished employers.
Tostofrice box 693, Albufor housekeeping, - Apply 621 West
querque, New Mexico.
furnished for light housekeeping. 609
South First.
Apply at tho Savoy Hotel
Female.
FOR RENT Three rooms and bath, for
office.
WANTED Experienced sales women, at
1101 South
light housekeeping.
FOR RENT New two rooms and sleepThe Economist.
ing porch, modern; well furnished;
WANTED r.lrl for general housework.
chicken
ar4 and garage.
411 West FOR RENT Sleeping room, also one
115 North Elm.
Santa Fe.
housekeeping room. 309 South
WANTED
Woman to wash and Iron by
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
the day. 100 South Arno.
FOR RENT Large front
rooms, modern; also two-rooroom and
apartWANTED
ment with sleeping porch. 1104 North
Woman for general house- porch, private home, .team heat. 202
Second,
North High.
prn, Apply J23 North Fifth
FOR RENT Three lovely
rooms and FO : RENT Nice,
clean apartment., WANTED Experienced girl for general
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 1111 ft West
glassed porch, east front, close In,
iiuunewora . luyj west Tllnras
furnished, gas and coal ranges. Key at fentral.
WANTED Housekeeper, not over 45.
114 North High.
e
Address Housekeeper, care Journal.
mil RENT Nice
sleeping
FOR RUNT Three-roo21814
furnished apart
looms.
Albuquerque Hotel,
WANTED Experienced girl or woman
ment; not and cold water, light, and North Second.
,0' cooking and light housework. Ap- rent
42111
reasonable.
phone paid;
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for i"y
west New York .
South Broadway.
light housekeeping; private home. 707 WANTED Lady for light housework,
FOR RKNT Choice of two rooms and South Th;rd.
two adults, one a convalescent; no
glassed or canvassed sleeping porch, FOR RENT Furnished
room, outside munury. fall 819 North Second
modern, nicely furnished,
clean and
entrance, housekeeping privileges If LADIES Earn $15
cool. 1523 South Edith.
weekly spare time at
desired. 218 North Sixth.
home, addressing, mailing circulars.
FOR RENT One large and one email ROOMS
cool, Send 10 cents silver for music, sample
furnished,
Newly
large,
apartment, furnished
completely for
and copy, information.
clean, modern, bath,
Ansonla Music Co.,
21
housekeeping. Crane Apartments.
823 South Fourth.
down.
i.nmi iwu street, New York
North Seventh, phone 14.
Nice, clean rooms; LAljlBs'wANT ED-S- pare
FOR RENT Three large rooms, glassed-i- n IMPERIAL ROOMS
tlrolTa"!";
rate, by day or week. Over Pastime
uuresaing,
mailing, musio circulars.
sleeping porch, bath adjoining, nice- Theater.
211V4 West Central.
JOo
Send
to
cover
furnished
for
ly
postage, etc., for music, ..
housekeeping; desirable LINCOLN
n. a
Al'ARTMENTS. newly furnish- Information. nnnilMnn Klnl
location. Bin West Coal.
ed moms; hot water, cool and close In. can Muslo Co., 1658 Broadway, K T.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
three
14-'
rooms and sleeping porch, close In, In Jit Bouth Third, phone
Mnlo and Female.
the highlands;
water free. FOR RENT Nice sleeping room and out- WANTED First-clas- s
modern;
side entrance; suitable for gentlemen.
411) North 8l!tth.
Phone 1142-stenographer fr.r
Arixona: lumber experience
302 W'est Iron, phone 1320-preferred;
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, congood starting salary and fine chance for
three-roofurTwo
or
FOR
RENT
venient to sanatorlums; four rooms,
advancement. Apply after 9 a. m., ::i
no
sick;
nished
modern;
on
apartment,
glassed-l- n
East
Weft Oold.
sleeping porches, gas;
Central car line. Call 1321 least Central, ground floor. 417 WTest Sliver.
or see McMlllln & Wood. Phone B48.
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished WANTED Men and women to sell accident and health insurance for a comroom, in modern home.
Apply airs.
pany that has more policy holders than
FOR RENT Storeroom
Fred Hamm, !3 North Second.
any
company. Call Ip person st
clean room other
furnished
RENT Nicely
- FOR
FOR KENT
6, 8tate National
West
bank building.
Building ...at 411
...
rooms adjoining bath with cooking
, ,Cop-n.
T
p
...K.kl.
619
Third.
North
If
desired.
Sherman, at First Saving Bank and privilege
WANTED
Position
well
furnished,
FOR RENT Nicely
j rust wnmpany.
pnone s.
ventilated bed room, suitable for one WANTED Housework by the
FOR RENT Store room and cellar. 23
day. Phnns
416 South Third.
or
two
gentlemen.
by (0 feet, the rear of 109 South First,
rooms and
accessible by alley from Second street, ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping
PhmTi
EJfPEIiLENCED
'tenographer.
Oold and Central avenues. Fred Lutby,
1744-housekeeping apartments, by the day,
at Cltlxens National bank.
week or month, G02'& west central.
WANTED Washing and Ironing, by the
WILL arrange to ault tenant a 116x101) FOR R ENT Front room, well furnished,
uusen.
J703-.foot brick building; good condition;
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In; WANTED rnonj
Position ss maid in private
reasonable one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
opposite Santa Fe shop.;
home.
Phone 210-terms. Sea or write L. Heynan, lot FOR RENT Nice comfortable front bed
N rth First. Alhiiauera.il
V. M.
Work of any kind; general
room, private entrance; bath and board WANTED
stove repslr. Phone 1074-616
If desired.
South Walter, pnone
FOR SALE Ranches
1640-CONTRACTING,
ditch digging
of all kinds. Phone 3970-UOliEUTS-TURNEcompany, 210 West FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms In
Oold, have established a apeclai land
modern home, with private entrance: CLEANING PAPER"Palnter and deco
two room, and bath; close In; at 415
rator.
department.
John Onodson, phone 2194-w a.n i j;. li
FOR SALE We have some splendid South Third,
position aa nurse or companDronosltlona In suburban ranches. Rah. FOR RENT Corner bed room, lavatory,
ion; best of city references.
Miss
extra larga windows; In private home, Maker, 600 North Second, phone 1156-Company
611
no sick taken.
FOR SALE Relinquishment
on
CALL HUTCHINSON
640, centrally located; 1102-for
house cleaning
close to postofflce and station; excel- West Coal, phone
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paintlent soil; water forty to sixty feet. M. FOR RENT Two large cool rooms and ing, kalsomlnlng,
and chimney sweeping:
houseD. B., 719 North Eighth.
for
furnished
Odd
Job Man, phone J082-kitchenette, nicely
FOR KALE OR TRADE Five, acics In keeping; modern conveniences; deslrabla CONGENIAL
TOUNO LADT attending
Frultvale. near paved road; fine grape location. 616 West Coal.
business college, desires place In prior chicken ranch; easy terms
right FOR RENT Newly furnished modern vate family to work for board and room:
party. Phone 693, or apply room 15 First
sleeping rooms, linens furnished, $8, pleasant with children; not alck. Phone
National bank or 701 East Santa Fe.
112, $15 per month. Inquire at 830 North 027.
Phone 1944-RANCH
Look at this, must be sold on Fifth.
WANTED YOUNG LADY, with musical
j
account falling health;
RENT One lovely bed room, to
house, FOR
diplomas, desires position as music
.
a teachers. tlS.SO
garage, barn. Implements, with or wlth-- o
supervisor In publlo school, or position
stock; twenty. two acres alfalfa, fruits each, or to one for $20. Inquire at 414 ae governess In New Mexico, Anions.
all kinds; two mile, from city. Phone South Fourth between ja ana i or n
or In Texas.
Colorado,
Address Box
or HI. Postofflce box 5:30 p. m.
owner, 2417-Rcare Journal.
192. Old Albuquerque, N. M.
for
rooms
light
FOR RENT Furnished
housekeeping, bath adjoining room
BUSINESS CHANCES
phone, water and lights furnished; also FOR BALE
Fresh Jersey cow. 1'huiio
two
furnished bed ruoms: positively uj
FOR BALIS First-clas- s
shoe .hop.
Z404-Jsick: no children. 710 west i,eao
Box 5, care Journal.
or
FOR
SALE
Three working girls,
Horses, Harness, and wagous.
FOR SALE Hotel, twenty rooms, pool WANTED
norm Jiroauway, phone 1S68-- J
teachers, to make their home with a
hall and bar; good lease, tli Soulu
young lady; would have use of all of FOR SALE Milk cows, $45 to $S0, seven
First.
the
including piano: very reasonmile. SOUth Of town nn .Tr, T.lndl'
FOR SALE Rooming house at Belen, able:house,
real close In. Inquire at 414 slouth
cheap. Address Postofflce Box 265, Fourth between H and 1 or after 5:J0 place.
FOR SALE One good milk cow. easy
Belen, N. M.
p m.
w. O. CODD, tudu
it requirea,
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
brick building,
215 South First; location good tor any
RENT
Ranchet
FOR
FOR
SALE
kind of business.
Dressed
for Saturday
e
i8,0u0-acrfryer,
FOR RENT
pasture, three
delivery, 45 cent, pound; leave orders
FOR SALE Stores, hotels, rooming
mllea from
Thoreau, New Mexico;
.
ruuw store.
R. M,
houses, garages, restaurants and other fenced; good grass and water.
high-claFOR BALE Flemish
Rufus
propositions not advertised Watts. Thoreau, N. M,
. Giants,
..
ti -- , i
nA HI..I,
noes SHUj
Co., 218 West FOR LEASE 320 acres of good mountain
locally. Roberts-Turnducks, annr
, A nr.-- . eisinus,
r
retara 7,,v
nT.
.........
Oold.
I
..eat
pnone
upbu,
food
grazing and agricultural land; Jour-roo- FOR SALE
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
Rabbit, and hutches; fifty
and winter protection: good
grasa
doea, eight bucks and a number of
OWNER must leave city, so otters Lis
houses Ke an acre per year. Call
fryer., cheap; going out of bu.lnoas.
nice and fast growing business at bar- at 1207 Virginia boulevard.
to
the
future
business
this
gain price;
and location Is very big; to present busiHALF CAR young Wyoming horses, sev-erWELL CONTRACTOR
ness should be added fancy groceries, lee
good matched gray teams; weight
rretun and tobaccos; reasonable rentut; UkLI.S DRILLED, driven and repaired, 1.200 to 1,800 pounds.
Martin Csrrol.
price only Jl.Oinl. Joseph Collier, expumps, tanks, towers, J. F Wolklng. Mountain road and First, or apply 12"
clusive agent, 207 West Gold, phone 744, S3 West Marble, plions 14S2-Nortn Second,
FOR RENT

.

$10.00 Per Load
A

Better

Grade

GOOD

I1E.O0.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land
Lumber Co,

'&

218

Albuquerqu. Nw Jfexloo,

TV.

The Colorado
and Southern
Railway Company

BUYS

DANDY bungalow. Four large
rooms and bath with three
sleeping porches, garage, etc.,
only $3,600,
SWELL new four-roomodern with hardwood floors, etc.,
fourth ward, $3,500 takes it.

CO,

' Phone

Gold.

rai r

FDR

will employ In Its shops, round

Realty Sales Company
South

"

and car department at
Ucnvcr, Trinidad and Cheyenne, men suitable for such
service. Board
nnd lodsing
free under ample protection.
Idenl climate and working conditions. Free transportation.
Time and
paid after
eiuht hours nnd for Stindnvs
and Legal Holidays. Wire or
write

der- ?-

Xef

.hree

lions--

one-ha-

407

OF,

mechanical craft employes
havlns gone on a strike,

14

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

FOR RENT

AUTOMOBILE

Room at 516 West Copper.
Sleeping porch and board.
Maple.

CoofTrout room. 603 West
Phone C043-FOR RENT Three housekeeping rooms.
910 North-Fourt-

ON ACCOUNT

Seroml st.
.

vmncR9

Ke.lltni-."-

"PRICED

TO

SELL'

lf

R

my

FOR
FOR

al

218

As Long As It Lasts

SALE BY OWNER
Brick
Stucco
five
House;
rooms, pantry, porches, hardwood floors, sidewalks, lawn,
No. 314 South Sixth street,
Price only $4,750. Phone 1444--

i.uiii,

garage. Phone 1590-1010 Forrester.
FOR RENT Desirable
of
apartments
three rooms, close In. 419 West Fruit.
FOR RENT Two-roofor
apartment
housekeeping. 1023 West New York.
FOR RENT Rooms for light housekeep218 South Waller,
ing.
phone 1C87-J- .
FOR RENT Two furnished lrousekeep- lug apartments; no sick; no children.
5(13
North Fourth.
FOR RENT Two lurnlshed ruoms, for
.light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
721

five-roo-

All Kinds of Insurance.
REAL ESTATE.
112 South Third Street.

DEAL'

FOR

INVESTOR
of high altitude, will
take a good substantial loss on

-

add!-tion-

$SG0.

Four tonmn and bnth. paved
street. Highlands. Close in
J3.SO0. Terms.
Well located,
adobe,
stucco; Fourth ward, new condition; east front, shade, fruit
Kasy terms.
McMillion & Wood,
Kealtors.
"fi W. Gold. Insurance. Loutu

BERNARD A. SLEYSTER

Five-roo-

Income property. This property was built by myself and la a
FOR RENT Lleht Housekeeping rooms. bargain.
For Information see my
v.nuersieeve liiectnc io.
airent, D. T. Kingsbury, 210 West
FOR RENT Furnished apartment and Gold. Phone 907--

FOR KENT Apartment with Urge

AVent

INSURANCE

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

Demanded for both buyer and
seller by the
NEW MEXICO STATE
11EALT1' ASSOCIATION

On account

Apartment

Keleher, Realtor,

D,

V,

PLUMBER,

216 North Third,

REAL

BARGAIN
Either for a home or an lnvest-nethat will net you 15 per cent
We have It in two
modern homes near two new
ichools and a fine neighbor-nooSuitable for shop men and
trithin one block of street car
'.ine and will be the same from
pavement In the near future. "Will
sell both or one on easy terms.
Have other good buys.
Call or Phone
Kelly Real Estate Company
Phono 467. 115 South Second.

J.

j'

When you saw tho other fellow's- houso burn
you
of your fire insurance. thought
Hid you tako out that
insuranco vou wanted
We will bo glad to have'
a
ran call on you
and fix it
Houses for Kale, for rent, up
for
lease, many furnished houses
for rent nr lease
H, CHAS, R0EHL.
l'liono 010.

Highlands,
lot $1,100 cash.
New frame,
two rooms and
Iioirli. full size lot, east front
full-siz- e

five-roo-

PAT,
WANT

modern stucco homo
with fireplace, basement and
!urnaco heat. The rooms are
argo and airy, large screened
Trout porch, east front. The
3wner is lcavinj? town and will
aiako a sacrifice to ejoll before
leaving. Let us show you this
place today.

FIRE

frame.

Four-roo-

?1,-0- 0.

rosy home, four rooms, glassed
sleeping porch, fine shade, lawn. A HOME IN THE HEIGHTS
Good
location,
Fourth ward. New
right up to
Priced
Liberal
$3,750.
terms, the minute, for house, $4.T50.
Good
only
hurry.
terms.
J.
MIX
P.
REALTY
CO.
It.
A. IFLIIISCISE1,
REALTOR.
323 AV. Central.
rhone 770.
204 W. (iold. PUonn 442-.Firs, Aerlden,, Automobile irsurnnte,
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans,
8urety Bm Is, Loans.
No. Ill S. Fourth St.
.elephons 74.
Notary Public.
DO YOU

OPPORTUNITIES

HOME,

Five-roo-

Rentals,

filter

For Salo By

SPLENDID

inisss3n$ its

Vv

Dwelling

l'UK SSALK
K-KhlNT Two-roofurnished house.
Lignt
Uuick, jet)?; FOR
l:UU Forrester.
' "Juring rsr.
IIS West Onld.
Will SAI.B OH THADE-Ll- ght
FOR
RKNT
Bis tourfurnished house.
1221 Forrester.
rsr, tor vscant lot Phone 1S23-FOR HHNT Four-roo''AU1AT0R
huuse for light
KEHAmiNO.
O.
71?
v-.
SI 7 Nnrth Third.
aiPiai wni-KS-,
housekeeping.
Ill South K.llth.
tOK SALE-- K-4
Two-rooFOR
aou-t-t
RENT
car
rurnished house.
t""!la" cndltlon. Bond-Dillo-totinnt
n
wini purcn. luzz Houtn waiter.
Co.
city
RKNT New three-rooFlU
bungalow.
K '"
fAI.K C)ns Ford triKk. one Ford
South III gh, fIS a month. Phone
fiiKI.
rpbum'
terms.
Phone
chesp;
Four-rooJtKNT
FOR
15'5rjr""r'
brick house.
modern; In excellent condition. 10:1
NAI.IS ix.dgs
Inuring car. lo:l r orreFler.
model, good as new; priced to sell. 711 FOR RENT
Two-roohouse with eleep-InEfst H.i7.el(line.
porch; city water and lights, 15.
A I.H
Fl 'lt
touriim, Naah Six Phone 410.
both
sport:
Kood buys.
Hoover Motor FOR HUNT Beautiful tumlshed modern
ouu.wiy, f iq west Topper
house, with glassed-lsleeping porch.
SAVL, Di) to 75 per cent on used
311 Koulh Arno.
etc.; full stick for over twenty-fiv- e parts,
difI'OR
RKNT
Houses,
all
klnds;furnlshed
ferent cars. Mcintosh Co Jll Wtst
and unfurnished.
McMlllln 4s Wood.
Realtors. 'J(in Wejt Gold.
UII.I. I'AY CASH for bamaln car, about iOR HUNT Four-rooMouse and sleepsize of Iodiie. Rood
no Junk'
ing porch,
furnished.
stats all and price. condition;
Inquire 614
Address Box lis! South
Kdlth. phone 1405-W- .
care Journal.
RKNT Two-roorOR
furnished
house
FEMlElt BRACKS FOH KORDjj Have
with sleeping porches; gas rangs. 318
your fenders braced and save on tire South Edith,
14T.1-phone
expenses; let tis show you; satisfaction FOR
HUNT Two and three-rooKiiamnteod.
Puke Cltv Oarsa.
fur- "isirea nouse. s:o Month Walter. In- Foil SALE Large assortment of autoat Si 3 Enst Pi lflc.
qu.'e
mobile paints, varnishes
end colors. I'OR
RENT Four five-roo?eo It. F. Monuhan, automobile
unfurnishpainting.
ed houses, 70S, 709, 71S, 717 Bouth
703 Pcith Heoond;
phone 551 W.
Walter, 140 each. Phone r,30.
FOn A GOOD used car com and see FOR KENT Modern rurnished cottage.
two rooms and glassed sleeping porch.
what we have and those we have listed
for sale. Oden Hoick Company, Fifth and on car line 121M Kouth Edith.
Gold, phone 1100.
tOR RENT Two-roohouse, furnished,
with sleeping porch, JIS per month.
111 lit
FOI! SALK
Ford tourlnp, de- Inquire 1354 Nnrth Second.
OS
mountable rims. Hosier shock absorb- FOR RENT
South Arno. seven
rooms snd bath, two-rooers; tiiso a 1921 Dodse touring, cord tires,
basement.
all around; both cars sre bargains and Phone U:8-W- ,
or P. P. MeCanna.
will be sold at a big sacrifice. Trade the LIST
nouses
wun the City
your vacant
old car In; terms can be srranged.
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
Auto Co. 311-1West Copper.
service. 507 West Oold. phone S7.
WHEN IN NEED OF
FOR RKNT Desliublo four largo rooms

ldg

TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, magnetos generators, wheels, gears, sxles.
bearings horns, accessories
COMIi TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE
FOLLOWING MAKKS OP CARS:

Bulck
C24, C!5. D41. D55; Cadlllao.
Chalmers, Chandler. Chevrolet 490, FB.
t.
Baby Grand:
Dodge. Dort.
Ford, Hup 20. H. K. N.; Maxwell, Mitchell Olds i. Overland, every model; Saxon
4 and
Studehaker 4 and 6; Wlllys-Knlgh- t,
every model.
If you don't see your car la the above

ret

remember.
ARB SALVAGING LAT1D MODEL
CARS EVERT DAT.
In addition to the Isrgest stock of nsed
COMIn
the state, we carry
parts
PLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts.
axle shafts and general accessories, for
ev.ry ear.
OUr. PRICES ARB THE LOWEST.
WE)

T.srgeet

VIADUCT QARAGB.
800 SOUTH SECOND.
parts house id the state.

WANTED

Miscellaneous

A NTUii
Fl'i
buy Adirondack rt:linin
rhair. AndrfPH Pnit 70f, car Journal.
WANTKD
Gun range with oven, good
ronnnion. t;. c. Root, journal.

WANTED

mortaire.

firit

MONEY
On
good
McM'HIon A wood.

TRANSFER and cavenpr work dun.
reasonable rate. E. A, Griffith, 732
East Iron, phone ISTO-WANTED Fnrd roadgtpr body, muit be
later than 1917 model.
Morrnw Auto
rv, phone 893. 313 West Silver.
MAX
BARGAIN STORE, at 816 Boll lb
First, will pay the hlrhcst prices for
your tecond-hanf- l
clothing, ahoei and
Phone 858.
furnlttre.
BUO CLEANERS

9xlS Rust Cleaned
11.21.
MATTRESSES reooiated, 13.50 and op;
furniture repaired and eaclced.
Ervlo
Bedrllnit Co., phonea 1S-or J03G-WANTED Your planu to apply on purchase of new used
piano.
player
Phone 108 and we will call and quote
valuea that will make conservative buy-i- r
sit up and take notice.
George P.

Ianard.

K FINISHING 3 TIMES A DAY
satisfaction
Remember,
guaranteed.
a reliable estabpostage pal on
A
Hanna, Inc.,
Commercial Photographers, Fox News,
Albuquerque.
KG DA

Send your finU 'ng t
lished firm.
Return
mall ordera.
Hanna

CARPENTERING
FOR ODD JOBS" a n d "contract work, call
1175--

PAINTING Paper hanging and kalsoL. W.
mlnlng: all work guaranteed.
08 South Edith, phone 1344-Owens,
I WILL ESTIMATB all or any part of
your work; I make a specialty of lath,
W. II. Conver, phone
(rig end shingling.
241

SANDING We can resurface
your old floors and make them Ilk.

FLOOR

ne
and make, your new floors perfect.
Phone SH70-LET
figure your new bouse or re

a

pairs; reasonable prices: work gnaran
E
teed: estimates free. Call 1766-B. Johnson.
ls John.
LLT MB FIGURE with you on new and
R.
old housest estimates guaranteed.
B.
Caldwell, Contractor and Builder,
phone 13DS-WB DO ODD

.'OB carpentering and
house building, reasonably; Investigate
Phone
low prices; estimates free.
:39(t-J. F. Kluken, til Tale.
I WANT you to
Inveattgste my low prices
on any kind of a building proposition
you have 4n view. A. E. Palmer, Uunga-loBuilder. Boi 41. city. Phone 176S-our

WHI T tPSv CKs"
FOR

for'sa iel "

711

B. rBrSa

BALE

Twelve Homer
Carneaul
plgeone. cheap. Phone 1478-FOR SALE Milk
fed crate fattened
1)24
South Walter,
phone
fryeri.
1979--

lit

South gicuud.

.

Denver,

SALE"

t't-'lIMtil-Jl-

Foil

.SAI.i:

--

grajits.
oi'J'--

II.

Ft'li

chair.

llarbel-s

Ft Hi SALK
lino h. I'!
Fl )It
--

Cl.l

KiKhty-ton

k.

oox

EXPERT rwantpoo1
LieANUELIS.
tage cheese

imro
ami

3113-.I-

FOIt

Phone

grapes.

First.

S.U.K-- .
II. ci.i

VALLEY

Miscellaneous

urd

.

mil

i'Jione 188

r v""ing,
J'h""J: 117-r'MILK; "bb's'FTn TOW.T

TliY BUDIJY-l'hone S41.1-H-

STARES,

Colo.

FOR SALE
f'

C,

at

"7.

A

;

.

J-

-

E,

B

iSESS!IONAL
U'IMON AM)
Rooms

tuttermlik.

U34--

Gonce Roaf Estatp

s

bar-lit-

tiliriprilje

work, phone
milk,
butter,

HOMES

'"""''n.

$3,150: terms
oom,, furnish,-!- . J2.250;
,onn,s
.
p., n.sai,; ten"s
rooma ""1
P.. ? 1.1 00; torms!
r,00ma

311

Bandy

press, at a
phone t'tn.-,-woorl,smve"

i
3

15,

llo

'

,

r,onell Bulldln.

.'Ittnrne

1?

rhiinn

J

CARDS

i:,

i:.'.;t-j-

.

cot-

Phone

'.

.

I.. Ill

BALE Cheap, hlsh-grad- e
combin-nllo- n
runge.
1::2 Wtst Central, phone

lilON,

i.

,,'ncli

i:t

fr

al

Estatp

tor

W"AliTErB4rTR"oii.

WE ARE NOW LOCATED

At No.

WANTED

PERSONAL
siry work,

Supt.

'ILDJL'Ji "

A,

Motive Power,

P'ille f. Piiro..,. 11., i. ii- UK. M UH.AIvl.l' 4"wilvBiTiiT- f'l-- 'l
Kiiat Central
Full SAl.K Twelve gaufse Itcnmigum
I'none FIT1.
rump gun; practically new.
l'hone S.
171;' W.
MA11I.K SKl'f.l.H, 1).
niizens' l!;ink Hu'lMInc
FOH KALE Five
ten-fodry goods
'hens KHl-anil 20'.'3-,counters. Apply Kahn'a Store, 10S
Kit. (4.
North First.
runiir.
Eje, Kar, Nuse and Throat.
FOIt ALE Player piano. us,.d. excellent
condition: first
cash
Investigating
Office Hours
oilyer sure to tak
It.
Phone lit
to 1J s. m.. and 2 to 6 D. ra.
run hall ."ew singer sewing maor payments.
chine; cash
Phone
973-W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D7"
call 411 East omrul.
Tyi'KWltlTElt.S. all makes, ls and up;
limited o
per month. Albuquerque Typewriter GKMTO - rniNARV
DIsEASKq
Suiilh Fouri h.
Bxchntige,
AND IHSKASl:?,
Of InTUK 8K1N
FOR SaTe Used
tfnetiusi oOs and tvassennan
ijilnirntiirj
(onnertlen.
with gang plows.
Hardware tlllzent UanU Illng. 1'bono K96.
and glsssed-l- n
sleeping porch; clean -- .pilI5.?r,' J.KrberJkfcompany.
ami wen turnisneil.
l'J South High
FOR SALE i'resh butternTlik
e
and
F. 0. BAKES, M. D.
FOR RENT Furnished and unfurnished
cheese; also
milk In gallon
nomes in an parts or the city. Roberts-Turn- lots. Kwavne's Dairv.freh
Diseases of the tye. tilasgen FltMd
O., 21 s West Gold, phone 407.
mr'iCiii'
Office removed to 114 N. Sec-on- d
DA IKY
FOR RENT Modern five-roohouso
GUARAXTEKn Mir.W
at. Ground floor. Phone 842,
and sleeping porch, furnished; good PTNTS,
119 North Maple.
location In hlBlilande.
Full .SALK Large a..rtrnent of auto- CHIROPRACTORS"
IntlhllM
FOR LEASE Oil RKNT Now four-roonalnlsl
J
varnislln.
K. r. t A It MtNpT"" J"
modern house, lsol Virginia Boule- See H K. Munahan. autornohlle
painting,
f hlrnprnrtie.
vard Call between 9:30 and 11:30 a. m. i"- - (""nil
rnnno .. .i.w
10 and !i0 ArmlJo II n II r i nac.
nTw" CEDRO CANYON Firewood Co..
aimos't
FOR
RENT Attractive
firewood
.......
house, three rooms and screened sleepdirect from frlrn nanuon
A
LOST AND FOUND
sawed and split In stove or flrenlaee
ing porch, unfurnished. Ill West
lengths; prompt delivery. Phuna 2400-.TL.L.vl
TT
i,Ai,...
Jijts.luy iiiMiniii
FOR RENT Five-roomodern brick. SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushion.
Souih Third snd :ol
ivntral. on
Inside newly papered,
Pair pants; return to
painted and
cures
lotr.riii imi.n insteps;
root
F.ast
all
Centrsl
..... ,
sn-- l
Niilhia. ...
Ur. Burton, suite 9, Barnett
ree-'iv- s
varntRhed.
fl ,Dl..,..
reward.
iBiiici rticn
I nos.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 401uuoporis.
building.
West Tent ra I. LOST
Vellow
suit
near
case,
four-roofurOPPOSITE university,
ruit bALi'i'ianoB, player piaiiua, dec-tri- o I eratta. contain, , loilitn-- Vlnd--uh,,..
nished hoiine. glassed steeping porch,
oichfBtratlon ptanun, with slot at- blem o:i blarlc coat Inj'el;
T
plcass
r
garage, chicken yards, 150. 1S20 East tachments, phnnngraphs;
lu cny ponce
:5
fnr quick actlnn. phone 108 nrvalups,
f'orttrai.
writ reward.
I'. Learnard Piano Co., 214 Bouth
Foil RENT Strictly moaern, completely woorij
a nrr.
furnished house; five moms, hsth and
FOR SALE OR TRADE
In- - US'. KKKBCTO
two prclie, close In; reasonable.
AUTO TOP and KBAT
n
irmly Kood
ray.
rourlh. after 5 p
ilroMlnjc.
Effocto Auto Enamel. Vais- - WOLI.D
quire at 4M
In good
shape, for furniture; a nil's
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house; par. Valapnr Knanif on automobllea.
"'"k euv' U '"'tresletl. phono
Plymouth C'itto
Paint.
Homestead mis""
large front and back porch, garage; Floor
pHlnf U.u.f Paint a..)
c,..
house In the rear; rent
also
TO THA OB Team of
S'.O
at 322 South Arnc, or Isfat'tlon asaured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath WANTED
Inquire
er
1067-J- .
work horses for vaca it lot; not good
1310-R- .
co.,
west
Central.
lug
Phone
parphone
ticular as to locntlon.
USS-J- :
Two
.t
RENT
RALE
furnished
FOIt
comfortable
New
FOR
McCrmlck oill 31(1 North lirosdwav.Phoneties Scott
mower; six foot
alfalfa
cottages. In beautiful Tejano canyon;
renovator. Itldennur.
Concord bujfgy and harnesa, buckboard
climate ideal; telephone service.
II. 11. Hammond, phone H97, post-offi- an' harness, breaking enrt, 1,000 pound
box fir,, Albuquerque.
pcalcs, 300 pound counter acales,
JSATX-Resix
horse-powgasoline engine, two second- FOH iAUl-Tli- roo
c htnSrhZtT7,ak
Kent-Roojst
wagona, three bottom turning plow,
with Board hand
Silver.
Ph.,ne l;t,1.
four-dis- c
corn
plow,
and
tractor.
planter
WILL MAKE sacrifice price on beautiFOR RKNT noon, with board. 211 Apply Mann a Gardens.
ful mfllllTn bllnfffitow fi,..
South Hrosdwar.
k.u
ROOK PAINT
and
room, oak floors, fire
FOli RENT Two rooms and board. THIS ASBESTOS
o
no
.
nice location, almost new.
1I29-Mcontains
tar,
place,
paint
See
Phone
f
and wlfi me now. Address Hox 9. care Journal.
pitch or asphalt, is
611
ROOM AND BOARD, li a week.
stand the hot, dry climate of tho west.
South Broadway.
We also have a red. maroon and green
I
RENT Glassed-l- n
FOR
paint. All kinds,
porch,
pr gallon. Our
114 North lini'it.
b. ard.
new. built-u- p
roofs with r"'jhle finish, WA.VTKD liy couple, room and board
In private
years, phone 18:u-J- .
family, or small boarding
TABLE BOARD Single meals served, will IsMt twenty-fiv- e
house; must be east of tracks. Address
The Mama no Co.. 110 South Walnut.
home cooking. 312 North Tenth.
SI"1
care Journal.
with
board.
UANVAS sleeping porcit,
FOR SALE Furniture
1207 East Central.
110 per week
TVPEWRITERS
FOR RENT
Furnished room with o t'UUMTI.'RW RHHAtKI.NG nnd upholster- or 8035-without board. 713 South Broadway.
In?,
phone lilJ-Ervln TVPEWKITEJIS All makes overhauled
and repaired.
Hlbbuns for every maFOR RENT Room and board for two Redding Compsny.
Phone KOH KALE Buffc'. cabinet sewing ma- chine.
Albuquerque
ladles, or two
Typewrit' r
gentlemen.
1750-- j.
phone :iii.1-.chine, and kltciren tahle; J.",o takes
1;; south Fourth.
all.
them
North
Klpbth.
FOR RENT Nicely furnisned rooms with
TIME CARD"
flrst-claKolt SALK Plreless cooker, typewriter,
table board. Phone 1327-110 Routh Arno.
$S dressers.
Investltate our low prl'-eliirso stock of used furniture.
323
FOR RENT Board and room; glaased-I- n nnd
South First.
sleeping porch, for two. 1207 East
FO : SALE
Central.
Dining table and chairs,
combination book case and desk, libraFOR RENT Light housekeeping room;
also bosrd; reasons bis. Mrs. Ualstead. ry table, two beds, rocker snd chiffonier:
must be sold at once, cheap. 815 North
519V, West Central.
r ourtn.
AND
ROOM, PORCH
BOARD, U a
WESTBOUND DallT.
SALE
Oak dining table and six 'fain.
month; tray service; nurse', care If FOR
Arrive.
Depart.
leather-bottochslrs; Shuttle Worth No. 1 The Scout
desired. Phone 1S79-7:00
:3 pin
Wilton
velvet
new.
as
rug; all good
for No. .1 Calif. Llniited.l0:30 pm
11:90 am
am
BOARD
Good home cooking,
rate, by one-haCall Ssl, or 101 South No. 7 Fargo Fast . . . (I .0 am 11:20 am
toe meal or week. 'ure. Knight, cor- Fourteenth.price.
No.
The Nnvafo.. .113:, am 1:00 am
ner Broadway and Gold.
FOH QflCK BALE
HOLTHDOL'ND
Eighty-fiv- e
dollar
FOR RENT Have lovely vacancy for two
No. :! El Paso Exp
10:10 pm
almost
sell
will
new;
range,
Mrs. w. U. Reed, phone for $30 If sold
convalescent
17
No.
El
Paso
11:30 am
Kxp
by Saturday; also other
152B-40s Bouth Walter.
KASTHOITNn
household goods, at a bargain.
406
FOR RENT Delightful room and porch North Arno, phone 1936-R- ,
No. 2 The Navajo.. ":1 pm 8:40 pm
vlth board; private home; gentlemea
No. 4 Calif. Limited 6:00 pm 5:40 pm
653 South High, phone 1471-No. 8 S. V. Eight.. 7:15 pm 8:10 pm
FOR RENT Miscellaneous No.
10 The Scout... 7:20 am
7: eft am
In
FOR HEALTH8EEKERS,
pdvate FOi"1tliNr
710 West" Lead." '
FROM SOUTH
:
Garage,
nurse
iod
home;
care, tray service,
No. ?' From F.I Paso :35 pm
FOH nEVT Oarage.
mea's. 507 North High, phone 1748-J14 West Coal.
Kl Paso 7:00 am
TABLE BOARD Can accommodate two FOR KENT Piano, excellent condition. No.No.30 30 From
connects nt Belen with No. 21
or three persons for meals by the
Phnns 1R04-- J
for
Pecos
Olovls,
Valley, Kansas City and
week; only a short ride from town, Mrs. FOIt HENT Large new iirlck
garage Ciillf Coast.
lHemlng, lor, South Cedar.
cement floor; aecese to Oold avenue.
No. 18 connects at Belen with No. 21
MRS
MARSHALL', private home for 134 South Arno, phone 032-from Clovls and points east and south.
convalescents, excellent meals, table
and tray service; reasonable rates, HU7
North Twelth, phone 1161-J- .
SPECIAL summer rales, ess per month.
excellent board,
private room wt'.b
St.
fleeplng porch and tray service.
'
John'. Eplscopsl Sanatorium, phone 491
PRIVATE TUBERCULAR SANATORIUM
1410 South Edith; excellent meals;
In our new offices
special diets; general nursing; summer
rates, per month. lr,0. Phone 1SH5-313
WANTED
Thre
working girls, or
teachers, to make their home with a
opposite
Morning Journal office.
use
would
of
the
have
all
young lady;
house Including piano; very reasonable;
real close In. Inquire at 414 South
Fourth between 13 and 1 or after 1:30

BARGAINS IN 8. C. R. BEbri
TWENTT hens, fine layers, 13 each:
four cock birds, I! each, C F. Hay,
S.I
North High.
p. m.
J. W. BltAKlflKLD. watch. cSockYu"d"?9w'

V, Ridgway,

H,

iy You
list

H

Real Estate

"Hive

with MtMUlWa

West Gold Avenue

WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor'-

Phone 110.

S13 West Gold.

& AVoud

...;.

...
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CASH

Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

STORE,,

S08 West Central.

r

DAISY

It.

Osteopathic

Mc

Mact RACK

Eli.

Physicians.

86T--

b-

HII2--

421

PHONE

(wop

MilU

Theater
l.

For Sale Cheap

Beef

almost new player
piano with several rolls. Apply
at 613 West Coal avenue, Sator anytime
urday afternoon
Sunday.

LAST TIME TODAY.

GOLDEN PURITY
BUTTER
Packed By the
CREAMERY'

FOR SALE

Box

5.

Cinnls,

1--

"IF ITS

GLASSED

N. M.

IN

S

160 pounds
11

OLDS

A--

21111

DENTIST

The Romantic and Dramatic Spectacle
Also Ernest Truex in "LITTLE BUT, OH MY!"
Regular Admission Prices

OPPORTUNITY

EMPIRE

To buy small apartment
house, live in one apartment,
anil get. enough revenue
from other two to )uy off
properly. Clmnco only possible) because owner leaving
town, fourth ward, corner
lot. block from McClclh:.!
Park.

41)2

kmt

DYERS AND HATTERS
REG CLEANING
Phone 4.":i. Cor. (lib and Gold

Thomas' Ice Cream

Address "G,"
( arc Journal.

I2 North

'

I'iftli Street.

PHONE

805--

We will sure have a large lot of first class
5c
Cantaloupes, each
Come Early as Last Saturday We Run Out.
25c
Finest Tomatoes of the season 3 lbs
These are Beef Steak Variety and None Better
Longhorn Cheese is higher. Our price the
30c
same, pound
38c
Butler is higher. Our sale for Saturday, lb
We will limit each customer to 2 pounds for 75c
25c
Nice Sweet Potatoes, 3 pounds for
We Deliver $3.00 Orders Free. Small Orders 10c.
Please Call and See Us.

HEIGHTS ACDITORIIM
Music by the

Sjncopalors

Guys Transfer and

1- -2

Sr

l.dtj

OiL

SKINNER'S
WILLY-NILL- Y
Phone 60.

,

205 South First Street.

FOR SALE
Horse,
also

Ventilated Hall in
City. Best Floor.
DIME PER DANCE
by Moonlight Serenaders

PREMIER

AUTO

COMPANY
1003 South Second
We do all kinds of automobile
work and we also do any kind
ot machine work, and welding.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
TRY US AND SEE.

Gallup Lump
Omera Lump
Omcra Egg

Wagon and Harness,
ton White Truck.

4

Grunsfeld Bros.

Buy

Your

Coal

Before

the Rush.

FOR SALE
Two nice

houses, twenty-fiv- e
foot lots, two rooms each,
sleeping porches, north part of
town, good location. See S
Knhn, 109 North First, cash or
terms.

M,

I

The Highest Grade Maearont
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

DAILY'S RASH AMD KARRY

!'

KANSAS CITY MEATS
For months we. have not advertised still our summer months have doubled that of any past summer. We feel the buying public knows our prices
are as low as we can get them. The quality of our
merchandise has always been our greatest asset
Delivery to all parts of Albuquerque has made
our wonderful ffrowth possible.
You will find
prices the same at both stores.
1

lb.

Butter (creamery
1riCe'S

38c

1

pkg. Graham crackers 10c
lbs. Spuds
2.1c
lb. Checolute Cream
Coffee
40o

1

PowT,

BaklnR

1

10

1

1

3
1

can

3"c
Grape Kruit .
'b. Boss Flour ,...$2.20
lb. Fresh Tomatoes
,1c
doz. strictly fresh Egsrs 40c
lbs. Sweet Spuds ....2.V
lb.

Okra

2.V;

Come in and have free sample of cake.
Bring
your petrolene soap coupon for free soap. Ask to
see our big soap deal.

40-lb- s.

tP.Jt)

TO 11 P.

f$ CHARLES

FOR SALE

Bartlett pears,
net, f.
o. b. Alhiuiuerque, $2.60 per box
I'lemish Beauty pears. . ,J2. 40
A. H. GOSSETT,
Enibudo, N. M.

1

LAST TIME TODAY.

Daily's Gipsy Store

Best

1

We haul anything, any time and
anywhere.
Phone 371
323 South Second
Night Phones 2(K!3-,- 1 and 1209--

We have a full line of Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
with plenty of Yellow Free Peaches, fine
10c
for slicing pound
36c
Hickory Cane Sweet Corn, dozen
10c
California Head Lettuce
35c
Large Lemons, dozen
Green Beans, pound
Wic
10c
Fgg Plant, each
d
Colorado White Potatoes,
100 pounds
Colorado White Potatoes. 43 pounds
$1.00
Colorado Fancy White Potatoes
OK
19 pounds
AdOK,
"Try the Willy Nilly Cash Way and Bank the
Difference"
Granulated Sugar
QPw
ten pounds
OtJL
(iranulaled Sugar, 100 pounds
$8.40
Armour's Star Bacon, pound
......380
Bacon Squares, pound
21c
Del Monle Blackberries, can
25c
Farmhouse Pitted Cherries, No. 2 can
32c
Pitted Cherries, No. 10 tin
$1.42
Strawberries, No. 10 tins,
$1.67
Silver Brand Peaches, No. 1 tin
20c
Sunkist Prunes, No. 2
tin
44c
Sunkist Prunes
five pounds net
)
Monarch Hominy, No. 3 tin
18c
Monarch Kidney Beans, No. 2 tin
16c
Monarch Pimentos
19c
Brookfield Butter
QQ
per pound
Aunt Jemima Brand Fluffs, package
15c
We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free.

pounds

We

TONIGHT

Music

SEE ISLET A
Cars run Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday mornings at H:3l
to this Interesting Indian pu- eiiio. lime, three hours. Inret
$3,110. Koshare Tours, 314 Wcsl
Gold. Phone 5(1(1--

Storage

Fruits and Vegetables

CONTINUOUS

coal.

,$2.15
.... 25c

Sell

1

Dance Tonight

and Swastika

1124 South Edith
Phone 1517
"SERVICE WITH A KICK"

DANCE

313

ABOUT 875 CANTALOUPES

CANTALOUPES

,b;OT,B.OTr,r

i

Gallon, Packed,,
and delivered, $1.00

Phone

by this

FORMKAL'S GROCERY

2

BOSWELL'S CASH GROCERY

Produced

Fresh Tomatoes, 3 pounds
10c
Green Corn, dozen
25c
Cantaloupes, Watermelons, Peaches, Plums,
Grapes, Pears

1

H. E. Kimble

..........

mM,

r POTATOES - White

Fancy

A BARGAIN

Grant Building. Third
and Central.

PHONE 33.
agents for Sugarite

We are exclusive

Chalmers Roadster; first?
class condition.
DR. CARL MI LKY.
Barnclt Building.
Room

f

Swastika

20

DELIVERY THICK
CONDITION
l
S. Second.
Phone 004-.-

Comedy

Rip-Roari-

HEW STATE COAL COMPANY

AUTO FOR SALE
1 P

Good
work ;
ing and ironing one day each
week. Apply
-.
111,W. Tijeras. Phone I3TCAV

Phono

The Latest
famous comedian.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

Kirl
general housealso woman for wash-

1.

51

COAL

lady stenographer
Competent
law office.
for
State experience and salary
desired. Address
I'. N Cure .Ion run 1.

Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry.
Highest Quality, Lowest Trices.
Opposite Postoffice.
IIS South Fourth.

Room

"THE BOAT"

Phone 75.1
WEST CENTRAL

Sugarite

Wanted At Once

FOGG, The Jeweler

Dr.

The "Frozen Face" Comedian in

REGULAR PRICES

Gallup

Kale of all
furniture
and household goods at. the
ot
Ivan
residence
Grunsfcld, at
tomi V. Tijeras Avenue.

Victiike'

IT'

Lowland Market

Phone 18.503 SOUTH ARNO

with room and good board for
gentlemen.
I'hone 1810-W- .
fill S. HlKh.

WANTED
for

A Startling Motion

BUSTER KEATON

Sleeping Porch

Priato

Urn

ALSO

CO.

FOR SALE

Tennyson's Famous Poem

GOOD, WE HAVE

Highland Market
-

HOTEL WOODARD
of 22 rooms doing Rood business. Good reason for selling.
Address Mrs. U. S. Woodurd,

WAY

LEAH BAIRD

Spring Chickens are fine:
2
to 3 lbs., dressed, pound
;
45c
And alive, pound
. .
40c
Hens, pound
28c
40c
Belgian Hares, pound
All kinds of lunch goods Meats, Heinz Pickles,
Kraft Cheese, etc.
1

TRY

ALAMOSA

EVERY

WITH

Pork

Veal

First-clas-

Delivered daily In any
to any part of the. city
I'hone 2105-R- 5
Dairy.

IN

CLASS

"When the Devil Drives"

WE HAVE EXTRA NICE

Second.

or cream, iiality Kiiartintccil
than city lienhh require-

better
ments.
quantity
Butler's

HIGHEST

91

BIG DOUBLE BILL

PURE WHOLE

Always
Worth

LAST TIME TODAY

HAHN COAL COMPANY

w. Central.

h'rre Cull anil Delivery.

To replace that broken window
gloss. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
I'hone 421. 42: North First.

Albuquerque's
Finest

THEATRE

Start (he day right with a cozy CERRILLOS EGO COAL fire.
1'cw moments and the chill driven nvuiy.
Itrcnkfast ill
There Is no substitute for or "just us good as''

Drive it Yourself New Fords
and Dodges, Coupes and Sedans
ALBliGUERQUIS
DRIVEKLESS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

-

Let Us Send a Man

ss

Supplied

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

RENT A CAR

RACKEN,

rrry electric21.1 shoe
Month

Phone

Willi

CERRILLOS COAL

I'hone Office
Residence Ml). J.

K. P. Building.

s

WARD'S
iremm-ffmss-

s

al

Phone

Fit. INK

Dlt.

"f'S.

nn--

325--

to the Household

ool Mornings Cause No Concern

Store.

(ilpi-- j

IVcc soap.

hf suro

m

r-

Daily

t

Manufacturer and Repairer of
Jilacksmithitig and Woodwork
AUTO AM) THICK BODIES
SPRINGS AND WHEELS
702 S. Second. I'hone 55I--

1st.

for

Gentry's via, tide;
leading grrnvricx.

if plum
inuWi l'.'ltT.
li';i,rr.
'!

;iri'-H':- i

Osteopathic Special
Stern Bids. Tel. TOI-.-

Reymann's Auto Body
Works

o.

C. II. CONNER, M. I). I),
I.

10c per Pound is Our Price
ovrr:!

Wo want tlio 1cfct price for all
ash lor home of about 5 rooms
direct from owner.
dive ft roe t
number. J!ox 11, cure Journal.

'August 26, 1922.

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251
L. Joe Miller, Prop.

DA C E TONIGHT!
TIJERAS CANYON PAVILION

Shoe Sale!
We are calling you to a shoe sale that will appeal to people who know all about superior shoes.
This sale is not inaugurated for the purpose of
selling shoes of indifferent quality or shop-wor- n
accumulation.

It is simply our Semiannual Clearance Sale, the

time when we clean out all the shoes we have on
hand to make room for the coming fall shoes.
It is your great Shoe Buying Opportunity! We
give below a few illustrations of what we are doing in price cutting. The more shoes you buy now
The More Money Tou Save!
$7.50
$6.00
$5.00
$4.00
$3.50
$2.50
$2.00

Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Shoes
Llhoes

now
now
now
now
now
now
now

cut
cut
cut
cut
cut
cut
cut

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

$6.00
$4,85
$4.00
;

... ,

jer&
Siu4J'l

a

four-flushe- d

Kiin gambler

year's salary,

Thrills In It!
Laughs In It!

Added Attraction

two- out of a

V
V

g?

fjl
V

dfS?

1

J

Love's Own Sweet
Spells In It!
."KISS AND MAKE UP" Comedy

:

Regular Prices

Auction Sale

SATIRDAY. ALCTST 26TTf. AT 702 SOUTH THIRD STREET
SALE- - STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.
Five rooms of Afurniture to go to highest bidder for cash.
Note tho following articles to be sold:
Maahogany dresser,
braes bed. springs and mattress, big
leather rocker,
two large leather seat rockers, leather
settee, dining table and
six leather chairs, bed room rocker, stand table
coal range, tubs, dishes and cooking utensils and porch swing,
other
articles not mentioned on account of space. Now ifmany
you want
good house furnishings, you cannot afford to miss this sale
. as these good are Aand in A- condition. These goods have
been moved from Springer's storage to this placo for
sale and.
must be sold Saturday regardless ot
as tho ladv that
owns. the furniture must return home price,
So
don't miss
this opportunity don't stay away from Sunday.
this sale because you
don t see listed what you may want, as we have many articles
we have not listed. The house where we are
having this auction is for sale at a good value and on good
terms. Small
payment down and balance like rent, or wo will give one
year's lease. I'hone us for any information regarding house or
furniture.
Also, any one having odd pieces of furniture
wish to
put in can do so by calling Gober before Saturday they
noon.
-l

all-ov-

-l

-l

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

FOR SALE OR RENT
Two nicely built houses having two rooms, sleeping porch and front porches. Right on the car
line on North 12th Street. Size of lots 25x142
Price for both of them $2,500.00. Part cash, the
balance on terms.
One five room well built adobe house in Santa
Barbara, north part of town. The price I ask for
this piece of property is only $850.00. It may be
bought for part cash, balance like paying rent.

..$3.25
$2.85
$2.00

.......$1.65

Music by White Lighting Harmonizers
Five Piece Orchestra, Nothing but the Latest Music
Why stay in town when a few minutes ride will
take you where you can dance to the best music
and on the best floor.
There will be no dance Sunday, August 27. After
this date we will hold our regular dances Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays, and have nothing
but the best that can be had.

deft shuffles that tells
of the beanery kid who

For Rent a very nice store room
across the
street trom the Santa Fe shops. Brickjustbuilding 25x
I have a lot 25 142 in the third block on
North
First street on which I will erect a store
building
to suit tenant. This is a very good business block
for any business.

est Central Ave?

For any of

thee

SIEGFRIED KAHN

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD

opportunities call and see
109 North First St.

